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Some
things,
even cool
guys can’t
handle.

CHAPTER 1

Nuclear Dildo

“I had lunch with a retard, so now I’m going to watch two lesbians eat.
Each other.”
The woman stared another moment at the strange man in her car. Very
strange considering his reply to her demand to leave, to explain why he sat
in her station wagon. At the border of middle age and youth, the man with
his fine suit and perfectly groomed beard seemed a professional to her, but a
professional what? With his assured, attractive gaze, he could have been an
F.B.I. agent or industrialist or lawyer. Though uncertain what
“industrialist” meant, she knew that federal agents and attorneys had their
own cars. With his bizarre comment, this man’s profession might have been
less socially acceptable than his appearance. A professional hoodlum,
perhaps. In a moment, she had nearly decided.
“Mister, are you stealing my car?”
Shaking his head as though from pity, Abner Wagner opened the car
door and stepped out while speaking to its owner.
“Does a fish pee through a slit in its undies? Of course not, lady. This car
is stealing me. I got trapped inside and couldn’t escape. Lucky you came
along.”
“Mister, if you’re drunk and want to sleep it off, please do it at home. If
you don’t leave very soon, I am going to call the police.”
With a disappointed voice, Wagner replied:
“All right, lady, I’m not guarding your car anymore. No joyriding,” he
concluded, and nodded toward a small, spectacular motorcycle with low bars
and a full fairing of red and blue and silver. Though it seemed an exotic toy,
the bike could pull a tucked-in rider to 150 m.p.h.
More curious than furious, the woman watched the intruder step away.
In one hand he held a full-coverage crash helmet with some apparel stuffed
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inside. Then she noticed an acute lump in his jacket. Right beneath the
underarm, but he was not carrying a can of deodorant. Suddenly, the
woman felt very weak, and knew she would have no more admonishment
for a man whose profession had been verified.
Wagner did not mind leaving, for he had concluded using the car as an
observation post. He had been waiting for a different auto to appear at the
house across the street. The only Jaguar in a neighborhood of Jimmies had
arrived minutes before the wagon woman had discovered him. Wagner had
not known how long to wait. Would he encounter the instantaneity of
passion, or a developing, swelling romance? But he only gave the couple
time enough to say hi and take their clothes off before approaching.
The fence’s cutesy sign read “Beware: Attack Cat.” Red lettering with a
cartoon rendering of a yellow cat baring its fangs. Wagner could not stand
silly crap like that. Instantly, he wanted to slap whoever had posted that
sign where he could read it. After leaving his riding suit and helmet along
the fence, Wagner leapt over, and a feline attacked him.
A fuzzy cat extended its upper body from behind a viburnum and clawed
at Wagner’s ankles. Receiving only one painful scratch, Wagner kicked at
the damn thing, missed, and ran toward the bedroom window. He got the
right room first time. Since curtains usually leave a gap where they meet in
the middle, Wagner could see inside. See a kinetic mass of flesh and sheets.
Both embarrassed and satisfied, Wagner had typically idiosyncratic
impressions. There he was, running from a puss, viewing a lady’s buttocks
sticking out like a pair of leather bladders to be kicked about during game
time.
Neither embarrassed enough nor professional enough to leave, Wagner
stood away, reaching into his pocket. Luckily, the window was open, so he
would only need to cut the screen in order to enter.
No. He only had to observe a moment, take one silent photograph, then
return to his client. But Wagner did not use a camera. Cameras were too
objective. Wagner used himself.
Wielding a short-blade lockback folder, Wagner had cut the screen on
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three sides when the cat found him. Snarling and spitting loudly, the guard
cat dug its claws into Wagner’s calf. Instead of defending himself, Wagner
leapt away. Through the window.
The two women were trying to cover their naked, nubile forms when
Wagner looked to them. A fuzzy streak leapt past him and ran beneath the
bed, whose occupants Wagner addressed as he folded his cutlery.
“One of you has a beautiful derriere,” he began. “Boys don’t make passes
at girls without asses.”
“Preacher?” the lower woman replied.
Here was another curious, somewhat fearful woman wondering of
Wagner’s place in her life: Doreen, whose home Wagner had entered. Beside
Doreen lay her lover, Matilda Smithson, Wagner’s goal, the mistress of his
client. Predicting a conversation, Abner sat on a side chair.
“Do I look like your preacher?” he wondered.
“Well, yes, but I haven’t seen him in a while,” Doreen answered with a
hint of guilt. She spoke with a true southern accent. Doreen was no import,
but a native to Georgia. “But y’all do look like him.”
The shoulders of the bedded women touched, sheet pulled to their chins.
Doreen looked nearly dejected. Ms. Jaguar had angry eyes, but analyzed the
intruder in silence.
“Your preacher looks like a private dick?” Wagner returned.
Furrowing her brow in distress, Doreen replied, “Preachers don’t have
that sort of thing. I don’t care how private we’re talking.”
“So, instead of singing in the choir, now you eat fur burger.”
“This is Saturday,” Doreen cautiously replied, uncertain of Wagner’s
phrasing. The client’s mistress had no doubt, but Matilda retained her
fuming.
“If you were Jewish, Doreen, you’d still be in trouble,” Wagner stated
plainly as though his comment made sense. “But I know you’re not Jewish–I
saw you weren’t circumcised.”
“Women aren’t…circumcised–they can’t be,” Doreen declared.
Matilda looked to her lover with displeasure, because Doreen was
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conversing with this bizarre intruder.
“Sure, in some parts of Africa, even now,” Wagner said. “Right,
Matilda?”
Smithson hoped that the police would swarm in to arrest her and
Doreen, shooting this cretin in the process. Matilda would not mind being
arrested, if only someone would kill this lowlife.
“Certain tribes perform what is called ‘female circumcision’ as a type of
birth control,” Wagner continued.
To Doreen, the man now seemed like a college professor, not a
private…investigator. Wagner’s eyes’ being right on the front of his face
made him easy for Doreen to listen to.
“You don’t want to know what they do,” Wagner suggested darkly.
“What do they do?” Doreen had to ask, and Matilda nearly swooned.
“They abrade the labia of a girl’s vagina until the damaged tissue bleeds.
Then her legs are bound together. The scar tissue that forms seals the vulva,
precluding entry by the native, male phallus. The ‘doctors’ leave a passage
for urination, but none for humping and pumping.”
Doreen looked to him as though she had eaten something rancid. Scar
tissue, perhaps.
“But even modern practices in Africa can be strange,” Wagner added.
“You enter this little village where the women are cooking over open fires.
They don’t have electricity–passive solar my foot: let’s get active. No plug
for a microwave, vibrator, nothing. But the men are wearing the same tee
shirts made in Taiwan with English words on them that you’d buy in any
American mall. I can’t make sense of it. But let’s get serious. You think I’m
here just to lecture you on foreign cultures? No, I’m here because I’m a–”
“Voyeur,” Matilda interrupted with no blatant rancor. “A pervert,
whether you’re being paid for it or not.”
“Please don’t talk that way,” Abner requested, “you’ll hurt my feelers.”
“The feelings of perverts are only of interest to doctors studying the
criminally insane,” Matilda added coldly.
“Are you calling me a witch doctor, bitch doctor?” Wagner said. “Miss
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Smithson, I want to tell you something about myself, now that you’ve
revealed so much of yourself to me,” and he stared at her sheet. “I am a
private investigator of endless experience and improbable ethics. Thus, I can
tell you that my client is your sugar daddy, Herb Riccardo. His masculine
intuition revealed that you were humping around on him, though he still
doesn’t know that your boyfriend is a girl.”
“You’re the same type of investigator that those African shamans are
doctors,” Matilda asserted with an unpleasant chill.
“At least I called you ‘miss,’” Wagner declared. “Look at Herb. He refers
to you by your first name, like plantation owners did their slaves a hundred
years ago on this very spot.”
Emphatically Wagner pointed to the floor. The cat reached out to claw
his hand, but missed.
“That’s one pussy I am fed up with,” Wagner snarled, and drew his
handgun, aiming the weapon beneath the bed.
“That’s an air pistol, idiot,” Matilda retorted with a snarl more genuine
than Wagner’s.
“No, it’s a BB gun. So what? You want a BB in that cat’s eye? You want to
start calling him Pirate?”
Matilda shrugged almost imperceptibly. It wasn’t her cat.
“Don’t, don’t, don’t,” Doreen whined, nearly anxious enough to sit up
and reveal erogenous flesh.
“All right, enough playing around,” Wagner retorted, and stood while
concealing his weapon. “Mr. Riccardo secured my incomparable services
with a retainer in the hundreds, Miss Smithson, not thousands. You come up
with the six hundred that Herb owes me, and I don’t tell him the sort of
kissing that all of your lips have been pursing here–er, pursuing here.”
“Voyeur,” Matilda repeated almost blandly. “A pervert and amateur
who won’t get a dime from me. But I know genuine professionals. I will send
one for you some day, at a time when it’s most unpleasant. Now get out
before I call the police. They don’t like trespassers. Everyone hates a
pervert.”
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Wagner seemed to be listening, but did not move. He couldn’t. He stared
at something that neither woman could see. Though physically directed
toward them, Wagner looked beyond, before, not in the sense of position, but
of time. He had been struck by a recollection that Wagner had not
experienced, not to his knowledge. The memory had been triggered by his
own words, not Matilda’s. But, no, they had not been his words. Something
about that African village. Another person had spoken in that story, but
Wagner could not identify him.
The memory then commandeered his mind as though direct experience.
Wagner found himself in another room. He lay in bed with a woman. They
were having sex. No, no, they were sharing love. Here was the power of this
truth returned, for Wagner often had sex, but could not remember loving a
woman, could not remember being loved in return.
He closed his eyes to better accept this retrieved verity, for he could
almost, almost see her face. He could almost remember whose back he
caressed. The particular sound and rhythm of her breathing nearly
identified the woman. And he wanted this identity, for Wagner knew that if
he could remember the woman, he would remember the time, and both
would be his again. His past would be part of his life instead of a memory
that taunted with its implied proximity and unapproachable separation. His
lover almost became a woman instead of a dream, but Wagner could never
grasp these flashbacks firmly enough to make them tangible.
Wagner ignored the two genuine women before him, for they were less
consequential than the phantom indigent of his memory, her vehicle an era
whose acute pieces halted Wagner’s life. The memory’s power chilled him
even as the returned emotions flushed his skin. Attuned to the rhythms of
this past living, Wagner had fully connected to the sensations of the room
within which he caressed and kissed his lover. Then the vision dissolved, its
flow destroyed by desire. And there Wagner stood, facing two women who
stared at him, true lovers who seemed less real than a memory come and
gone in a moment.
“Are you all right, prea–? Are you all right, mister?” Doreen wondered.
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Wagner turned to the window. He did not feel like crawling through, but
knew that in his condition, he would get lost in the house trying to find
another exit. He stretched his leg over the sill, feeling that he should have
the screen repaired. He walked away. Retrieving his riding suit and helmet,
Wagner proceeded to his bike, knowing that he should return and apologize
to the two women, whose emotional activities were not his concern, despite
his “profession.” But ignorance prevented his return. He did not know which
man in the room had been genuine: the smart-mouth voyeur, or the lover in
that vision. Abner was equally ignorant of both persons. The private
investigator was only a portrayal compared to the reality returned in
portions via waking dreams. The women had not seen the true Abner
Wagner. Neither had he. Here was the ongoing defeat in his career:
presented with the opportunity to find himself, Wagner had again failed to
look in the right direction.
Wagner appeared ill as he stepped away, as though Matilda’s threatened
curse had struck him as promised in a most uncomfortable moment.
Wagner’s least pleasant time was the present.
Doreen knew her cat was angry. Only when displeased did he hunch his
shoulders and stare low. The cat sat on the window sill, its twitching tail
causing the loose screen to flap. Flies were entering, but Doreen did not move
to close the window. She could not move, too frightened or confused to leave
her lover.
Outside, Wagner’s stroker revving to 13,000 RPM filled the
neighborhood with a sharp crackle, elongated, aural lightning on the street.
To Wagner, it sounded like a nuclear dildo.
“This isn’t dandruff, only loose scalp,” Doreen told Matilda, lightly
scratching her lover’s head, examining the skin as her own skin shivered
from the irritating screech of Wagner’s motorcycle.
They had pulled the top sheet to their shoulders. Distress connected the
two women, but fear precluded their feeling intimate. Fingers against head,
thighs touching, bony knees beneath a forearm.
“He didn’t really do anything,” Doreen stated as though inquiring,
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straightening Matilda’s hair.
“He violated us,” Matilda insisted, her entire body tightening. “That
man raped us in a manner. He forced something on us, and I am giving it
back.”
“He was so…strange,” Doreen said in a near whisper. “When he was
talking about Africans doing things to women, I thought I heard someone
else’s voice come out of his mouth.”
“That bastard Herbert sent him,” Matilda said, not truly hearing
Doreen. “I don’t need him. He’s not worth a Jaguar. He’s not worth you.”
Matilda then turned to her lover. The two women kissed, sharing an
emotion that Wagner could only achieve in dreams.
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CHAPTER 2

In The Sandbox Between Cocktails
Wagner rode to the largest, loudest cloud of dust on the block. The
most impressive commercial project in Decatur extended above the dirt
fumes: a forty-eight-story office building still under construction. The
architectural style was nouveau pastel, floor after floor of isotherm glass
with a pale blue reflective coating that literally mirrored the sky. Simple
stone lintels and columns of cream and white and pale green framed the
huge panes, sixteen stories of each hue. The effect suggested a huge birthday
cake for mature persons who still remembered their youth. Wagner hated
the thing.
He guided his motorcycle past the portable toilets, downshifting after
waving to the waterproofing crew loading their airless sprayer onto their
swing staging, and up they went twenty stories. Far above that crew, the
ironworkers’ crane swung an
I-beam the length of a bus into place. Entering the underground garage
lit only by bare bulbs, Wagner parked behind stacks of extruded polystyrene
insulation. Then he heard an argument. Outside on the raw earth that
would one day be a tropical entrance garden, two salesmen vied for the turf
to situate their ten-foot metal and plastic signs: Heating/Cooling by
Aristocrat Air, and Stainless Sheathing by The Atlanta Impervious
Company.
With helmet in hand, Wagner walked the plank across elevator shaft
two, the car having been locked on an upper floor. Wagner did not expect it
to fall on him, though he saw nothing in the dark shaft above, a
technological tunnel in this concrete landscape. He entered the emergency
stairwell, proceeding to the ground floor.
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This floor was ready for occupancy by the advertising firm that had
leased the two-hundred-thousand square feet. Stepping to elevator five,
Wagner saw a man he did not want to meet: D. L. Marko. The building was a
project of Marko’s consortium. D. L. stood beside a stranger who confronted a
security guard blocking the elevator door.
“What do you mean, I can’t use the elevator? I own the third floor, and I
can’t even get to it?”
“Sorry, sir, but you’ll have to take the stairs,” the security guard,
Georges, stated. “Right now, this elevator is restricted for federal testing.”
“I thought this damn building would be ready on the eighteenth,” the
owner of floor three retorted to Marko. “This is the twentieth.”
D. L. was balding; Wagner had never noticed that before. But Marko’s
true problem was a lack of hair on other parts of his body. Going bald and
marital problems. Wagner tried to think of an appropriate equation: losing
both hair and wife’s affection equals owning megamillion dollar edifice.
Wagner could not quite cipher this equation, but felt pity for the millionaire.
Wagner had all of his hair.
Marko spoke to his associate as though the latter were a farmer
questioning the virtues of a futurist painting.
“The elevator will be ready this afternoon, and nothing else is holding us
back,” Marko smiled, and led Third Floor to the stairway.
Wagner remained out of sight behind a forty-foot mirrored column until
the two wealthies stepped behind the door. Abner then approached Georges,
fresh out of vocational school and wearing a badge.
“Yo, Georges, when will the elevator be ready for real people?”
“You don’t want to walk that far, Abner?”
“Does a fish pee upstream?”
“How is it you got the only finished office on the thirty-first?” Georges
wondered.
“It’s D. L.’s floor.”
“Yeah, I know which floor he owns. So what?”
“That’s the one question in philosophy that can’t be answered, you
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understand,” Wagner presumed, “because it’s not a question. So what is that
I’m screwing Marko’s wife, so I get free rent to pay for the chore.”
Georges guffawed so sharply that he nearly spit his teeth out.
“You’re a real commodian, Abner,” the security guard said while
unlocking the elevator door. “If D. L. runs out of money, tell him I’ll screw
his wife for free.”
“So, young Georges, you’re a real can of sewer when it comes to classy
women, eh?”
“I don’t know about class, but I know about ass. Mrs. Marko is a real
looker on the outside. I bet she’s pink in the middle, too.”
Wagner entered and pushed thirty-one, forcing a grin, but not speaking
to Georges. What a jerk. With his sexist attitude, Georges could have been a
professional voyeur. Wagner lost his smile as the door closed on Georges, and
the elevator rose.
The sound of a stationary compressor’s pounding air diminished as
Wagner walked the corridor. The contrast always satisfied him: the distant
noise and activity compared to the quietude of Wagner’s floor. Sure. His
floor. He didn’t even own a car.
Wagner stepped past “his” office, continuing to the building’s end.
Standing before a window half again his height, he ignored the ironworkers’
cables outside, and viewed beyond. With neighboring Atlanta’s skyline out of
sight, Wagner looked over lesser buildings, past quiet residential streets
likely holding lovers in bed. He imagined seeing the forested hills on the
Tennessee border, this pseudo-view aided by a glimpse of the last unpaved
road in the county. Wagner loved dirt roads, though he could not recall the
era in which he had traveled them. With his imagination ruined again by
memory, Wagner stepped to the office he rented at a low price. Very low.
The reception area was too big. Looked odd with the one cheap settee for
guests, the cheap chair and cheap desk for his secretary. Though rent came
free, furniture cost money, so Wagner bought sticky vinyl and imitation
wood. The secretary was also free, but she wasn’t a real secretary.
“One call,” Missy told Wagner, scarcely looking away from her computer
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terminal. “The phone company won’t accept your ad. They won’t list your
business as ‘Personal Information Services: PISS Away Your Problems’. What
a surprise. No calls for business, though. You have no work. That’s good,
because I can do mine. You need a real job. Like me.”
Her hair length and quantity of makeup equaled a hippy’s. But no
pondering nature for her. Missy fingered a keyboard connected to a tiny box
with a big RISC chip pumping out 9 MIPS to a million-pixel monochrome
display. This was no woman for color, not even grey scale.
Wagner hated that computer, but did not know why. He found all
electronics appealing. For some reason, he despised this appeal.
“Yeah? How’s your business?” Wagner asked with no interest.
“I have another new account,” Missy described, adjusting the pen behind
her ear. “I’m doing the books of the painters on this building. They’re small,
but we’ll grow together.”
“If you get so many accounts that you don’t have time to answer my
phone, I’m kicking you out.”
“You won’t have to,” Missy replied, not looking to Wagner. “I’ll be able to
afford my own office.”
“Not in this building,” he muttered, and entered his office.
Starkly furnished like the reception area, tall windows providing a great
view over the wrong side of town. As Wagner removed his riding suit,
dropping the apparel behind his desk, he considered transcribing that last,
vivid recollection, about his lover. God, that had felt great. Damn, that had
felt terrible. Though Wagner never forgot these retrieved visions, they
might never describe their era without formal scrutiny. Wagner thought of
starting a journal, perhaps a computer database. Sitting, he began to write,
“Dear Diary,” when his broker entered.
Sal Tunis did not need to be announced. Just as Missy was less than a
secretary, Tunis was more than a broker. As Sal entered, Wagner sat with
his knees up, heels at butt level. Although normally with the demeanor of a
lawyer, Wagner felt equally comfortable squatting on a chair like an illmannered teen ready to leap through the window of a pair of lovers. Tunis
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looked like a broker: narrow tie, balding, mild expression always leaning
toward the quizzical. Tall, and once upon a time, perhaps athletic.
“Georges was very possessive of the elevator,” Tunis began, “or, like,
possessive of his power over the elevator. He was pushing too much negative
influence, but at least he understood the idea that power is more important
than, like, mere material objects.”
Then he sat. Tunis spoke with the speed and determination of a politician
trying to get his point across to a TV journalist pressured by a commercial
break.
“So, how did the rest of your day go?” Wagner replied. “You make me
any money?”
“The investments you have with the firm are, you know, steady, not
spectacular, earners,” Tunis explained. “I mean, they’re like tree seedlings,
Abner, growing naturally, not like a chain saw that cuts so hard it ruins the
timberland, the very environment for the next generation of investors. But
I’m, you know, bored with money, especially when it’s not mine.”
“But money is the root, the trunk, the stump of all power in this society,”
Wagner asserted. “How could you be bored with that idea?”
“I have to tell you, Abner, that, like, money is not the stump of all power
in any society. Passion is the only true form of human energy, though it’s,
like, misapplied so often, toward unnatural ends. That’s Georges’ problem,
you know, misapplying his power.”
“Georges is such an air head his eyes hiss,” Wagner determined. “So,
what are you doing here? I don’t have any pee-eying for you to do. I wouldn’t
pay you anyway.”
“You know, my uncle owns the business, so I let him do all the work.
That’s, like, fine with him, because he loves the power of being responsible
for everything in the office. I’m not sure how natural that is, but at least it’s
human. And you know I don’t expect you to pay me, Abner. I mean, it’s not
exactly a privilege to do things for you, but it is exciting. At least you deal
with people, with their, like, passions, not their money.”
“Yeah, who wants money?” Wagner said. “Rich people don’t mean squat.
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Bust their heads, kill their babies, then look at ’em–they’re just like us.”
“How about if I continue spying on, you know, that chick who’s messing
around behind her boyfriend’s front?” Tunis offered.
“I found where she’s been going,” Wagner informed Sal. “She’s messing
around with another woman.”
“Oh, that is, that is…,” Tunis pronounced, looking upward, searching for
the proper concept, the best passion. Wagner knew what to say.
“It’s my favorite charity: MDA.”
“Oh, does your little neighbor girl have muscular dystrophy, Abner? Is
that why she’s, like–”
“Hey, Sal, MDA is Muff Divers of America,” Wagner called out sharply,
and stomped his feet against the carpet. “But if that’s the type of woman you
are, you need a girlfriend. You know what they say: you can’t have a pussy
and eat it, too.”
Wagner and Tunis then started as a man with an unpleasant expression
entered the office.
“Yeah, can you be a dickhead and eat it too, asshole?” snapped Herbert
Riccardo. Matilda Smithson was his mistress.
Short and thick, but not fat, Riccardo wore his typical open-neck silk
shirt of the style perfected by South American presidents. Riccardo
approached elegance no nearer than a silkworm’s butt.
“Did you take the elevator, Mr. Riccardo?” Sal wondered. “We were
discussing how, like–”
“No, I parked my fucking helicopter in the hall, you jerk,” Riccardo
snarled.
Turning to Wagner, Tunis offered, “You know, Abner, Georges lacks
respect for me. Like, I know you used the elevator, and so did Mr. Riccardo, so
that means that Georges–”
“Knock it off, dickhead,” Riccardo nearly shouted, then stepped to
Wagner’s desk.
“All right, Wagner, what happened with my girl?”
“I can inform you with certainty, Mr. Riccardo, that Ms. Smithson did
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indeed manifest a corporeal love affair with an unknown person not
yourself,” Wagner stated.
“Cut the shit, Wagner,” Riccardo snarled. “Are you telling me you found
Matilda with another chick?”
“Indeed, Mr. Riccardo, Ms. Smithson’s partner also follows the vaginal
persuasion.”
“Oh, Jesus, I can’t stand it,” Riccardo moaned, his distress genuine as he
turned from Wagner, turned past Tunis, turned completely around, facing
Wagner’s desk again. “That’s something no real man can compete with.”
“So, Mr. Riccardo, how far do you want me to go with this?” Wagner
asked. “Should I continue to observe–”
“No, fuck you, you’re fired,” Riccardo said dully, more concerned with
his thoughts than his words.
“Very well, Mr. Riccardo, I understand your distress,” Wagner stated
with the voice of an undertaker. “I’ll just send my bill along to your office.”
“Send your bill up your ass,” Riccardo snarled. “I’m not paying you a
goddamn thing. Fuck you; I’m not paying for another woman screwing my
girl.”
Suddenly, Wagner found a problem of vocabulary. A word of Riccardo’s
gained significance from being part of Wagner’s past. Instantly Wagner’s life
stalled. He recalled another man who had spoken as gruffly as Riccardo,
though not obscenely. As Riccardo turned to leave, a painfully vivid
memory struck Wagner. Not vivid regarding the exact setting, or that other
man’s identity. The intensity came from emotion, for Wagner’s heart
literally hurt. He thought of his parents, but did not know them. He had at
the time. The time when that other man had asked him something, and
Wagner replied with the exact words, “Why do you have to know of my
fucking parents?” The other man then reddened, insisting that Wagner,
“Never use that word in my home.” The setting had not been his home,
however, but his place of business. And Wagner had replied, “All right, why
do you have to know of my fucking folks?”
It had not been funny then, and came as pain now, for Wagner
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understood that his lack of memory extended earlier than he had previously
believed. Now he understood that he did not know his parents. He tried to
recall his original home, his schooling, first job, but nothing came. Nothing
came but the present.
“Sorry, Mr. Riccardo,” Tunis stated, “but your refusing to pay a
legitimate bill of dunning is just not, you know, acceptable. We’ll have to
take some further action of, you know, a legal nature.”
Riccardo then laughed and turned to Wagner.
“What are you going to do, sue me, you piss ant? That’s why I hired you,
because you’re nothing. I checked on you, Wagner. Your license isn’t valid,
and never was. So, go ahead, motherfucker, sue me, and I’ll prove in court
that you’re a phony–a pervert, too,” he added. “I hear you’re messing
around with an underage girl. You’re lucky it’s not my daughter.”
“I couldn’t afford your daughter,” Wagner told him, and Riccardo
stopped laughing. “You can’t sue me anyway, Herb. They only let people in
court, but you’re not human. You’re a rubber full of rotten sperm.”
Riccardo went totally still, and his mouth dropped open. He could only
stare at Wagner, who had more to say.
“You won’t pay me? Fine. This is what I’m going to do for you. I am going
to teach you family values. You shouldn’t be screwing that fine young lady
when you’re married. I am going to have to show you how important your
wife is. You’ll have real serious thoughts about her importance when you
come home one night and find her lying in her own blood with both tits cut
off and a broom handle up her twat all the way to her breakfast.”
Riccardo had turned rigid, had lost the color of his skin, but again could
speak.
“I’m having you killed, Wagner. I’m having you killed for the way you
talk.”
So Wagner shot him. Pulled out his air pistol and plunked a BB into
Riccardo’s forehead.
Wagner wondered how he had learned to shoot. The mind is so rapid.
Shoot Herb, then wonder of a past he could not recall. All in a moment. As a
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kid, sure, learning to shoot from the hip. Plinking with a pump action
handgun, not the CO2 type he currently wielded. Shooting cans when they
were still made of steel and had seams. Sounded great, but Wagner was only
guessing. His true past remained a lie.
Riccardo inhaled massively, his hands leaping to his face. Bent from
pain, he crabbed sideways to the door. A tiny metallic circle glinted on his
forehead where the BB had lodged. A tiny mark ringed with blood.
“I’ll kill you, you sonofabitch!” Riccardo cried, reaching for the door. “I’ll
kill you fucking dead myself!”
“If you can’t handle the crap,” Wagner concluded, “get out of the toilet.”
They watched him enter the corridor. A moment later, Missy stepped to
Wagner’s door, looked at him with a pained expression, and slammed the
door while staring.
Tunis had a spacy look, as though on a party drug, one shared in the
sandbox between cocktails.
“I can’t believe you, like, really shot him, Abner, and over money. It’s
not as though he, like, threatened your health, your mental peace, your
soul. I mean, I mean, you could have put his eye out.”
“Then we’d call him Pirate,” Wagner stated as though a great truth had
been revealed to him.
“And what you said, Abner, was, like, worse in a way. I know you’re not
really going to, like, do that, are you? But even saying it is so, uh, antinirvanic that I feel depleted in my spirit. I, I can’t really put up with that
sort of thing, even kidding, or, like, catharsis for you or something. I mean, I
keep remembering when I was in Sudan and things like that really
happened, so I can’t even think of them anymore. I know you’re not really
going to, like, do that, Abner, but….”
“I probably won’t really do it,” Wagner told Tunis, his attention not fully
lodged in the present. “But it seemed the thing to do for a moment. For a
time.”
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CHAPTER 3

Hard As Cartilage
Wagner entered his apartment. It smelled old, as though something
within needed changing. Of course, it smelled like him. Disgusted by that
odor of past time, Wagner left his apartment soon after entering. He went
upstairs for a better smell.
He liked this moderately priced apartment building because the
libertarian manager allowed his tenants to be themselves; that is, weird.
Here, everyone lived according to their doors. Mr. 1B swept outside her door
three times a day, although she never had any traffic. Mr. 2E spilled trash
by his jamb whenever he took the garbage out, and always left a scrap after
cleaning. Leaving his apartment, Wagner noticed dampness on the floor.
Fifty feet later, he passed the woman from 1E, who stood outside her door
watering a potted plant that never saw daylight. Lacking absolute security
in the concept she expressed, Mrs. 1E explained to passing Abner.
“Unfriendly spirits are not easily washed away with soft water.”
“Try ice,” Wagner suggested, “it’s harder.”
Abner continued to the stairs, walking up to the third floor. He passed
the father from 3C, who had nailed a hand-painted sign outside his door. It
read, Uncle Ed, Keep Away Goddamn It. The sign’s restraint most impressed
Wagner, for no emphasis had been utilized, no underlining or exclamation
point.
Wagner proceeded to 3G. This door had no odd aspect but that the phony
pee-eye from downstairs occasionally came a knocking, looking to play
with the retard who lived beyond.
Mrs. Salinas was a mother. Wagner could not consider her in any other
manner. Not as anyone’s wife, an attorney retired in her fifties, a lover at
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any age. Teresa Salinas was Maria’s mother. Hispanic with no accent, she
was tall and broad shouldered, but pleasantly feminine, greying hair she did
not bother to color–being a mother, not a lover.
“Well, hello, Abner, it is so good to see you. And right on time. Please
come in; there’s something I wanted to ask you.”
He hoped she didn’t want to borrow money. A steady cash flow was not
Wagner’s strong point.
Nice apartment. Identical to Abner’s but with one more bedroom and
pointed in a different direction. Densely furnished in nouveau country, with
copper cookware even on the living room walls, appliquéd chickens, stuffed
geese, Conestoga wagons on the sideboard. And those two eyes. Down the
hall, a pair of eyes peered out from the second bedroom. As he entered the
apartment with Mrs. Salinas, Wagner stuck out his tongue at the eyes, and
they retreated.
Teresa led Abner to a fat love seat, floral pattern, comfortably stuffed,
where he always sat with his little friend.
“I was wondering, Abner,” Mrs. Salinas asked as she seated herself in a
chair perpendicular to Wagner, “are you busy tonight?”
“Are you asking me for a date, Teresa?”
She smiled, no laughing.
“No, I’m mentioning to you that I have a date. My former husband and I
are discussing an increase in child support at his wife’s house. She is really
very pleasant.”
“Younger than you?”
“About the same age.”
“Then why’d that jerk leave you?”
“Maria will never be the right age for her father,” Mrs. Salinas stated
blandly. “The only way he has of expressing his guilt is with money. But I
don’t hate him. Not truly.”
“Well, I’m not too fond of him, and I’ve never even met the sonofabitch.”
“Regardless, Abner, I was wondering if you’ll be busy tonight so that you
might….”
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“Watch the Down’s baby?”
“Well, yes, Abner, if you don’t mind. I’ll be away less than two hours, I
promise. Frank likes to get this sort of guilty business over quickly. Helen is
very pleasant, though.”
“You said that twice. You must really hate her guts. So, sure, I can babysit tonight. Can I bring beer? I vow not to get drunk and thereby inspire
Maria toward the ways of alcohol.”
“You may bring no more than two,” Mrs. Salinas smiled.
Then that pair of eyes appeared again, nearer this time.
“Mrs. Salinas, your daughter wouldn’t come see me, so I had to come see
her,” Wagner stated loudly.
The eyes certainly heard.
“Why, Mr. Wagner, Maria never leaves our apartment. I would love for
her to go out with me at times. I would love to have tea and cookies with you,
as you have often invited us. With your help, perhaps one day Maria will be
able to leave.”
“Come on, come on,” Wagner called out loudly, and waved for the eyes to
approach. “Come out here before I drag you outside and show you the sky or
something terrible like that. Come on out. I have an answer for you.”
Slowly the girl complied, shoulders slumped, eyes directed toward the
carpet. About sixteen, but wearing a dress styled for eight-year-olds, dark
with a contrasting round collar.
“Come and say hello to Mr. Wagner, Maria,” the girl’s mother said
cheerfully. Teresa had lost that morose tint to her speech from speaking of
her ex, her abandonment.
Maria approached without looking to Wagner. She always seemed to be
looking elsewhere. She sat stiffly beside him, staring at her knees, which
were separated enough for a mosquito to fly between. No touching. Maria
never sat near enough Abner for their elbows to rub. Wagner had never seen
Maria hug her mother. Occasionally, he would pat the top of Maria’s head,
but only by moving his hand so that she saw it coming. Wagner allowed
himself to pat her hair because Maria never smelled of head sweat, that odor
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produced only by romping children, the most revolting stench in the
universe. Maria smelled of recent cleaning, skin and scalp and fabric.
Slim Maria, when stationary, appeared graceful. Before Maria, “retards”
had not been people to Wagner, but no-brain aliens in lumpy human form.
In his previous bigotry, Wagner had believed that mentally handicapped
children were all stocky, with sloppy mouths and stupid expressions. True,
Maria’s visage would not convince anyone of a cryptic intellectual prowess,
but her mien did not frighten. At least not to Wagner; but after becoming
familiar with her, he had become a bigot anew. Now he considered all of her
aspects just fine. Wagner was prejudiced because this kid was his friend, and
his friends were all right.
“I brought an answer for you,” Wagner told Maria. “But you have to ask
me a question first.”
Maria darkened, becoming even more self-contained. Maria was
thinking. Seeing that the game had begun, Mrs. Salinas quietly left the
room after smiling to Wagner. Through a partially opened door came the
sound of a sewing machine. Wagner was on his own with this slow child, who
sometimes seemed exactly the proper speed.
“What are these lumps on people?” Maria asked, her voice dull only to
the uninitiated. Then she lightly touched a knuckle, her left elbow, and her
right wrist where most angular.
“Bones,” Wagner told her. “That’s where bones are poking out against
the skin. You can see them on people where there’s not a lot of muscle.”
“Meat,” Maria quickly stated, then pointed to the television across the
room. It was on, sound low. Maria did not look to the screen, but the door of
the sewing room. “There’s a TV that takes away the meat and leaves the
bones.”
“That’s called an X-ray machine. So, Maria, what do you call all of those
bones when they’re connected and not covered with meat?”
After a pause, Maria replied:
“A skull. A skull ten.”
“Your answer beat mine,” Wagner determined.
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“Where is the skin?” Maria asked, and Wagner interpreted, Where is a
person’s skin when an X-ray is being taken?
“It’s right on top of the meat and bones where it normally is. What the Xray machine does is look through the skin and the meat. It only sees bones.”
“And teeth,” Maria added. She had begun to simultaneously twitch her
fingers and toes. This would end, Wagner knew, in a moment. “Skull tens
have teeth. But no ears and noses. Why no ears and noses?”
“A skeleton is only bones. Ears and noses are made of skin and meat, so
they’re not on a skeleton.”
“Teeth,” Maria repeated as though providing Wagner with an answer.
“Teeth don’t have skin, like a skull ten. They have whiteness. What happens
when you scrape the color off teeth?”
“You look for painkilling drugs and a dentist real quick,” Wagner replied.
Suddenly, Maria stood and walked to the door with the sewing machine
sound, head down. Wagner knew the girl well enough to believe that he had
not caused this change. Maria entered that adjacent room, speaking firmly
to her mother.
“They are pinching ladies on TV. I can’t watch that.”
The two females entered the living room together; Teresa provided
Wagner with a knowing expression. She continued to the television, which
she turned off. Maria reseated herself in the identical position beside
Wagner, gazing toward her knees. Wagner lightly patted her head as he
spoke to her mother.
“Most people think they know more than they really do. But no matter
how much Maria learns, she’ll never know too much. I’m not sure if I like
her better because she’s sweet or not too smart. I don’t know if she’s more of a
child or a pet.”
Mrs. Salinas appeared startled. She looked at Wagner as though he had
just molested her puppy.
“Abner, I’m very disappointed for you to say that you’re fond of Maria
because she’s like a dog.”
Wagner thereby learned why he was a private dick instead of an
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ambassador. A private dickhead.
“I’m really sorry, Teresa. I guess that proves my point about people not
being as smart as they think. Actually, I like Maria so much because she has
something I don’t. I’m not sure what it is, but it’s something I lost.”
Standing, Wagner asked Mrs. Salinas:
“So, I guess you don’t need me to baby-sit after all, right?”
Mrs. Salinas looked down, and shook her head once. With that gesture,
she exactly resembled her daughter.
“Well, Maria, if your mom won’t let me come up here anymore, you can
always sneak down and visit me. It’s Halloween pretty soon. Dress up as a
doggie and come trick-or-treating.”
Maria did not move while saying:
“Bring me more answers. Mom won’t let you not bring me more
answers.”
Teresa and Maria had nothing more to say. Neither looked toward
Wagner, who remained equally silent. After patting Maria on the head, he
left, but not for his odorous apartment. Wagner again sought a different
smell.
*

*

*

He didn’t rev the thing in neutral to twelve grand and buzz the
gatekeeper’s ears to sawdust, but he considered it. Whenever he drove to the
Iceberg Apartment Complex, the man in the tiny house controlling the
entry barricade looked unkindly toward Wagner and his motorcycle. A
grown-up man riding something fit a rich punk. When asked of his business,
Wagner only replied, “Guest of the Marko–want a ride?” Calling to verify
this potential intruder, the guard was disappointed to receive an
acknowledgment. Lacking the courtesy fit this lavish complex, the gate guy
only nodded for Wagner to pass, and hit the lift switch. Wagner didn’t rev
his bike to redline, but caught a brief wheelie as he passed the guard.
He could have been kin to Georges.
The apartment complex sported modern architecture whose style had
been lifted from the classical past. The buildings suggested British manor
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houses of the nineteenth century, a lot of brick, vines all over the walls. But
the bricks were a painted stucco facade a half-inch thick, and the vines were
annual plantings surviving until the ivy took hold.
She answered the door with telephone in hand, smiling to Wagner and
gesturing for him to enter. Not a word as she turned away, nearly poking
Wagner’s eye out with the telescoping antenna. A vast town house of walnut
and wool, but no leather. Elizabeth Marko would not kill a cow just to sit on
its skin. Here was another well-scrubbed locale, the town house not smelling
like soap, more like douche.
As she walked, Elizabeth concentrated on her call, shaking her head, but
not saying a word. Then she lowered the phone, retracting the antenna with
a delighted thrust, and turned to Wagner.
“How do you know when to come?” she asked him slyly.
Wagner shrugged.
“My hormones tell me.”
Elizabeth began walking again, trying to appear desirable, waggling her
hips, swinging her elbows. She returned to the foyer, removing a sign from
the closet. A “Do Not Disturb Sign,” which she hung on the outer doorknob.
“What I mean, Abner, is how do you know when D. L. isn’t in?” Every
word had to pass a crafty smile of self-satisfaction. “You must be a great
investigator to always come at the right time.”
“He’s never in, or you wouldn’t be seeing me. If he were home, you
wouldn’t let me in when the guard calls. Speaking of getting in, how are
your pants?”
Elizabeth began removing her shoes with alternate feet, retaining that
crafty smile. Wagner would soon experience her craft. She wore a long,
slinky dress that seemed too formal for afternoon solitude. Perhaps Elizabeth
had been expecting someone.
Wagner found himself negatively expectant as that dress hit the floor,
found himself staring at Elizabeth’s waist, for he hoped he was not screwing
a fat woman. Hadn’t he recalled from their last bout of gratuitous sex that
Elizabeth Marko lacked the shapeliness fit a stud such as himself? But Abner
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saw a waist not rumpled by fat. Not concave as a show girl’s, but solid,
displaying a successful application of aerobics. And though not skinny in the
middle and rounded at both ends, Elizabeth at least was handsome–but
didn’t guys say that of their buddy’s mother? Her dress lay on the carpet
and Wagner saw that Elizabeth wore a half-slip and an opaque, old-fashioned
bra, white and stiff. But Elizabeth should be old-fashioned–she was old,
wasn’t she? Of course, Mrs. Marko had ten years on Abner, but at least she
dyed her hair so it seemed a solid hue. Her pubic hair had yet to fall out, he
noticed.
Finding Elizabeth kissing his mouth, Wagner did not consider the
perversity of granny kissing the kid good-night in a lingual manner.
Elizabeth was a good kisser, and Wagner cooperated. He liked Elizabeth. He
liked to share sex with her, even if she were flat-chested and ancient. Hoary
and whorey.
They moved to the sofa–velour, like that of an expensive car–where
Elizabeth craftily removed Abner’s clothing. Impurity dulled the intensity
of his experience. Originally, he had only wanted to get laid by a friend. But
he had been driven away from another friend by his own crass humor, and
Abner could not rid himself of guilt. Elizabeth’s tongue was not removing it.
Now Wagner was worried about her chronology or weight or something.
During Elizabeth’s disrobing, Wagner had literally been looking for trouble,
and here came his next bout of bad attitude. As he reclined on the velour
with his hands on Elizabeth’s body, Wagner considered it a good sign that
her hips revealed bone beneath the skin, not a padding of fat.
He found her derriere satisfying regardless of weight or age or the
number of offspring that may have passed through on the other side.
Elizabeth lay on her imperfectly flat tummy, and Wagner kissed her ass.
Finding that her anus resembled a puckered mouth, he pecked her there.
Elizabeth began to transfer waves of reaction throughout her torso as
Wagner kneaded his favorite parts. He had discovered her resonance, the
touch to make her vibrate. Wagner believed that in foreplay, the craft of
contact was less consequential to the emotionally mature woman than her
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partner’s attitude. Wagner knew you had to hold your mouth just right
when touching a woman.
Abner felt pride for avoiding thoughts of Elizabeth’s minor fat
deposits–and she really wasn’t old, was she? Tiny nipples hard as cartilage.
Then his hands arrived at her vulva, where he found something he liked.
And he was relieved not to be worrying about grey pubic hair not dyed along
with her scalp, for he found the intriguing bone beneath the vulva that he
loved to discover. Where was it attached inside, anyway? Wagner then
sought that bone with his own like a sex X-ray machine probing Elizabeth’s
skull ten.
That thought stood him straight, literally. The recollection of Maria
filled his torso as though a phallus full of blood, and Wagner could no longer
remain bent over Elizabeth. He had to stand and look nowhere, his heart
beating oddly. There he stood, nude with a full erection of his phallus and his
heart, looking down to an erotic woman thinking of the least erotic female he
had ever known. And Wagner felt the fool, not for abandoning his lover, but
for his words to Maria.
“Abner, Abner, what’s the matter? Did you leave the water running?”
As though detached from this corporeal activity, metaphysical Wagner
sighed:
“How else can you wash the spirits away?”
He looked down to waiting Elizabeth. The recollection of Maria was
emotionally orgasmic in removing remorse from him. Why should he worry
about Elizabeth’s age or weight? Here he was screwing a married woman,
cuckolding his landlord, and he worried about her cellulite level’s being
unsuitable for his place in life? His place as a phony private investigator.
Abner’s concerns about Elizabeth were foolish, for her personal value had not
been diminished by advancing physical imperfections. The same with
Maria. And Wagner finally understood the trait that Maria possessed but he
had lost. Maria was genuine.
Wagner left his worry and returned to his pleasure.
“You have a beautiful gash,” he told Elizabeth, eying her pubis. Pee
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eying: private dicking her nethers.
“You never called me beautiful before,” Elizabeth moaned.
“Beauty may be only skin deep, but pussy is as thick as your dick,” he
explained, and penetrated her senses.
Minutes later, he lay on the vast sofa, no longer smelling that second
body there, no longer thinking. Elizabeth with her crafty smile had closed
her eyes and was humming. Focusing on the coffee table wider than his
kitchen table, Wagner saw a photograph of the husband and wife. After
rubbing his thumb on his nose, Wagner reached out to press a print against
Elizabeth’s face. Then he stood to dress.
Outside the apartment, the owner returned to see a sign that he
furiously removed and concealed in his jacket. Looking about to see that no
one observed him, he quickly left the building, heading for the pro shop.
First he had to wipe his eyes, which were moist, but not from fury.
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CHAPTER 4

Ocular Circumcision
Excitement had so stricken Missy that the pen fell from her ear.
“There’s someone in there,” she whispered to Wagner, pointing to his
office.
“Sal Tunis,” Abner surmised.
“No, a real person. Someone came to hire you. Maybe. Just like in the
movies. A beautiful woman waits in the private eye’s office. Outside, his
secretary continues with her bookkeeping.” And Missy returned to work.
Wagner snuck in on her. The visitor was shorter than he had
anticipated, though Abner knew nothing of the woman. Standing with arms
akimbo, she viewed through the window. No purse; good: no ID. He liked
that. He liked her dress, which was a little too tight, if only because she had
a little too much rump in it. A little large despite the oxymoron, but firm;
and Wagner knew that he would not have to worry about fat here as he did
with Elizabeth Marko, though he didn’t have to worry about her, either.
Wagner shook his head to remove that confusing thought as he stepped to
the woman, who had yet to see him.
“Hello,” she said without turning. Voice like a phone operator. Wrong
number. Long distance. Touch tone.
“Same to you,” Abner replied, and held out his hand, smiling as the
woman faced him.
Not beautiful, despite Missy’s assessment. Face like a school teacher you
wanted to screw at thirteen whom you found upon growing up to be fabulous
only for a teacher, merely good-looking for normal folk. Grip as firm as her
butt. He’d pork her for the right amount of rent.
“My name’s Dave,” Wagner told her. “You can call me Salmon.”
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“Sam and Dave. That’s very funny, Mr. Wagner. The elevator man said
you were a real commodian.”
He didn’t like her right away.
“So, have a seat, whatever your name is.”
“Gail Templin,” she said while complying, and immediately began her
story. “Someone murdered my brother.
“I didn’t do it.”
“Mr. Wagner, I’m hoping you might help me find who did.”
“Are you rich?”
“I have enough money to hire a private investigator.”
“Then you should hire one in a building that’s finished. Why me?”
“A person satisfied with your work recommended you. A woman named
Doreen.”
Wagner wanted to stand up straight as he had with Elizabeth Marko
while pre-screwing.
“If Doreen sent you,” Abner replied, “you must have a gun in your
pants.”
“I’m not wearing pants,” Templin said with no implication of eroticism.
“If someone killed your brother, you should call the police.”
“It happened three years ago.”
“Then you’ll have some explaining to do about calling so late.”
“Mr. Wagner, the police never learned who killed Joe.”
“Three years after is rather late to be looking into it yourself, I’d say.”
“I had another investigator ‘looking into it’ for some time, Mr. Wagner. I
think he essentially gave me the run around.”
“What makes you think I’ll do any better?”
“If you don’t, I’ll have Matilda Smithson kill you.”
That hardly slowed him.
“She’s going to kill me anyway, so why get involved in a murder other
than my own?”
“Mr. Wagner, I’m looking for an investigator interested in his work, who
would like to assist a client for a reasonable fee.”
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“I prefer an unreasonable fee. Besides, Doreen and Matilda must have
told you I’m not much interested in my work.”
“You can’t be uninvolved all your life, can you, Mr. Wagner?”
Wagner knew that talking to him must be like talking to her.
“So, where did the death occur?”
“My brother was killed in Florida. In the Okeeda area.”
“This is Georgia, lady. You got the wrong state.”
“I live here, Mr. Wagner, my brother didn’t. He founded a small
company in Florida after returning from a stint in central Africa in the
eighties. I tried an investigator from Florida; now I’d like to try one from my
hometown.”
Wagner did not like Florida. Especially central Florida. He almost had a
memory of the area. That’s why he didn’t like it. For some reason he could
almost place, Africa sounded no better.
“From this moment on, Mrs. Templin, you’re wasting your time.”
“Miss Templin.”
“You’re wasting your time, Gail, because I won’t work out of state on a
three-year-old murder case the police couldn’t solve. I don’t know anything
about murders. I’m more of the cheating spouse type, as you know. I have no
confidence in my abilities to resolve the problem you describe, so surely you
can’t.”
“I believe I will hire you after all, Mr. Wagner. I believe that you are the
proper man.”
“Well, you’re sure not a proper client if you don’t listen better than that.
I said no. I’ll even say no thanks. What makes you think you’re going to hire
me when I don’t want to?”
“I thought, Mr. Wagner, that something about me might prove
irresistible.”
She did not strip, spread her legs, or stick her tongue out six inches and
aim it at Wagner’s crotch. She did not pull out a gun or a wad of gold. She
didn’t even smile.
“All right, Miss Templin, let’s have sex. I don’t think you meant that,
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but I like your dress.”
“Thank you so very much, Mr. Wagner, but no. I’m a lesbian.”
After a pause for terror, Wagner managed to reply.
“That’s what they all say. It won’t work with me.”
“Mr. Wagner, you’re blushing. Now that you’re through embarrassing
yourself, let’s continue our discussion.”
“I’m sorry, Miss Templin, but I’ve managed to resist you, despite your
presumed wealth and brazen, even bitchin’, sexuality. So, I suggest that you
run along to another investigator. Oops, ten o’clock; my license just
expired.”
“Very well, Mr. Wagner, but let’s chat. Do you have something better to
do first thing this morning?”
“Yes,” he lied, and stood. “I’m sorry, but I have a breakfast
appointment.”
He left the office. Walking past Missy working at her computer, Wagner
heard her hard drive hum. And though he continued, part of him remained
behind. Abner had never paid attention to Missy’s computer work before. He
did not own a computer. But he had. One of those heinously vivid
recollections then attacked by forcing an unknown past on him and insisting
upon its verity. Wagner was working at a terminal connected to a micro, a
computer that lost more power through its heat sinks than Missy’s wielded
at maximum throughput. Wagner’s computer possessed an extra attribute,
a cache of learning that belonged only to him. Abner did not understand this
memory. He never did.
Random access was his life.
He found himself at the elevator, but did not recall walking there. More
of his continuity ruined. In the garage, Wagner thought of riding away,
hoping that Templin would not be present in his office when he returned.
But she had been correct. Where did he have to go? Minutes later, he knew.
Gail Templin left the building, walking through the dirt accompanied by
stares as workers watched her step over two-bys and stacked pavers. She
entered her car parked by the street. Wagner followed.
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A midlevel American sedan. Wagner remained low on his motorcycle, a
shape small enough to be hidden behind average vehicles despite its intense
paint scheme. Minutes later, Wagner wished for a dump truck so that he
could run Templin over and squash her bloody car flat and kill her. Of
course, he would think of her often, for she would then be part of his vacated
past. Wagner wanted to run Templin over because he knew her goal. He
followed her past a vacant lot’s tinge of red clay to a low building whose firm
Wagner seldom visited. He did not have to. This brokerage house often sent a
man to Wagner’s place.
*

*

*

“Let’s meet later, but only if you feel like drinking. I do. I haven’t gone
through a beer in days.”
Wagner returned to his office to find that Gail Templin had left her
phone number, nothing more. Then he called Sal Tunis, who accepted his
invitation. It seemed that Wagner had begun working for himself. But who
was the subject: Templin, Tunis, or Wagner?
They selected a pub near enough for Wagner to walk. Sal had already
arrived, having snared a prime booth whose window revealed a redwood
fence concealing an alley. Wagner and Tunis were the rowdiest pair in this
bar, which was more of a cocktail lounge. Businessmen came here between
lunches. Wagner was the only biker present.
“So, Sal, you ever kill anyone?” Wagner began.
“Uh, not all at once. You?”
“I’m working on a few. Maybe me included. Sal, I have a job for you.
Personal, but interesting.”
“Abner, like, I already implied that I’m not a killer.”
“Sal, like-you-know-really, that was just warm-up conversation. I’m
talking about the typical stuff you do for me.”
“Sure, Abner, great. I, like, want the practice. I want to learn how to,
you know, observe life.”
Wagner snagged the waiter’s eye while pointing to Sal’s mug. Then he
stared at his broker. Wagner did not know what he saw.
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“Sal, I don’t remember how we met.”
“Like, you don’t remember a lot of stuff, Abner. What does your memory
have to do with, you know, this job?”
“Geez, I don’t know,” Wagner admitted, shaking his head as though to
dislodge a memory. “I don’t remember. But the life I want you to observe
isn’t one of mine. Sal, I want details about the security at Herbert Riccardo’s
house. Find out about alarms, servants, and his wife’s daily routine.”
Tunis sipped his beer as Wagner began. Upon hearing the name
Riccardo, Sal’s rate of imbibing increased. When the true meaning of
Wagner’s chore became evident, Tunis was gulping the contents of his mug.
“Abner, whoa, man, you’re talking about something that turned me off
before. I mean, maybe I’ll just off someone for you instead. I thought you
had, like, sworn not to do that terrible stuff to Herbert. Now you want me to
help you sneak into his house and, like, mess up his old lady?”
“One beer and you’ve become absurd,” Wagner scoffed. “Herbie gets
scared, but no one gets hurt. You really think I would do that sort of thing?”
“You already shot him in the face, man!” Tunis blurted, and everyone in
the lounge turned. Wagner stuck out his tongue, then returned to his beer,
and Tunis.
“Sal, why are you with me if you only want to do pussy stuff? I talk
about scaring that asshole, and you pee your pants.”
“I do stuff for you, man, because I like to be involved with people who are
stretching themselves spiritually, but not, like, dangerously. I mean, you
don’t deal with drug pushers and killers. Did you ever, like, do drugs? Man,
that is evil.”
“No, I never did drugs. I don’t want to feel any better than I have to.
What is this ‘stretch themselves spiritually’ bit?”
“That means, like, expanding their place in life. Love and passion are
spiritual things, you know, not just bird-watching and writing poetry. Birds
are all right, but they poop on your car. I don’t know if they poop on your
bike; it’s so small. And poetry is just words that come out slow.”
“So, you like your lust spiritual, as long as someone else is doing it, and
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you can just observe. Like bird-watching.”
“Whoa, Abner, you’re about to call me, like, a voyeur or something.
That’s not fair, man, just because I don’t want to do wicked stuff for you. I
don’t get thrills watching people being, you know, extreme in their lives–I’m
looking for something. People learning to live their lives at the proper rate
are, you know, heading for Nirvana, but that only comes at your life’s end. I
guess I’m looking for my own future by watching, you know, how people are
stretching the way they live in the present.”
“If I were reading what you just said,” Wagner told Tunis, “my
skimming finger would gag.”
“All right, Abner, you don’t have to give me that cool guy routine,” Sal
complained as he poured another beer. “You know just what I’m talking
about, because, like, you’re doing the same thing, only backwards. I mean,
you’re a PI because you’re looking for something that has nothing to do with
your clients. That’s why you’re not helping anyone and not, like, making
any money.”
“Maybe I just like to get involved with whoring and warring.”
“Maybe you just won’t admit that you’re, like, as screwed up as the
people who hire you. What I said was, like, true, and you know it.”
“It doesn’t matter how obliquely thorough you are at evaluating life,”
Wagner replied. “Explanations are overrated. What counts is the whoring
and warring. That’s what this trick on Riccardo is. I just want to scare him.”
“You’re scaring me, man. You’re talking about, like, real warring,
atrocities and stuff. Geez, I thought your past was something, like, you leave
behind, but mine keeps tagging along. Damn, I had enough scare in the
Sudan for a whole lifetime. The scariest part is the things you have to do
because you’re scared. And you want to, like, scare Herbert?
“You were working on an oil line,” Wagner prodded. “Doesn’t sound too
frightening to me.”
“You weren’t there,” Tunis scoffed. “Geez, that was, like, fifteen years
ago, but it seems like forever, or yesterday. What a kid I was–fifteen years
ago, and I’m not even forty yet, are you?”
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“That depends on which drivers license I look at. The cops never bother
me about it. About them. Did the police in the Sudan ever hassle you?”
“No, they’re government. It’s the, like, revolutionaries who, you know,
hate foreigners, especially Americans.”
“So, there you were, minding your own business, working on an oil line,
and they would hassle you or something?”
“Hassle my ass–they’d take potshots while we were working.”
“You’re kidding. Anyone ever get killed?”
“Not from those, like, potshots. They didn’t kill people with guns.”
Tunis stared at his beer. Wagner said nothing, presuming that the story
he had come to hear was forthcoming. A story of Africa.
“They, like, considered Americans subhuman because the Sudanese
government supported us. I heard about….”
Tunis slid his mug away before speaking again.
“They, like, picked up one of our guys who was going down the pipeline
on a scheduled check. Everybody hated doing that at night. Usually, we’d
just drive out and park an hour, then, you know, come back. But they got
one guy, and, like, didn’t even bother to drag him away. They set up lights
right there, in the desert, with that cold wind, dry and like a refrigerator
open. They didn’t want anything from him but, like, hatred. I mean, they
said they were going to cut off the guy’s, you know, testicles if he didn’t kiss
their feet. Their jefe even took off his boots. So what are you gonna do, lose
your dick or get your lips dirty? So, I guess he did, and they left him alone,
except he was such a low-life from then on that he couldn’t even, you know,
stand himself. I mean, there are some things you can’t do and remain a
man, even if you really wouldn’t be a man if you didn’t do it. But we had,
like, a boss who was connected to our ambassador there or whatever. So, he
went out with the guy the next night, looking for that Sudanese patrol, and
he found them. What a sneaky sonofabitch this guy was. He knew right
where to expect them, and when they got out of their dinky little car, he
nearly ran them down with a truck, and snatched the chief before the other
guys could do anything but scream bloody murder and shoot at nothing in
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the dark. So, he takes this guy somewhere and gets even. Didn’t kill him,
you know, just beat him up, sort of.”
“Well, at least you kept your dick.”
“Yeah, but–”
Tunis stopped talking. No longer did he observe a distant era via the
medium of his beer. Now he looked toward Wagner with an expression more
of disappointment than displeasure.
“I, like, ran into my boss in America after all of that,” Sal told him. “I
mean, there are some things you just can’t get away from. There are always
people who want to, like, get you in the dark, or get even. I mean, this boss
arranged for a guy to die accidental like, then bragged about calling him
and sending him to his death. He had a big head, I mean, like really. I don’t
want you to be like that, Abner. I mean, I don’t want you to turn into one of
those Sudanese, or my old boss. They were completely different, you know,
but exactly the same. Even when they did evil stuff right out in front of
everything, they, like, had a way of getting away with it. Take the
Sudanese. They had, you know, a trick with people. They’d use alcohol to get
what they wanted from a guy. But I don’t mean, like, conning him into
telling them stuff. This would be a guy they had already heard enough
from. So they’d get him drunk until he was, you know, almost out of it, then
they’d help him with his glass.”
Tunis began to demonstrate, lifting the edge of his mug to his eye.
“It works best with, like, a long, narrow one, but you don’t find too many
champagne glasses in the desert. They’d, like, take the poor fool’s glass as he
sagged over the table and pressed it just at the bottom, you know, of the eye
socket. Then they reach over with the other hand, and if you do it just right,
the eyeball starts to bulge, and you can, like, dollop it out with the rim of the
glass.”
Tunis’s beer looked like a bloody mary, for his eye dripped red fluid into
the mug. Sal held the beer glass with one hand and reached above it with
the other. And, yes, his eye was bulging, like the eye of a pug dog or a frog.
People at nearby tables either went absolutely static as they stared, or jerked
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away while gasping.
Wagner jerked forward, pulling Tunis’s lower wrist down, the mug
sloshing bloody beer against Sal’s face. Tunis probably got some beer in his
eye, but how to tell with the swelling and redness and drooling blood?
Sal reached for both his and Wagner’s napkins, and covered his
demonstrative eye while standing.
“Well, I have to, you know, leave now. There’s not enough to drink
here.” And he walked away.
Wagner had no complaints about being stuck with the tab. After paying
it, he found the nearest phone outside. He did not use the lounge phone
because he didn’t want everyone staring at him further, as though he had
been the one performing African rites on his face, ocular circumcision.
Wagner called his office, though he dreaded what might be waiting.
Missy had left for the day, leaving the answering machine on. Checking
his messages, Wagner was punished as predicted, for he found something
that chilled him as deeply as bad memories returned.
“Mr. Wagner, Florida is so bright and warm this time of year, even in
October. The sun is so close to the ground that it spreads its wonderful, vital
energy all over the state.”
Templin left an address in Okeeda where she could be reached, because
she would be leaving for Florida in a few days. She concluded with a wish
that Wagner would accept her as a client. She wanted him to follow, tagging
along like the past. The problem with Wagner’s past was that it terrified
him, having castrated his present.
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CHAPTER 5

Red And Yellow Demons
Riding home in the dark, Wagner tried not to condemn Sal Tunis. It
could have been so innocent: Templin was on her way to Tunis because Sal
had recommended Wagner. But Templin said she had learned of Wagner
from Doreen. And Tunis would have gushed about a client sent along to
Wagner. This Gail Templin’s dead brother had been in Africa; so had Tunis.
But, hey, Africa’s a big country. Had Templin’s brother been in the ancient
north, the land of female circumcision, or–the same as Tunis–in the central
republics, the land of partisan torture?
Wagner’s thoughts of Tunis then became unequivocal. Sal in the bar
with a beer mug trying to swallow his eye. Wagner had always known that
Tunis was, er, crazy, but Sal’s odd ideas had never before been so crassly
manifested. Never before what, and how long is always?
Memory again attacked Wagner, but inversely, for he could not
remember how he and Sal had met. So, Tunis must have been part of
Abner’s past, because Wagner could remember neither beyond three years.
Turning his motorcycle around in the middle of traffic, Wagner rode to his
broker’s firm.
The offices of Peachblossom Brokerage and Investments, Ltd. were
situated in a small building, unlike Wagner’s mighty edifice. That made it
easier. Closed, but some lights on. Wagner killed the stroker’s engine, popped
the trans into neutral, and coasted his bike to the building’s rear, stopping in
the shadow of a dumpster.
An incandescent bulb in a wire cage illuminated the rear door. From the
shadows, Wagner popped it with his air pistol. It took two shots; the first
bounded off the wire. No response from the neighborhood, from indigent cats
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or stray police, so Wagner stepped to the door.
One look and he walked away. Finding no elements of the alarm system,
Wagner proceeded to a nearby window. Small opening, obscure glass.
Bathroom. Wagner knew how to break in. During his entries into this
building as a client, he had noted the security system. Wagner then
understood that he studied every burglar alarm he encountered. Because
Wagner had no reason for this analysis, the interest was literally prehistoric
in his life.
Tampering with any door or window would trigger alarms via hardwired switches. A battery backup had been included in case the power died.
No sweat for someone with Wagner’s past. Whatever that might be.
Abner found a simple solution. He rode to the nearest hardware store,
where he purchased a twelve-pound sledgehammer. Returning to Sal’s, the
hammer nearly killed him, the massive head between his legs threatening
to squash his maleness, the ash handle smacking him in the face shield.
Conveniently, Sal’s office was on a dark side of the building. Selecting a
site between pilasters–formed posts of poured concrete reinforced with steel
bars–Wagner began pounding on the block wall. He knew a secret about
concrete blocks. They broke easily. You could crack one by smacking it with
a framing hammer, as long as it had not been poured solid. Even the sound
suggested concrete: dull, heavy, and not carried far.
Wagner had broken through one central web and the doubled joint
where two blocks meet when he wondered about boasting of this technique to
Sal. Applying a signature entry method would lead the cops to its author.
But Wagner had never mentioned this ad hoc door-making protocol to Sal.
Continuing, Wagner soon formed a slot as wide as his waist. Then as tall as
his knees. Minutes later, the hole increased to the size of a crawling man, the
exact creature to enter the building and disappear in the darkness.
Wagner closed the curtains, placed an inverted wing chair before his
dusty opening, and turned on the lights. Then he began searching: for
Templin, for revelations of Tunis. Keeping his riding gloves on, he began
with the desk: the In and Out boxes, drawers, Sal’s personal calendar. Abner
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then found something missing. No computer. Here was a loss, for a computer
would have made it easy–but what did Wagner know of computers?
He found no folder for Gail Templin in the files. But Tunis had named one
after himself. This folder contained nothing about Templin, or anybody’s
dead relative. Expenditure records for income tax, and photocopies of cryptic
checks. Four for that year, and for the year before. Fifty-eight hundred
dollars each. No account name or address. They had been made out to Tunis,
drawn on a bank in D.C. Wagner could not read the signature. Each bottom
reference line held the notation, Puma Ind. Pension. This name spurred no
horrid, emotion-bleaching recollection to the forefront of Wagner’s mind.
But he would remember it.
Looking further, Wagner found himself. With no conscious intent, he
opened the Abner Wagner file. Inside, he found income tax forms that had
been completed but not filed. Wagner had not filed a 1040 form as long as he
could remember. Which was not very long. A list of securities caught
Wagner’s eye. An attached notation read, “Originals in safe A.” Some sort of
bond from an unnamed company. Fourteen hundred shares owned by Abner
Wagner as sold to him by D. Britten. Abner did not know that name.
Fourteen hundred shares at sixty-eight dollars per. A further notation
mentioned that the income from these securities was being deposited in a
bank account in Wagner’s name. Abner virtually remembered this checking
account. Let’s see, fourteen hundred times about seventy is what? Uh,
ninety-eight, but that’s in thousands. Of dollars. Wagner had nearly a
hundred thousand dollars worth of securities.
He’d sell it and move to…. Well, maybe he’d let Tunis continue handling
it. Wagner saw no signs of Sal’s cheating him. Damn, but Abner was almost
rich. Damn, but Tunis was cheating him by being associated with this Gail
Templin. That’s why Wagner had cracked Sal’s office.
Might as well bust his safe. Tunis had revealed a safe installed beneath a
corner of the carpet, but was this “A”? Open it and see, but what did Wagner
know about safes? Pulling the carpet aside, he found an unimpressive box.
Just twiddle the knob with the softest touch back and forth until you feel the
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tumblers release, then remember the digits. With patience, you’ll soon find
yourself with a trio. Input them again in order as though commands to a
mainframe, and–europa–the safe pops open, just like in the movies.
The safe was so crammed full of junk, just like Sal’s head, that Wagner
had more trouble finding the packet with his name on it than opening the
safe. The handsome securities, bordered in blue, had been issued by one
EnergyCompany of Palmetto County, Florida. Wagner knew Palmetto
County to include a town named Okeeda. And he could guess the name of the
company founded by Gail Templin’s brother.
Abner recalled Sal’s comment about not being able to escape the past.
Wagner would have accepted one of those engulfing recollections, despite the
terror, if it would explain Templin’s alluring riddle.
Something else in the packet. A handwritten note. Expensive paper, a
type of parchment. No name to, no signature. “Happy birthday, with all of
my love.” The sheet held a small, roundish smear. A smear that smelled like
sex. How absurd. Any organic fluid from the human body would have
evaporated. But memory never dries out, does it, Sal? It always tags along.
Wagner became frightened. He did not know what he had found, but
wanted to find no more. But he continued searching, in the safe and
throughout the office. Finding nothing further, he ran the note through
Sal’s photocopier. Wagner then borrowed the phone. Two messages at his
office. Mr. Herbert Riccardo had left the first. “Hey, Abner Dabner, where’s
your bill? Where’s your fucking bill? Get ready to pay. You are going to pay
me, piss ant.”
A tourist had left the second message.
“Mr. Wagner, you must help me with my problem. Like an uncompleted
painting by Leonardo, I need you to finish what was begun long ago, a crime
observed by spies. By the way, is Abner short for abdicate? That means to
give up one’s authority or power, such as that of recollection. Some children
who have been molested stop recalling. The trauma of being sexually abused
is so great that they expel the memory from their minds. That’s the only
way they can expel the past. The syndrome is called ‘psychogenic amnesia’. I
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am sure you had a fine life as a child, but what do you best remember of
your later years? Only that you lost expertise in your own living? Follow me
to become an authority in yourself again.”
Though he calmly hung up the phone, Wagner felt ill. He had to wipe his
brow, but found no cold chill, no hot perspiration. His sickness all lay inside.
Despite her cryptic messages, Templin was becoming increasingly clear.
Wagner found the last part painfully obvious, but what of Da Vinci and
spies? What of her previous mention of the sun’s heat? No, Abner did not like
Templin’s messages, but liked the announcer’s voice. Yes, he found
something irresistible there, just as she intended. Wagner did not
understand this dichotomy, but clearly its source was more than the fleshy
pressure that shaped Templin’s skirt.
He considered her hips. From the side, Gail’s figure described a mild Sshaped cant, curving from her neck through her spine and to the pelvis.
Wagner found this shape sexy; others might consider her skull ten retarded.
Wagner found more comfort in contemplating Riccardo’s message. Not
because Wagner preferred threats to conundrums, but because anger was
cathartic. The two messages were related because both threatened him, and
Wagner had found a cure. He would relieve himself by ending the nearest
distress. Not nearest in locale, but in time.
He returned the Abner Wagner packet to Sal’s safe. After wiping away
dusty footprints and checking for further signs that could connect him to
that hole in the wall, Wagner left the building, sliding on his bike to the
home of a client who owed him revenge.
*

*

*

Missy interrupted her bookkeeping to answer the phone. Wagner’s line,
not her own.
“Personal Information Services. Abner Wagner, investigator.”
“Hello, Missy, it’s Sal Tunis.”
“Hi, Sal. Abner still isn’t in.”
“I’m sort of getting worried, Missy. I mean, someone broke into my office,
like, big time, and now Abner only shows up during blue moons. Should I be,
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like, concerned?”
“You should. I shouldn’t. He comes in now and then. I think he’s working
on something.”
“I wonder why he didn’t, like, let me in on it,” Tunis added. “Uh oh.
Maybe I do know. Maybe Abner is working on something that, you know, I
never wanted to have anything to do with. Uh oh.”
“Don’t be so expressive, Sal,” Missy quipped. “And quit worrying. You’ll
start flashing back on those bad LSD trips you had in the sixties.”
“I didn’t, like, drop acid in the sixties,” Tunis scoffed. “It was the
seventies. Man, African acid is, like, inspirational shit, Miss.”
“Groovy, man,” she concluded, and hung up.
Miles away, Wagner waited for darkness in a residential subdivision of
five-acre tracts not far off I-275. Over the last several days, he had plotted a
schedule, prepared his materiel. He was pleased at his mechanical procedure
during observations and incursions onto the grounds to verify alarm
systems and attack cats, to steal apparel. This absorbed methodology allowed
no room within Wagner for thoughts of Gail Templin, her threat, his past.
But somehow Wagner felt that he was resolving those problems, too.
He had rewired the security system during morning gaps between the
two spouse’s leaving their house. Now he only had to short out a wire
previously loosened within the box. No key needed, only his own code
punched in on the numeric panel. Then he entered through the sliding glass
door with the loose latch. Wagner knew that most houses have an easy way
in.
No dog, only a parrot that imitated the master’s voice on the phone.
That had impressed Wagner only the first time he broke in. No one home
this evening. The teenager at the ball game in her compact sedan. Wife out
in the van at a friend’s house. These two were commiserating over the wife’s
suspicion that Herb at the office was negotiating with a friend of the
pudendal persuasion. But Mrs. Riccardo was wrong. As promised, Matilda
had dropped Herb, who had yet to find a new girl to pork, still too distressed
at having been humping a queer. The wienager would be late, and Wagner
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would make certain that the missus came home last.
Entering with a full trash bag, he proceeded to the selected location.
Wagner utilized the wife’s own clothes, her own broom wielded only by the
maid. Though inexpensive, the wig looked good in the near dark, and looked
like Mrs. Riccardo. The blood came from a magic shop, as fake as Wagner’s
license.
He blew up the manikin. Much care had been required to select the
private party doll that appeared realistic flat on its back wearing a long
dress. Not too much inflation pressure, or it looked stiff all over, like an
erection or rigor mortis. Both terms were appropriate.
Wagner recalled his own words. Teach you morals. Show how important
your wife is. Find her lying in her own blood. Both cut off. A broom handle
all the way to her breakfast.
He removed the light bulb from the foyer fixture, and replaced that in
the hall with a low wattage bulb to make the lighting perfect. Emptying his
bag, Wagner removed the genuine panties of the indigent missus, fabric he
had previously stained with magic fluid. This apparel he situated before the
door as a guide for one’s vision. Wagner then stood back, a removed observer
assessing both the stage and the audience’s position. Convinced of the effect,
he turned from the theater.
Wagner took three steps before slowing, as though his progress had been
spoiled by a perversion on the floor. But Wagner had been stopped by the
past, not the future. Again, he was pulled into an era he could not recall,
overcome by a sense of immediate experience. Wagner could not step away,
could not leave this scene of his own, previous creation. He stood in a room
where a person lay on the floor, covered with blood, static and utterly real.
Though trying to determine exactly what had transpired, Wagner could not
accurately observe that past experience. Did he stare at a dead person, man
or woman, or was this the original horrid ruse whose concept he had stolen,
now applied in his present?
Wagner forced himself to approach the body. But since the corpse lay in
his past, Wagner found only air on the Riccardos’ clean carpet. The
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suspended process of his life returned, Wagner walked away, knowing that if
Herb would feel what Abner had, well, the perpetrator was a heinous
sonofabitch to make any man suffer such a shock, especially regarding his
wife. But Wagner continued. After all, it wasn’t real, just as Wagner’s vision
was no more genuine in his current life than the blow-up bimbo on the floor.
Still shaken, Wagner exited via the front door, which he left ajar. At the
rear of the house, he modified the telephone box, in case the missus got away
from him. Then he rode to the home of Mrs. Riccardo’s friend.
Elaine Riccardo determined to leave without feeling. The Johnstons were
such pleasant company, with their classic video collection and fine wine, but
Elaine should not be feeling pleasant. Neither would she accept hatred or
despair. After all, her suspicions about Herb were only thoughts, no more
real than the thirties’ movie she had viewed. Elaine would not emote; she
would just go home.
Minutes later, she became frightened as the steering wheel jerked in her
hands. Stopping on the road’s shoulder, Elaine directed her glove box
flashlight at a flat tire. No gas station near, no buildings, sparse traffic. She
would have to call the auto club, or Herbert. But Herbert might not be home
yet. He might still be at the office. Screw that traitorous whore hopper, she
thought, and settled in her van, reaching for a phone that did not work.
Then she felt despair, and a bit of panic. She fiddled with the dead phone,
which had no purpose but to help her in an emergency. Yet trouble had
struck her, and the damn phone was as worthless as the van’s jack, which
she had never learned to use. She would have to walk. Either that, or lock
herself in with her emergency lights on and wait for the police. Lock herself
in the van, because if she began walking, surely a gang of bikers would
accost her. And there they came.
A man bent over a strikingly shaped and painted motorcycle stopped
beside her. He wore a suit like coveralls, no black leather with logos of nude
women coupling with red and yellow demons. When the rider removed his
obscuring helmet, Elaine saw the neat beard and pleasant face of a man who
could have been selling cars.
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“I see you have a flat tire, ma’am. If you have a spare, I can fix it for
you.”
Perhaps Elaine was foolish to trust him, but she did. And she did not
blame the stranger when minutes later he told her:
“Sorry, but this will take a little longer than I thought. But I’ll get it
eventually. You won’t be too late in getting home.”
She was not too late. Just late enough.
Her husband had already arrived. He first felt anger, because the girl
had come home and left the damn front door open. But her car was not in the
drive. Through the crack, Herbert could see that the house was too dark
inside. Feeling an odd type of expectation, he pressed the door open. He then
saw Elaine’s time of the month, for her underwear with blood all over lay on
the floor. Herb then found the garment’s owner. The mind can be so odd, but
his was stupid to think of menstruation when his wife lay on the floor with a
broom handle up her vagina all the way to her stomach and covered with
blood and not moving and neither could Herb. Jesus Christ, he wanted to
throw up or pass out or something, feeling so weak that his skeleton sagged.
He felt revulsion even after blinking and leaning forward to see that things
were not kosher here, that Elaine did not look real, her arm too shiny and
shaped weird.
Forcing his shaking leg to extend, Herbert saw that Elaine’s head was
plastic. Then he leaned against the wall, looking down to see a goddamn
blow-up doll that perverts humped instead of real women. And Herb felt
additional terror because the goddamn pervert who did this was probably
right around the corner ready to do the real thing to him. Or, or, the real
Elaine lay in the bedroom, really dead and raped and tortured; so should he
call the police? Should he run back to use the car phone and get out of the
house before the sick bastard got him for real? But if he turned around,
wouldn’t the pervert be right behind him, ready to strike him down?
Herbert managed to turn, but saw no one behind. He managed to step
past the, the thing on the floor, though he had to press against the wall to
keep as far away as possible. Even when revealed as a lie, that doll with his
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wife’s clothing and a broom stuffed up to the bushy end all bloody was
revolting. Herbert stepped past, but found no molested wife, no waiting
pervert. But he knew who the pervert was. Only then did he understand his
expectation upon approaching the door. He had been warned about this,
warned by that scumbag of a prickhead motherfucker.
Minutes later, Elaine arrived in her van. Though Herbert understood
everything, and Elaine was proven safe, he still did not know what to do.
There was the stupid human brain again. Should he feel relief? Should he
feel violated because an asshole had screwed with his home? Should he feel
guilty because he would have to explain to the wife how this had all came
about? Should he be sad because his daughter might learn of his true
business?
Elaine had entered behind him, and was beginning to make terrible
noises, bad breathing and impossible speech. Not until hours later would she
be able to tell Herbert of the nice man who had changed her tire. Again, this
person had made a husband’s eyes moist, but this time not from sorrow.
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CHAPTER 6

News Detained By Nerves
Two

men wearing ladies’ panties entered and began seeking frangible

items. Seated at her desk with a pen behind her ear, Missy was startled to see
intruders wearing sheer panties of a silvery lavender upside down on their
heads. The tricot fronts covered the men’s noses, mouths, and enough of
their eyes to obscure their identities. In a police lineup, Missy would not be
able to match their faces, only their undies.
She was not amused. Especially not after the men saw the cheap
furniture and no framed paintings only to spy her computer. Missy could
sense their eyes glow through their lingerie.
She met them halfway, foolishly wondering which would be more
difficult to repair, a broken bone or a broken hard drive. Neither part of her
curiosity would be answered. The men efficiently pressed Missy aside, then
turned her system unit upside down, slamming it to the desktop in a
graceless whipping of power cords and connecting cables. Unharmed, Missy
grasped a cheap side chair and hurled it toward the nearest panty, derriere
side. The plastic and pot metal broke on the man’s back, which seemed
undamaged. He was startled, however, Missy having slowed him as Wagner
entered.
He began shooting at once. Missy felt pride because her semi-employer
did not hesitate to draw his weapon and shoot them in their panty heads. In
the abstract sense of a verbal description, this attack would not have
impressed the intruders; that is, a guy plinking at them with a BB gun. But
literally they were impressed by copper-plated steel spheres bouncing
against their skulls at 550 fps. The nylon in its fashionable hue offered no
hindrance to Abner’s BB’s.
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“Ow, goddamn it!” one man screeched, and turned to Wagner while
reaching into his denim jacket.
Wagner kept feeding BB’s into the chamber and pulling the trigger. He
hit the loud man in the face, very near or in the eye, and his screeching
ended. The second man bent and threw his hands over his face to protect
himself, running for the corridor as Wagner stepped away from the door. He
did not care to block their exit. The second man followed, bending not for
protection, but from pain.
Wagner gave them a flourish with his air pistol as though a bullfighter,
made certain they continued down the hallway, then holstered his weapon
while stepping to Missy.
“Damn, woman, what are you, crazy?” he demanded. “You think a
broken back is easier to fix than a broken keyboard?”
He stood very near, looking her up and down. She seemed unharmed. As
for Missy, sometimes she wanted to slap him, and sometimes she wanted to
kiss him. Now she only turned to her computer. The modular case was
cracked, two panels having flown away in pieces. But with the office silent
again, she could hear the hard drive whir.
“I’m insured,” she said firmly, though feeling weak from her feet to her
throat. “I’ll call the police and file a report. I’ll tell them about the computer.
You tell them about the bad guys.”
Missy’s shaking hand reaching for the phone was made steady by
Wagner’s grasping her wrist.
“You can’t file a police report,” he stated glumly. “I’ll pay for it.”
“Why can’t I call the police?” Missy croaked, seemingly more hurt by
Wagner than by the absconded hoodlums. “How would you pay for it,
Abner? You don’t have any money. I know; I do your books.”
Wagner stepped away from Missy.
“I have money,” he told her. “Ask him.”
Sal Tunis had entered. He wondered what Missy had done wrong to make
Abner smash her computer.
“Did you get the chance to kill two men with little holes in their panty
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faces?” Wagner asked Sal.
Tunis shook his head, looking at the computer, then between Wagner
and Missy. The latter had abandoned the phone just as it rang.
She reached for a button and turned on the answering machine. Pale
Missy could not bear to speak professionally when she felt like crying.
“Hey, pervert, I am going to fuck you up bad. What you did, a real
human being couldn’t even think of. First I’m going to fuck up your
secretary until she’s no longer a girl. Then I’m going to fuck you up with
your balls up your asshole before I kill you.”
As though smashing a roach on the kitchen table, Missy struck out to
turn the machine off. Wagner wanted to hear the rest. Missy sat heavily on
her chair, pale no more. Now she was red. When she spoke, she turned to Sal
Tunis.
“He really did it,” she told him, deep disappointment in her voice. “He
really did it.”
“Oh, man, that was, like, poor,” Tunis moaned. “That was, you know,
spiritually impoverished. I mean, when you do stuff like that, you provoke
demons. Now a demon is going to mess up poor Missy.”
Before Wagner could reply or avoid a reply, Tunis received a brilliant
notion, which he had to expel.
“Abner, did you, like, break into my office, man? I mean literally break
into it?”
Then Wagner was able to succinctly, completely reply.
“Shut up,” he told Sal.
“I’m quitting,” Missy declared unconvincingly.
“You need help, man,” Tunis sagely uttered to Wagner.
“Don’t tell me I need help, you half-assed hippy,” Wagner snapped. “I
didn’t harm the first hair on a real human’s crotch. What a pair of chickenlivered cowards. I’ll take that broad’s case in Florida, and you’ll have to
handle Herb Riccardo yourselves.”
“Oh, man, you really need help,” Tunis asserted, his distress having
peaked. “Why mess with her? I mean, why go to Florida when you don’t like
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to travel? You don’t, like, really need the money, and don’t need the chick.”
Wagner should have asked Sal outright what he knew of Gail Templin,
but couldn’t. Missy was removing vinyl cases from the desk’s bottom
drawer. One for the monitor, one for the main box, one for the keyboard.
“I am leaving,” she stated as though having accepted the decision.
“No, the hell with both of you, I am leaving,” Wagner declared, and did.
Reaching for his air pistol, Abner began changing the CO2 cartridge as
he stepped from his office, and walked away. But it was not his office. Missy
did not work for him. Tunis could not be a friend and a traitor
simultaneously. The gun had been charged to a credit card Wagner never
paid.
He rode to his apartment. With his emphasizing the Riccardo case,
Wagner had scarcely been there in days, only long enough to catch a few
hours’ sleep. Now he planned on taking a nap. He felt beat, and had no
concern about Herb’s revenge.
First he checked the mail. Nothing. Did the mail run on Halloween?
Were pumpkins any more official than Easter bunnies? He drank a glass of
tap water, removed his shoes, and turned on the FM. A hundred-dollar box
with genuine, separable stereo speakers and an antenna that fell on its pivot
and poked him in the eye. Set to the public-funded classical music station.
Playing Schumann’s Fourth.
Second movement, but Abner turned it off before the scherzo came. He
couldn’t stand it. Loved the music, but could not bear to listen. Not at the
time. Something about the piece’s being too complete, the latter movements
fulfilling the promise of the opening theme.
He glimpsed through the window. Saw a tree limb. And he recalled a
skinny sycamore, its trunk as thick as a flagpole, that had produced one leaf
the size of both hands as though a joke of nature. A joke of nature laughing at
him, his memory. When had it occurred? It could have been tomorrow.
Then he recalled. Last fall, at a dentist’s office. A huge plastic pot on the
balcony held a thin tree six floors above dirt level, the same level as
Wagner’s head.
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Learning to shoot, the big leaf. How many more of these quasirecollections would he have? A few or five, six or several, a million or more?
How about one genuine memory? Wouldn’t one dollop of accurate
recollection lead to an expose of events, existential anecdotes recorded by the
writing mind, news detained by nerves? Would Wagner recognize the
signature? Then the doorbell rang. He was not worried about Herb Riccardo.
Mrs. Salinas stood in the hall, trying to smile.
“Hi, come on in,” Wagner offered, and stepped back.
“Oh, no thank you, Abner. I just came to apologize for the way I
overreacted the other day. I know you meant no harm, and I know you are
truly fond of Maria. And I additionally want to apologize because I was too
upset to determine this for myself, but needed your friend to help me
understand.”
“My friend?” Wagner returned. “I didn’t know I had any.”
“Why, you weren’t home the other day, so Miss Templin came up to visit
me. She said you had told her all about my little girl. Abner, Gail is such a
pleasant young lady. And I’m so sorry that I virtually held hard feelings
against you until Gail told me how you had been troubled by…. Well, I’ll
keep out of that.”
“What did she tell you, Mrs. Salinas?”
“I’m sorry to be so nosy and have upset you, Abner. I won’t bother you
any more. I only wanted to say–”
“What did Templin tell you, Teresa?”
He couldn’t make her say. Not that Mrs. Salinas’s will was so strong, but
that Wagner’s was so weak.
She left with cordiality and a bit of confusion, and so did Wagner. He
rode to the lounge where Sal Tunis had revealed his background in torture.
For hours, he drank imported beer, though not many, trying to think of
something decent to think of. He failed. Wagner tried to listen to the quiet
talk about him, but the sound did not register. A young black couple bent
toward one another across their small table and whispered firmly. Wagner
could not determine if their problem were financial, marital, or corporate.
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He wondered what his was. Nearly dark when he returned to his apartment.
His dwelling, not his home. Parking his bike in the alley where he could hear
its being stolen, Wagner pulled the key from the ignition only for the cheap
chain to break. He only had four keys on it, and only the one for his
apartment bounced between the slats of a grate leading directly to hell, gone
until Wagner retrieved it after death.
No problem, despite his cursing and furious clenching of his teeth. No
problem, because he hardly ever locked his apartment door. What was there
to steal, mementos he could not recognize?
No problem, but he knew an omen of doom when struck with one.
He walked to the stairs. Packs of rotten brats had already begun
infiltrating the streets, trying to scare up masses of candy. Store-bought
plastic masks and costumes made of paper bags and sheets. Kids had to get
out early nowadays to avoid being molested. They were only supposed to
accept sealed candy to preclude poisoning and glass shards. Wagner almost
recalled a long dirt road when he was a kid with few houses spaced far apart
with no traffic and dogs sleeping in the middle and no fears of being poisoned
or run down or raped. Almost, but he might have seen it on TV.
He didn’t really hate kids. Maria, of course, was not truly a child. A
rowdy pack of brats clomped up the stairs in his apartment building.
Wagner hoped they had already tried his door. He had nothing for them. But
stepping past the stairs as he reached for his key, Wagner was startled by an
urchin hiding beneath the landing. And he thought of Herbert Riccardo. But
too small, only a kid, but startling him with a boo when he was too anxious,
too tired, too full of alcohol. Surprising him when he was too concerned with
himself, so that Wagner reached out and slapped the little bastard against
the forehead. Not enough to hurt the kid, but enough to make Maria Salinas
sit flat on her backside and weep miserably.
Teresa stepped out beside her daughter. Mrs. Salinas seemed in costume
herself, for her face had the pall of the dead. Teresa was so astonished that
she could not immediately bend down to her daughter. Wagner could. He sat
on the floor beside Maria and removed her mask and held her head tightly
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against his neck as he stroked her face and tried to tell her how sorry he was.
Mrs. Salinas had never known that Mr. Wagner was capable of such a
tone, his voice more sorrowful than Maria’s weeping. And she believed that
she would prefer to hear the latter again rather than the former.
The loud children descending the stairs became very slow and quiet to
see this scene. All looked, but none asked a question or made a rude
comment. They seemed content to get away from those people. The kids only
wanted to have fun. Maria became content herself, for soon she was her old
self, quiet and still and accepting Wagner’s caress, if not his apology. Quiet
and still enough for Wagner to kiss her forehead and rise, turning the girl
over to her mother. Then Wagner stepped away with his key in hand, but
not one for any door.
Walking to his motorcycle, Wagner nearly gouged his eyes when wiping
away the moisture. Here was the third man Wagner had recently made
weep, but none more deservedly. Then he started his bike, and began the
long ride toward home.
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CHAPTER 7

Useful Items In Her Skirt
He

would stay in a graveyard. Gail Templin had given him the address

of a house she had leased in the first county on the lee side of Orlando.
Wagner would not be staying with Templin, lesbian or not. Wagner wanted
to be on his own, so he bought a newspaper at the first stand south of Okeeda
and looked for a place to stay. He had arrived in the early morning, feeling
so tired that he could only go on and on.
This case should not take long, though he would lie and say he planned
on staying for months, if he could avoid paying first and last and a security
deposit. But the gravedigger was satisfied with just the first month’s rent,
seeing as how it came in green cash. Mr. Tate wasn’t worried about a man
with no pets and no kids damaging his trailer. Having no clothes or even a
toothbrush did seem a mite odd, but the guy had driven up on a toy, that
little scooter thing.
The gravedigger’s double wide had been situated on the east end of a
cemetery where the plots were unoccupied, and wouldn’t be for years the
way people in this county of horse ranches had decided to die. Most of them
liked to bury their folk in that awful new type of cemetery where the stones
were all flush with the dirt so a lawn mower could whisk right over them. A
darn shame for a grave keeper to be so disrespectful.
Tate was moving. He had just married after courting a woman for ten
years, and she had a real fine home they would live in. Tate kept title to the
trailer in case something went wrong with the marriage. He wasn’t too sure
about living with a woman, having never done it before. If he could get
someone half decent to live in his mobile home, he wouldn’t have to worry
about vandals. This guy with the beard seemed at least half decent. Seemed
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the type who could take care of himself, one way or another.
The gravedigger didn’t see Wagner’s gun.
“You ever been married, Mr. Wagner?” Tate asked as he pocketed
Abner’s cash.
Wagner had to pause for contemplation. He despised difficult questions,
those pertaining to his past.
“I don’t think so. Mr. Tate, did you ever notice that a house trailer is
shaped just like a coffin?”
“No, sir.”
“Me neither.”
Wagner walked around outside while Tate removed his final belongings.
Wagner didn’t like being in the same trailer as a gravedigger. He knew their
shape.
“You want this jar of mayonnaise, Mr. Wagner?”
Half gallon size. Tate had to hold it up with both hands.
“No thanks, I’m allergic to chicken butts.”
“No, sir,” Tate explained, “mayonnaise is made of egg yolks. I’ll just
leave it in the icebox.”
Wagner surveyed his land. Twenty acres had been cleared in
preparation for subterranean corpses and their kempt surfaces, their
denoting stones. On a gravel path through the wooded cemetery, an old
sedan with fresh paint stopped at a grave site. Through the open window,
the driver reached out with a bouquet of white shasta daisies, white double
mums, and white marigolds. The driver tossed the bouquet toward the
marker, then drove away.
“Mr. Wagner! I’m leaving you a ball of soap shavings and a half roll of
toilet paper. Don’t mind the stain, I spilled some….”
Wagner only waved. Eventually, the gravedigger left. Wagner followed.
He wanted to begin his latest job. This Gail Templin. Her problem was just
another case. Of course. The trailer had no telephone. Wagner had to use the
phone in the cemetery office.
“Of course, Mr. Wagner. You can use our telephone any time,” the
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smiling receptionist told him. “Please leave a dollar.”
He should have brought Missy.
Middle afternoon. Wagner saved a dollar by riding instead of calling.
Before leaving, he washed as best he could, considering that his clothes were
unclean and he verged on stinking. He had not slept in twenty-four hours,
but felt in a groove of going along. Not exhausted, and not anxious, Wagner
rode his little rocket bike along the narrow roads to Templin’s place, leaning
the motorcycle farther than he had in months, cutting into the warped
geography of the road’s curves, a two-stroke dancer on an asphalt stage.
Occasionally, his shoe scraped, this touch a measure of his intensity,
Wagner’s inner ear tracking his balance along the rocking horizon line, the
acute and compound curves leading him left and right, to a spy or a liar who
could have been a memory.
Wagner traversed central Florida’s realm of warm springs and mineral
rivers, but did not continue to the tourist traps of fresh water mermaids and
glass-bottomed boats. Remaining suburban, Wagner entered Grey Oak Hills,
a budding housing development of big lots and no traffic. 9612 was a large
lot, long, gravel drive, sprawling house. Wagner parked beneath a tree
overhanging the driveway, an alleged oak that had been born a gum.
An old house with jalousie windows and a spray-crete finish popular in
1950’s Florida, the walls’ white texture shining with the sparkle of mica
particles. But the building was flawless, without a structural deficiency or a
scrap of chipping paint, the wooden trim durable cypress and bug-proof
cedar from forests that now were housing developments for retirees.
He dismounted and rang the doorbell. Scant waiting before Gail Templin
answered, appearing mildly surprised and definitely pleased.
Her smile could be termed “beaming.” Wagner saw that Gail was
touched, not in the sense of warped cognition. The salty PI could not stand
such a saccharine response.
“I’m ready to begin working on your case,” he reported.
“I can’t tell you how pleased I am that you came, Mr. Wagner,” Templin
replied.
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“Yeah, I come every time, sailor.”
“Uh, I suppose you’d like to begin by discussing fees. Please, come in.”
Templin retreated a half step, and Wagner glimpsed the interior of the
house. He saw nothing in the present. Dazed, uncomfortable in his vision,
Wagner viewed the same scene in a previous era. He looked at himself
standing in the doorway, in Gail’s position, looking out. After a blink that
slammed his eyelids, Wagner again saw Templin, saw the present.
“Abner, are you all right?”
Typically weak after time traveling, Wagner replied:
“Yes, thanks. A little tired, that’s all. Must have been someone I ate.
Though I haven’t been eating.”
“You have to eat. Are you hungry?”
“Does a fish poop underwater?”
“Not fillets. Come on in and I’ll fix you something. Or would you rather
go out?”
Wagner stared uncomfortably at the house. He wanted to see no more of
this historic site.
“Uh, the latter, if you don’t mind.”
“There’s a homey little restaurant not two minutes away,” Templin
suggested, and gestured to her car. “Let’s go.”
“All right,” Wagner said, his energy returning, “but only if you’re
buying and we don’t have penis butter sandwiches and cream of mucus
soup.”
No more talking until seated inside the restaurant. Without discussion,
they decided upon a window view. Table for four. They might need space
between each other.
“Are you staying nearby, Mr. Wagner?” Gail wondered as they sat.
“You don’t have to call me mister. Call me sir. All the gravediggers do.
I’m not telling you where I’m staying. I don’t want you molesting me. I hear
you homosexuals are a bunch of proselytizers, and I don’t want to start
craving men. But I do want to start working on your case. Are you ready?”
“I certainly am. I suppose you’d like to begin by discussing fees.”
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“No, I’d like to begin by discussing why you were at my broker’s office.”
“I asked your secretary for references. She referred me to Mr. Tunis.”
“Sal never mentioned you.”
“Did you ask him of me?”
“No.”
“Then do so. And ask your secretary.”
“You’re a fibber, Miss Templin. Tunis will tell me whatever you
arranged for him to say. Right?”
“You’re the investigator, sir.”
Wagner watched Templin’s mouth flex. He did not know if he wanted to
slap her or screw her. Maybe Templin seemed desirable only due to her
unavailability. Short hair not exactly butch, not exactly lustrous, but he’d
run his fingers through. He could just see her ears, but this type would not
let him nibble. Medium nose straight enough to check a ruler’s trueness.
Eyes a little bulgy, as though reaching for him with their luminosity. Hah.
Not this shiny tomato. Skin not obscured by makeup, with no scars and
scarcely a freckle. Lips the same color as his with a difference. Hers had a bit
of a smile. Was this from anticipating a homey meal or more manipulation
of the nearing biker, his approaching past?
“So, Gail, nice weather. You been screwing around with any of my
neighbors lately, or do you only assault retards?”
“Do you refer to the little girl as a retard, Abner?”
“I don’t refer to her as a little girl. She’s sixteen.”
“Well, I know you don’t call her an old broad. Is it only the handicapped
you can be kind to?”
“No, I’m nice to everyone but fairies.”
Templin either smirked or snarled a bit from that one.
“Oh, I see. A tough guy who’s also a sexual bigot can’t admit tenderness
to even a deserving young friend.”
“You’re not that young, and we’re not friends,” Wagner scoffed. “Oh, you
meant the Salinas kid. Look, Miss Templin, end the subject. You’re trying to
make me admit some great profundity vis-a-vis the glass hardness of my
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professional exterior versus the asparagus-tip tenderness of my private
insides. You’re the bigot because you want me to be only one. You want me to
say that the other is phony. Well, I behave according to the situation. So,
both sides are phony.”
Wagner then turned to the third person at the table. The waiter had
arrived.
“I’ll have a tuna-fish sandwich, waiter. Make sure it’s the dolphin-proof
stuff. I’m allergic to dolphin guts. And bring me a bottle of your best chateau
de beer.”
After Templin ordered a salad and iced tea, with lemon, no sugar,
Wagner told her:
“See how modern I am? I ordered first. I know you women want to be
treated like equals. Of course, some of you just want to be treated like men.”
Templin’s half smile became immutable; thus, artificial. Wagner then
understood that her previous smile had been the most genuine response she
had yet to provide him. Gail never seemed deeply affected by Wagner’s
nasty mouth. And he believed that she had not been truly speaking to him,
only listening.
“Would you say, Mr. Wagner, that it’s appropriate to be foolishly rude to
a client because her sexual preference does not correspond to yours?”
“Preference is prejudice,” he quipped. “Hey, Gail, I’ll be straight with
you–get it, straight? No, really. I’m a commoner when it comes to sexual
preference, the same as other normal men. Any lesbian distresses them
because she represents another piece of tail they’ll never get, and most men
feel they’re not getting enough. There’s some unwritten social quota they
need to meet. Take you, for example. I find you very sexy, but when I think
of you slurping away between another woman’s legs–”
“I thought that sort of activity only concerned you when peering
through someone’s window. Or perhaps that type of observation is your idea
of fun.”
Again, she had that stiff smile. Again, she was ungenuine.
“Hey, I had fun once,” he insisted. “I didn’t enjoy it. Gail, let’s relax, or
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we’ll be fighting like cats and dogs. But that’s appropriate. Men and women
are like dogs and cats, respectively. Dogs do stuff, and cats have things done
for them.”
“Your parallel might be simplistic,” Templin complained.
“Naw, of course not. Dogs do all the best and worst things, just like men.
Men are responsible for great art and average torture, great medicine and
great bombs. If women are involved, they’re creatively secondary. Like cats.
Dogs sniff out people buried in the rubble of earthquakes. What do cats do?”
“They refrain from leaping fences and killing old people and young
children,” Templin declared.
“Yeah, cats are even timid at murder,” Wagner added. “They just bring
birdies home to mama. Dogs lead blind people around so they can function in
society, but there’s no such thing as a seeing-eye pussy.”
They ate. Glimpsing Templin, Wagner felt that if he pulled the hair
away from her face, exposing her head’s shape, the woman’s true identity
would be revealed: So that’s who she is.
“So, Miss Templin, let’s get going on your brother’s death. You just tell
me what happened and we’ll go from there. Why don’t you start by telling
me his name? I don’t think I got it.”
Templin sipped her tea, then dabbed her lips as though preparing her
mouth to stop eating and begin speaking.
“Joseph Vinci.”
Thus, her “Leonardo” reference. But Wagner had fooled her–he didn’t
recognize the name. No strike of memory stopped his heart at the sound.
“Why is yours Templin?” he wondered. “Were you married to a woman
and changed your named?”
“Templin is my stepfather’s name. Vinci was my father’s. Now,
regarding Joseph. He owned a solar energy company called EnCo. Joseph
had recently received a major contract from the Department of Energy, so
things were going well. But one night he worked late, and didn’t come home.
His wife tried to call the office, but got no answer. So, she drove there, and
found that Joseph had been shot.”
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“What did the police have to say about motives and suspects?”
“The motive seemed to be burglary. Joseph was found in the company
lounge, which had been stripped of some pricey photographs, TV, and so on.
As for suspects, the police didn’t find any fingerprints or personal evidence
left behind. The persons involved were professional. Evidently, they entered
the building behind Joseph on a night he didn’t rearm the alarms after
entering. Joseph found them, objected, they shot him, and ran.”
“Tell me about security at EnCo.”
“The site is about thirty acres, all of it fenced. There’s a guard at the gate
twenty-four hours, and the fence is wired for being cut.”
“If they stole a lot of stuff, they must have had a truck or something.
How did they get the vehicle to the building?”
“They cut the fence and drove through.”
Wagner opened his mouth to object, but Templin read his mind.
“Here’s where the inconsistencies begin, Mr. Wagner. The vehicle set off
an alarm when it left the grounds, not upon entering.”
“Did EnCo have an outside contractor for security?”
“No, Joseph had hired an expert who worked full time on the system. It
was very sophisticated, and he was rather good.”
“What happened to him?”
“Essentially, he quit the company in shame.”
“Did the police question him?”
“Well, they never suspected him,” Templin stated. “He had been quite
good friends with Joseph, and didn’t need to steal to add to his income.”
“I had friends once,” Wagner offered. “We didn’t get along. What was his
name, this security dude?”
“Dale Britten.”
Wagner looked down, casually handling his meal. Fear began fluttering
his stomach. This fear came from an urge to ask Templin if he had ever met
this D. Britten, ever bought stock from him, ever killed him for his securities
just as someone had killed her brother. But he had to ask her something that
would not hurt him.
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“Who was this Britten screwing at EnCo?”
Templin seemed genuinely surprised. But Wagner did not feel victorious.
“I don’t believe he had a romantic interest at EnCo.”
“Was he gay?”
She did not reply until a thought as long as a blink.
“I’m sure he wasn’t.”
“What about the guards on duty that night?”
“Only one, at the security building inside the gate. Not even I suspect
him. He’s my uncle, and Joseph was his favorite.”
“If you dated boys, your uncle would probably like you, too. But that’s
besides the point. Is there any special significance to Joseph’s death besides
his being your brother?”
Templin looked at him blankly. Wagner still could not feel heartened by
his triumphs in this conversation.
“I mean, is this a revenge sort of thing where you’re out to get the
bastard who killed your brother who was like a dad to you?”
“I don’t know much about fathers, Mr. Wagner. My first found little
interest in the chore and the second was my mother’s husband. But I do
know wonderful brothers. Joseph was mine, and someone killed him.”
Templin had turned a tad pinker than usual, and looked to Wagner with
more intensity, as though leaning nearer. It seems he had pulled aside her
scalp and revealed the true shape of her head, the inside.
“And if I do find the killer? Will you just provide the police with the facts,
or am I supposed to blow him away with my BB gun?”
“Mr. Wagner, you’ll have enough trouble performing your task without
worrying about my part.”
“But what if my professional ethics require me to be aware of ‘your part’
for me to continue representing you?”
“Mr. Wagner, I am aware of your ethics,” Templin smiled. “That’s why I
hired you.”
Wagner took another bite. If Templin knew of Doreen, she had probably
learned of Wagner’s little trick on Herb Riccardo. Gail and Abner would not
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be arguing ethics.
“So, Mr. Wagner, how does one investigate a three-year-old crime? Do
you examine the site of the incident, interview family, friends, and business
associates? Do you seek additional, untried witnesses? Do you study police
and medical records?”
Wagner shrugged.
“What did the other guy you hired do?”
Templin shrugged in return. Wagner liked her shoulders.
“All of the above, I assume. The problem is that he didn’t find anything
that the police didn’t.”
“Why do you think I can?”
“Didn’t you ask me that in Georgia?” Templin returned. “I believe that
you have resources which the average investigator lacks, although I’m not
sure what they are. And I’m not sure that they’re always beneficial, even to
yourself.”
“You have a strange way of inspiring one’s confidence,” Wagner
retorted. “So, I guess I’ll begin by letting people lie to me. The folks involved
in things know what they did, why, and what it cost them. They don’t
always record a tearful admission, or videotape the best view. It’s best just to
let them tell you what happened, then sort out all the different stories. You
just have to figure which conflicts are emotional responses, and which are
lies.”
“So, you’ll begin at EnCo’s offices, I presume.”
“Sort of. Look, this is how I’ll find the killer. Give me a scrap of paper,” he
said, looking at the table while touching his apparel as though seeking.
Templin produced a piece of hotel stationary on which she had written a
number, probably telephone. Damn. That’s the piece he wanted, but
Templin tore off the end, handing Wagner the remainder.
“Pen,” he said, and held out his hand. She had one in her dress pocket. He
wondered of other useful items in her skirt.
“Here’s a famous PI trick,” he began. “First you sign your name
normally, like this. Then you sign only your first name, but with your off
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hand.” Then he handed her paper and pen. “The last thing you do is
immediately sign your name again with the proper hand. You do it. If I did,
you’d see the trick.”
Templin complied, writing on the back of the scrap. Then she examined
her own handwriting.
“I don’t see any difference,” she told Wagner.
“There isn’t any. That’s just a trick to get people to sign their name
without asking them to do it and becoming suspicious.”
“That’s very amusing, Abner, but what’s the point?”
“In case I find an admission of guilt lying about, I’ll know if it’s yours.
Didn’t your other PI show you cool stuff like this?”
“No, he was a professional.”
Wagner reached across the table to snatch the paper from Templin,
rolled it into a ball, and bounced it off her head. She tried not to smile, but
could not resist.
“Now I’ll go try my trick at EnCo,” Wagner said as he stood, reaching for
the paper, which he retained. So what if Gail noticed? What would she do,
shoot him?
“Will you make an appointment first?” Templin wondered.
“No, I’ll just look for a hole in the fence. How do I get there?”
She gave simple directions. South on State Road 487, about twelve
miles. Keep going until you find a field of solar collectors.
Wagner left quickly. He didn’t mind sticking Templin with the tab, and
scarcely said good-bye. He did not feel well. Something about that meal,
though not likely the food. A ride in the country should have been a relief to
him, for he would be getting away from Templin. Whatever this woman had
told him, she was retaining more.
He rode slowly, for too much acceleration or too much leaning into
curves would make him spill his tuna. The journey did not refresh him.
After all, he intended to emulate Gail Templin by promulgating further
deceit. But this tactic should have been familiar to Wagner, a man’s whose
only truth was the lie of bad memory.
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CHAPTER 7

Beat Your Peter Eater
Cresting a minor hill, Wagner saw a bright, artificial field ahead. The
array of solar panels was exactly as expected, as though he had seen a photo
in a magazine. Row upon row of silvery squares on skeletal pedestals, a grid
of flat, checkerboard insect eyes that reflected the sky while absorbing its
energy.
He slowed to observe the impressive fence line, scores of eight-by-twelvefoot chain link panels outlined with metal frames attached to thick, blackpainted steel posts set in concrete. The entire fence canted toward the road to
preclude ready climbing by illicits. Not the average backyard fence to keep
your dog in.
The driveway led to a set of steel buildings hundreds of feet from the
road. Nearest sat a more formal building of stone and expensive
landscaping–specimen plants and grassy berms–that could have been a
country club. In front sat the guard station, a lookout post for a modern
castle of dimensioned lumber and fiberglass shingles.
Seeing a guard with a hat inside the shack, behind the closed gate,
Wagner continued riding. He wanted to find a rear entry. A few minutes
later, he turned right at the second dirt road, not the first. A good guess, for
this trail led through a pine forest past a drying creek all the way around
until the rear fence line became visible. Wagner continued between scrub
palms, past an abandoned lawn mower and two refrigerators, uphill to a
second gate.
He saw more palms and small pines on the inner side between fence and
solar collectors, whose tops Wagner viewed with major neck craning. He saw
the rear of one steel building, but nothing of the country club office. No
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guard back here, but a deep, set-in lock with a sliding mechanism and a
membrane key pad. Wagner had a feeling he could open it.
He turned his bike around for a quick getaway, toed down the kickstand,
and took two steps to the lock. Wagner began examining the square bolt with
his fingers poised over the keypad when a car approached from the opposite
direction. The captive import with tall antenna moved over the hill as
though having been hiding, a tank in wait for armored vehicles on this
cabbage palm battlefield.
Too late to run, but Wagner thought of flipping down his face shield in
case the driver took to shooting at him with an air gun. The man didn’t seem
armed, however. Wearing nice grey slacks and a pinstriped shirt with half
sleeves, he stepped out with a part smile. He had the reserved wariness of a
superior, the boss looking over your shoulder while you worked in the office.
Herb Riccardo did not have this problem.
“Did I interrupt anything?” the driver asked with a sharp voice.
“No, I was just breaking in,” Wagner replied.
The man remained a few paces removed, hands at his sides. Thick wrists,
head wide and round, but not soft. Bowling bowls are big and round, but not
soft.
“Maybe you should tell me your name and your business before I call the
police.”
“My name is Abner Wagner, and I wanted to steal one of those solar
panels for a souvenir.”
“How did you plan on taking it away on that motorcycle?”
“I thought they were inflatable.”
“Well, Abner Wagner, I think you really want to take some trouble away
with you.”
“Nah, that won’t fit on my bike anymore than those panels. So, maybe
you should tell me your name so we can be friendly instead of quarrelsome.
Maybe you should tell me what you’re doing here. Hell, man, you’re worse
than me with your sneaking around.”
No smile came from the man as he replied.
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“I am Rafael Chenault, and I don’t think I need to tell you what I’m doing
here considering that you’re the trespasser.”
“How do I know you’re not a trespasser, too?” Wagner returned. “I came
looking for Joe Vinci. Let’s ask him who you are.”
“Why didn’t you come by the front gate if you’re looking for Mr. Vinci?”
“Because the last man who came the front way looking for Vinci killed
him. You know anything about that?”
“If you do, the police would be glad to hear it,” Chenault stated. “I think
it’s time to call them. I also think you can’t get to the highway on that
motorcycle if I don’t want you to.”
Chenault then stepped backwards to his car, not averting his sight from
Wagner.
“All right, enough playing around,” Wagner said, and slowly reached
into his riding suit to remove his wallet. Then he stepped ahead to show
Chenault his ID.
“I’m a licensed private investigator from Decatur hired to investigate
certain discrepancies in Joseph Vinci’s insurance. I understand that he was
killed by someone who cut through this fence, so I was examining it. If I
really wanted to get in, I’d make an appointment with the head of security.
Is that you?”
“I don’t want to see your ID, and the security officer wouldn’t let you in
regardless. So the only thing for you to do is get out of here and see if the
police are out front waiting. Or perhaps you can stop me from reaching my
radio.”
Wagner thought he could, but not with his bare hands.
“If your radio isn’t FM stereo, I don’t care to hear it,” Wagner said, and
stepped to his bike. But Chenault would not let him leave.
“So, Abner Wagner, are you a coward or a man of knowledge? Are you
afraid to challenge me physically, or are you aware that I possess not more
physical means than you, but more facts? You don’t know who will come if I
call ahead, but you understand the potential. So, you understand the power
of my knowledge. And knowledge, Abner Wagner, is the ultimate ability.
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The more you know, the more you can do. Surely, Abner Wagner, you know
that. I believe that if a person knew everything, he would be able to do
anything. That is a logical extension. All knowledge is just another infinity,
like the set of all odd numbers, or all even numbers. They’re both infinite
sets, but what of the set that contains them both? Doesn’t it have to be
larger? But it can’t, because nothing is greater than infinity. But if you keep
extending all of those infinities, they become the same. Extended far enough,
everything equals, including knowledge, and courage. So, run along now,
Abner Wagner, and I’ll be seeing you later. I know that.”
Chenault entered his car, and reversed it over the hill. Wagner mounted
his bike and left. At the highway, no person or agency waited for him. So he
began riding to his trailer, exchanging a private graveyard for one public.
But he had to pull over. Wagner was stopped either by a memory before him
as impenetrable as the road, or because he had to throw up.
His stomach felt like an animal trying to get out by digging through his
intestines. Wagner stopped his motorcycle on the grass, not noticing the
pickup trucks and station wagons passing. Quickly, he unstrapped and
pulled off his helmet, for vomiting inside it would be disastrous, like
drowning in a goldfish bowl of regurgitation. While still straddling his bike,
Wagner vomited in a quick gush, not suffering from an illness, but from
recollection.
He walked near a metal fence of sturdy construction, each section
framed like a high-art collage. He followed a dirt trail between pine trees and
cabbage palms. The background was an array of rectangles achieving scant
benefit from the moonlight above. He walked down a hill toward a gate with
a heavy, built-in lock activated by a code. His interest was in the man who
had opened it. The intruder was most concerned with Wagner’s firearm, a
double column, double action, compact 9mm. The concerned man
elaborated on the value of knowing everything about immediate
occurrences, glimpsing down to Wagner’s handgun with his big round head.
Wagner looked down to his helmet, and the image vanished. Even after
dissolving, the scene’s vivid conviction remained striking. Wiping his mouth
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with the cuff of his riding glove, Wagner looked behind, toed his
transmission into first, and rode. Abner knew why he had been sick. That
last memory had been a mocking version of his present. The effect was of
waking from a nightmare only to live that dream in reality. Now Wagner
knew that he had met Rafael Chenault before. As though a logical extension
in one of Chenault’s infinite sets, Wagner further understood that both
people were concealing the past, Wagner through a type of sickness. What
was Rafael Chenault’s disease?
Wagner rode to the nearest discount store. He bought tan undershorts
and tee shirts with pockets, and conservative Bermudas. He had good legs.
And a cheap windbreaker to hide his weaponry. He didn’t know if the grave
trailer had a washing machine. If not, Wagner would use the sink. Or maybe
he wouldn’t wash his clothes. Who was he trying to impress, the lesbian?
He filled his gas tank. Teens gathered around his motorcycle, but
Wagner had nothing amusing to say. They didn’t care. He was just another
old guy.
Wagner paid for everything with plastic. He did not worry about the
credit limit on an account that was not quite real. Neither was he.
At the trailer, Wagner compared Templin’s handwriting to the copy of
Dale Britten’s love note that he had brought along. The writing styles shared
no similarities.
Late afternoon. Too late for him to work any further that day, especially
considering his lack of sleep, and food. But he was not exactly tired. Sick
perhaps, and needing to relieve himself by a stronger purge than
regurgitation. Riding to the nearest grocery store, Wagner bought some
frozen entrees and a six-pack. He consumed all of the former, warm, and one
of the latter, very cold, in his own little trailer. He parked his bike in back so
that no curious thief visiting relatives gunned down by federales would
return with their van and steal his stroker.
The gravedigger had left his water bed. Newlyweds don’t need single
beds. Wagner slept nude on sheets that smelled clean but would never look
it, not at their age. He slept well, having no odd feelings about sleeping in a
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strange bed. The last one had never seemed homey to Wagner, if only
because he could not remember the one before.
No dreams. Wagner only dreamt when awake, brain scenes that never
convinced him as being mere constructs of his unconscious imagination.
Wagner’s dreams were threats.
*

*

*

He awoke to a bad smell: his body. The taste of his mouth had equal
appeal, but Wagner had no toothbrush. He used his finger and deodorant
soap. After showering, Wagner donned new shorts and a tee. Their stiffness
and starchy smell made the clothing less comfortable than his sweaty duds.
The old clothes seemed more human.
Mount the bike, gone. Wagner left the country of quiet pine forests and
horse ranches, riding toward the hard edges of the city. He readily found the
county courthouse. Once inside, cooperative southern employees helped
Wagner search certain records. He remembered when you had to do this by
looking in big books. Now you stared at a computer screen. Wagner preferred
the big books. But a smiling guy set him before a computer terminal, which
Wagner found more distasteful than his teeth. Searching for an address he
had recently visited, Wagner learned that the property belonged to one Dale
O. Britten.
After glumly thanking the folks for their cooperation, Wagner left.
Though disappointed in the facts he had uncovered, he still felt brilliant. As
a flawless private investigator, he had deduced that Dale Britten had
changed his name to Gail Templin.
“Hello, my name is Tunis, Al Tunis. I’m with Marzian Electric Company.
For my records, I’d like to know if you still employ one Dale Britten.”
For a reason typically unknown to himself, Wagner felt the need to
disguise his voice when calling EnCo. He utilized a high-pitched, rather
lovely tone. A gay, lilting voice, in honor of his partner.
“Mr. Britten is no longer with us, sir,” the receptionist replied.
“Oh. Well, if you hire him again, tell him that his order of ten thousand
ball and penis hammers is in. If you don’t, he might get mad and beat your
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peter eater black and blue with one. Thanks.”
Wagner found himself lost. This Dale Britten had supposedly absconded,
but Gail Templin was living in his house. Maybe Britten still lived there.
Maybe Templin wasn’t a lesbian, and the two were lovers. Maybe Templin
lived in Britten’s house because she had killed him, after Britten killed Anna
in a fight over those securities. Britten had received the securities from his
lover at EnCo, Anna wanted them back, shoot-out, dead. But Britten had
already sold them to Wagner. Learning of this, Templin needed years to
follow the securities to Decatur. She had lured Wagner to Florida because
those securities had been left behind with Templin’s comrade, Sal Tunis.
Wagner should have flown at once to Decatur to protect his fortune, but
that was only money. Gail Templin was Wagner’s concern. More than a thief
or a murderer, Templin was a person who knew more about Wagner than he
did, and Wagner could not bear it.
He rode to Templin’s place, her site, leaning the bike steeply, though
avoiding front-wheel slides. Wagner buzzed away at ten grand and a
hundred-twenty clicks, according to the foreign speedo. He was in a hurry to
speak with his client. Abner had to ask the resident of the house about the
owner’s whereabouts. Wagner had to ask Templin about securities worth the
life of her brother. He had to ask Templin who the hell she really was.
Wagner might even gain the nerve to ask the same question regarding
himself.
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CHAPTER 9

Someone I Ate
Wagner did not panic until she invited him in. Templin looked so
innocent upon answering the door, as though she had nothing to hide. As
though a bad memory returned to relieve Wagner of his present, Templin
repeated herself, taking a half step back while speaking.
“Please, Abner, come in, and we’ll chat.”
Wagner glimpsed inside. He saw a desk lit by a fat fluorescent tube
screwed into an incandescent fixture as though a normal bulb. Nothing else
within this average house felt normal to him. Wagner saw too much of the
house, and had to look down, look away.
“Uh, thanks, no,” he responded with a quiet, uncomfortable tone. “How
about going for a ride to do some pee-eyeing. Let’s take your car. My bike
never grew a passenger side.”
“Where are we going?” Templin wondered.
Abner heard Gail’s keys click together, but he had already turned away.
“You ever been to the courthouse?”
“No. Why should we be going there?”
“The interiors of these old buildings can be startling.”
Wagner entered the sedan. No gentlemanly opening of the door for him.
Are lesbians ladies? Templin started the engine. Sounded like a V-6 to
Wagner. What did a straight-six sound like? Had he ever heard one? Wagner
shoved that thought from his mind, lest it inspire additional horrifying
scenes of childhood. But wasn’t that his greatest craving?
“So, how is the investigation progressing?” Templin asked as she began
driving.
“The progress will improve as soon as I get some help,” Wagner
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responded, his connection to the present improving. “How would you like to
assist me? Especially considering the bargain rate I’m giving you on my
fee.”
“You haven’t told me what fee you’re charging.”
“That’s what I mean. Consider the bonus of not having to worry about
spending that non-exorbitant sum until it’s all over. This is what I want you
to do. We’ll work out a list of people at EnCo, then you go and interview
them. I’ll tell you what to ask.”
“Oh, no, Abner, I can’t do that,” Templin insisted. “Why don’t you
interview them yourself?”
Her response impressed him. For that moment, she seemed to be a real
person, not a covert identity.
“That would be as practical as a nuclear hand grenade. You see, I got
caught breaking in today, so everyone is going to be on the lookout for
someone matching my description: me.”
“Well, I could get their home addresses and you could interview them
away from the offices,” Templin suggested.
“You think they’re going to forget what I look like at five o’clock? So, why
can’t you do it, Gail?”
“I already have, Abner,” she explained. “I made quite a pest of myself
when I first looked into Joe’s death on my own, before I hired that previous
investigator. I assure you, Abner, the personnel at EnCo are less likely to
speak with me than even a burglar.”
“I wasn’t burglarizing,” Wagner scowled, “just trying to enter
unofficially. So, in my sophisticated, subtle pryings of this morning, I heard
a rumor that the real burglars made off with about a hundred-thousanddollars’ worth of securities.”
Templin looked to him with some confusion.
“I don’t recall anything about any securities’ being stolen,” she said.
He believed her. Templin did not appear to be a great liar. Maybe she
hadn’t killed this Britten for his paper treasures. Maybe Britten still lived.
Maybe Wagner should stop burying people who only existed to him as
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names. What would Tate think?
“Well, too bad those low-lifes weren’t caught. I was, and I’m a good guy.
A particular due named Rafael found me at EnCo’s fence. Do you know
him?”
Templin smiled and looked through the side window, one hand on the
wheel. Then she turned her head at a pace suggesting anxiety, and touched
her mouth with her free hand. Her palm was not flat to her lips, but
perpendicular, her fingers extended. Wagner could just see her mouth, her
smile. A very feminine, appealing gesture. Even for a lesbian.
“Oh, well, Abner, now I have to decide whether I really know about
Rafael Chenault or not,” Templin said, looking toward Wagner with one
clause, and through the windshield with the next.
“You mean you have to determine whether or not you should lie. That
won’t be very helpful to the investigator trying to solve your brother’s
death.”
Templin looked directly at Wagner.
“That’s exactly the point, Abner. My brother founded EnCo. It was his
great success, his great love. Perhaps even more than his wife. EnCo is still
an important company, and I don’t want to jeopardize their position with the
government. That being the case, I’ll tell you that Chenault’s official position
is liaison between EnCo and the Department of Energy. The truth that I’m
afraid to reveal is that the letter’s on Chenault’s ID are not D.O.E., but
C.I.A.”
Templin shrugged as she stared through the glass, chin up a tad. No
dense traffic required her concentration, but she had to look away from
Wagner.
“So, what’s a government spy doing around EnCo? Had your brother
been running drugs or something?”
“Nothing so common as that. Nothing mysterious, either. EnCo is
working on a very advanced method of solar electric generation. The
government is following a policy of promoting nonpolluting energy sources.
The State Department is ensuring that private industry will not absorb
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EnCo. Nothing exotic is involved, just politics.”
Wagner had to restrain himself from leaping through the roof. If the feds
were supporting EnCo, what would his securities be worth?
Then Wagner had to keep himself from imploding. His recollection at
EnCo. Analyzing instead of recalling, Wagner understood that he and
Chenault had been together because both were C.I.A. agents working on the
EnCo case. For some reason, Wagner had been brainwashed and given a new
identity. At least the C.I.A. hadn’t killed him, as they had Joseph Vinci.
“Abner, Abner, are you still with me?” Gail wondered.
He looked up, blinked, then looked down. He inhaled deliberately, as
though respiring required conscious effort. Pull yourself together.
“Yeah, some view. Uh, this Rafael Chenault–is he nuts? He went on and
on about limited infinities and knowledge being god and whatever. I thought
he would ask me to church to handle snakes. He seemed kind of weird.”
“Ummm…,” Templin replied with rare vagueness. “Yes, he’s nuts.”
“Did this Rafael Chenuts get along with Joseph and Anna?”
“They all worked together well enough, though Rafael wanted more
government involvement in the company than Joseph would allow.”
“So, Chenault killed your brother to gain control of an electrifying
industry.”
“Rafael is not in control of EnCo,” Templin asserted. “Anna is.”
“So, she and Chenault are now lovers, and Rafael is rolling in wealth at
the expense of your brother’s life.”
“No one at EnCo is rolling in money,” Templin retorted. “They have no
product to sell. The government contract was only to provide funds for
further research. EnCo is still a promising company, but the promise is still
in the future.”
“Perhaps it really was some burglar who killed your brother because he
got in the way,” Wagner suggested. “Why do you think otherwise?”
“I have previously explained the inconsistencies,” Templin asserted.
“The most likely scenario is that someone familiar with EnCo was
responsible for Joseph’s death.”
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“That’s what you amateurs call an inside job,” Wagner submitted. “But
the insides of office buildings are filled with people. Stock boys, secretaries,
government spies…. It could have been anyone.”
“Anyone with a motive. Even if it were ‘only’ a burglary, it was well
planned. But if you find the burglars, you find Joseph’s killer. That, Mr.
Wagner, is your job.”
“What did your other PI think?”
“He agreed with the police.”
“Who was this guy, anyway?”
“I’ll give you his name and number,” Templin proposed. “Since you seem
to be having difficulty interviewing the personnel involved in the crime,
perhaps you can get Mr. Schumann to help you.”
Templin then stared directly toward Wagner, who did not take the bait.
“Maybe he was right,” Wagner said.
“Maybe he was only a mechanic,” Templin sharply countered, “cobbling
the puzzle’s edges together, but incapable of envisioning the greater form.
Robert lacked your, uh, imagination, Mr. Wagner. He never broke into the
first building, but you’ve already attacked your second.”
“What was the first?” Wagner demanded.
“Sal Tunis’s office.”
“What do you know about that, and why blame me?”
“Missy told me.”
“Damn, are you screwing my secretary?”
“Mr. Wagner, I know that you don’t have sex with every woman you
meet, though likely you think the choice is solely yours. Homosexuals don’t
have sex with every person of the same gender they meet, but they’re not
sex fiends as is the average heterosexual male.”
“Hey, Gail, you and I aren’t going to get along very well if you start
calling me names. ‘Fiend’ is pretty strong talk to some people. I remember
watching horror movies as a kid. They were always about mummies or
werewolves. The normal people always called the creatures ‘fiends’. They
used to scare me half to death at about the age of six, so you’re laying thirty-
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five years of fear on me by calling me a fiend.”
All of that fear seemed to attack him at once. Wagner stopped looking to
Templin, stopped talking, stopped existing in the present. The past had
stolen him again, for Wagner remembered. He remembered uniquely, for a
vivid, waking dream did not return, but a simple memory. He had recalled
a childhood detail, a common occurrence to normal people with average
minds. To Wagner, however, this recollection rivaled the discovering that
he had been adopted and his true parents had arrived to take his home.
“Abner, are you all right?”
“God, I know how old I am.”
He wanted to vomit again to remove the distress from his system. But he
wanted to enter a coma in order to examine every nuance of that
recollection. Though Wagner had never investigated his own life, his past
remained more important than any aspect of his present. Now he was
learning how to recall, and found the effect debilitating. Then his improved
state worsened, for another memory invaded his thinking.
He and Chenault at EnCo’s fence. The details of this memory came to
him pieces that Wagner now cobbled together to form an edge. Chenault had
caught Abner there twice. The first time, Wagner had wielded a real gun.
Burglars had them. So did murderers.
Joseph Vinci killed by a burglar. Templin had just referred to Wagner as
a burglar. Wagner always scoping alarm systems, accomplished at breaking
and entering.
Wagner forced himself to think, not merely feel. If he were such a killer,
why had he allowed Chenault to live? C.I.A. The agency of assassination.
They had hired an outside contractor for the EnCo job, then brainwashed
him so he would not jeopardize national security. At least they hadn’t killed
him, as Wagner had Joseph Vinci.
He did not believe it. He did not want to believe it. The idea made a
certain amount of sense, but Wagner had recently produced many faulty
notions. This idea, however, was the one to eat him from inside.
Templin had stopped the car on the roadside. After unfastening her
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safety harness, she moved nearly against Wagner. Abner then understood
that he had slumped until his chin nearly hit his chest. He looked like
someone on drugs, about to walk in unknown directions. Templin, however,
remained concerned and alert, prepared to act decisively. Slow to speak,
Wagner seemed uninterested, perhaps in remaining conscious.
“Abner, what is it? Can you tell me what’s wrong?”
They had never been this close. Though Wagner could not turn to her,
could not focus on Templin’s form, he could smell the scent of her soap or
cologne, the slight fragrance of her skin oils. He did not think she smelled
yummy. He did not want to taste her breath with his tongue. At that
moment, Wagner did not want to do anything in the world.
He lowered the passenger window. Warm for a November morning, but
this was Florida. People up north considered temperatures in the seventies
warm. That was cold weather for Florida. No wonder Wagner felt sick. His
state was not in the union. Finally, he managed to turn to Templin, their
faces separated by a breath.
“I’d like to fuck you,” he told her, “but not right now.”
Wagner looked through the windshield, and Templin returned to her
position behind the wheel. They began driving again. Neither knew where.
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CHAPTER 10

Fluid Shawl
Wagner seemed to be recalling again, but suffered no distress.
Waiting at a red light, he knew that Templin’s car idled at the worst
intersection in the county. This fact, however, was comprehendible without
prior experience. A feeder for I-75 ran east and west, the interstate
continuing north to Michigan, perhaps all the way to Santa’s workshop. Two
major state roads intersected this street at an acute angle, conjoining a
hundred feet from the interstate. The last segment of this traffic pretzel was
a minor but necessary avenue leading to Seminole Springs, a favorite resort
of tourists, none of whom saw the poorly positioned sign until the last
moment, when screeching brakes and veering steers into the adjacent lane
became necessary.
The worst intersection in the county attracted citizens of a similar
demeanor. Wagner felt nearly functional again when a mid-sixties
musclecar painted with rust pulled alongside Templin’s sedan, too damn
near the passenger door. Not warm enough for the A.C., Wagner had rolled
down his window. Rolling it up would have been chicken, and Wagner
wondered which came first, the chicken or the chicken shit. Then, the latter
spoke.
“Hey, gimme a churchkey,” the driver demanded, looking directly to
Wagner.
Near enough to spit on and too young to be trusted, the man needed a
new coat of grease on his hair, needed less droop in his ignorant lips. He had
facial hair like a goat, or one of those long-faced dogs popular on TV. Behind
him, unseen passengers snickered in the verbless lingo of half-ass drunks.
Beside the driver sat a woman with hair like the scratches on brass cleaned
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with coarse steel wool. She looked like she could eat Wagner’s girl alive
without belching.
“Hey, we got this beer to open, asshole, so gimme a fucking churchkey,”
the driver urged when Wagner did not respond.
“Go piss on that fireplug beside you,” Wagner said, and reached for his
air gun. That’s when she hit him.
He had to turn to Templin, because it hurt. She had stopped her
punching and begun speaking.
“Jed, you damn fool, I told you to pick up the beer when we got gas, but
you were too damn busy buying lottery tickets. Now we’re gonna have to
drink damn ice tea, because all of your people are those Jesus freaks who
don’t know enough to get–”
And the light changed. Templin accelerated sharply. In a moment,
traffic separated her car and the fireplug’s.
Abner stared only at Gail. She had smacked his upper arm once, and
now had nothing to say.
“What was that all about?” he demanded.
Humming beneath her breath, lips pursed, Templin observed traffic as
though any good driver.
“I was just trying to keep you out of trouble, Abner,” she mentioned
plainly.
“Why’d you hit me?”
“To make the content of my speaking and the manner I affected seem
genuine, thereby achieving the adjacent driver’s attention.”
“You sounded like a cracker straight out of the swamp,” Wagner told her,
still not looking away.
“I wanted to speak in a manner that the other people would find
familiar.”
“You left a bruise.”
“You’ll heal.”
“You’re a dishonest broad, aintcha, Tildy?”
Wagner had imitated Templin’s accent so closely that Gail had to laugh
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aloud.
“Speaking of broads,” he added, “did you see that chick next to him?”
“Not very well,” Gail replied. Though still smiling, her expression had
slightly changed. Now she also felt bemusement or pity from Wagner’s use of
the term “broad.”
“She was so tough, I bet she has leather nipples.”
Templin stopped smiling, and looked directly ahead. Though uncertain
exactly how he had offended her, Wagner knew the possibilities were
scarcely finite. Maybe she was a cattle freak.
They drove in silence until both spied a hitchhiker on their side of the
road. Templin signaled a right turn and pulled over to pick her up. A
woman, but Wagner did not consider “pick up” in the romantic sense,
despite Templin’s sexual proclivities. He did not believe that Gail would
select an eighty-five-year-old piece of tail to seduce.
Driver and passenger shared neither word nor glance, but Wagner asked
the woman:
“Can we offer you a ride, ma’am?”
A black woman with hair tied in a bun, mostly covered with a small hat
whose silky, solid grey fabric matched the background hue of her floral
dress. The hat’s narrow white band of lace was a shade brighter than the
creamy petals below. A small handbag, closed parasol.
“Yes, and that would be very thoughtful of you, mister, ma’am,” the
woman said as she bent to see inside, and smiled formally without showing a
tooth.
To Wagner, she seemed like someone out of the fifties, the forties perhaps,
an era before his time, this fact indisputable regardless of disreputable
memory. Her garments were fashionable only to someone on her way to
bible school, but the changed fashion here included more than apparel.
Wagner knew that she always dressed this way. The woman’s neat
demeanor as she stood with both hands lightly clasping her handbag said
something to Wagner, but he did not know what.
“No thank you, mister, for opening the door. You don’t have to behave
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like a chauffeur just because you’re giving me a ride.”
Wagner had started to exit the car, but the hitcher stopped him. So he
allowed the woman to achieve the rear seat on her own. Neither Templin
nor Wagner chided her for not fastening her seat belt.
“Where can we take you?” Templin asked, having lost her sullen
demeanor, though not equaling her cheerfulness after conquering the
churchkey car. The hitchhiker however, was less of a social conquest than
the grease dog and his fireplug.
“I would be pleased if I could go with you as far south as possible.”
“Where exactly are you going?” Wagner asked over his shoulder.
“Melbourne.”
“That’s a hundred-fifty miles,” Templin noted.
“The bus station is on Shore Drive.”
“My, that’s exactly where we’re heading,” Templin alleged, looked
behind, and entered traffic.
Wagner liked Templin’s certainty behind the wheel. But he did not ask
how she knew her way around these streets considering that she lived in
another state. Fair enough. No one asked him how he knew that Shore Drive
was the third light. Templin negotiated this turn as the hitchhiker
introduced herself.
“My name is Mrs. Colleen Lincoln. I will thank you both very much for
helping me to get where I am going, though I have to say that in my day,
women didn’t drive.”
Wagner refrained from asking if women sucked twat back then.
“What did women do then instead of drive?” he wondered.
“They tended their offspring and the kitchen garden.”
“When exactly was your time, ma’am?” Templin asked, glimpsing
toward the rearview mirror. “Modern women are so concerned with stating
their ages, but I doubt that you are.”
“No, I am not concerned with that, not at all. I think the Good Lord and I
should be proud that I am still living after eighty-six years.”
Back then for her was between the wars, Wagner thought, then asked,
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“Where did you live when women tended the herb garden?”
“Herb gardens, mister, are for wealthy ladies more concerned with tea
than a proper meal. A kitchen garden is for feeding the family. Where I lived
is where I am going now, my father’s house. I am going home.”
Wagner noted her pride in that last comment, as though a son returned
from war, the failed entrepreneur retreating to the farm. Sounded good to
him.
The three then jerked forward in their seats as Templin braked hard to
avoid a long sedan turning left in front of her. A snow bird. A tourist. An old
fart.
“I am not complaining,” Mrs. Lincoln said cryptically.
“About my driving?” Templin wondered.
“About all of these people,” she replied, looking outside with no
gesticulation, no harsh tone. “I remember when this was all pasture land. I
remember when you only saw cattle, and they need about an acre apiece, so
you weren’t running into them all the time. There’s no animal that sounds
like a car, or smells like one. If there is any such thing as a monster, it would
sound like an animal, not some machine that was never alive. Dead but still
hotter in all its burning pieces than the warm blood of an animal. I
remember that time, but some things you don’t remember right; I know
that. You think of the old swing, and picture it in your mind as clear as the
chair you’re in that day. You see your sister there and remember playing,
then talk about it years later as though you were arguing. ‘No, the swing
was in that big oak tree hit by lightning that Daddy used to talk about before
he was a judge.’ ‘No, Sister, I know it was in that pine in back because it was
the only one with a straight limb so the swing didn’t slip.’ A picture as clear
in your mind as your baby sister beside you then who is older now than your
daddy when he passed away. Then you go home and look in the photo
album. You see that you were wrong. One of you or both of you was wrong in
your remembering, though the thought seemed so right that you just can’t
believe the old swing could have ever been some other way. But there’s the
picture, right before you, and the queerest part is that as soon as you see it,
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you think, ‘Yes, of course, that is exactly how it was. Now I truly do
remember.’ Then you start thinking of the things you used to do, that you
used to be able to do. That’s the sort of thing you get right in your memory,
because the color of the jump rope handle doesn’t matter. That you can’t
jump anymore is important. Oh. Too old to be able, too young to forget. But I
remember where the bus station is. Right there.”
Mrs. Lincoln departed as though she had never been present. They all
said good-bye, but only the woman’s recollections effected poetry.
“Fifty years from now,” Templin said as she drove, “you and I will argue
about the color of her dress. But I won’t forget her.”
Abner did not look to Gail. As though the past returned properly in the
concrete form of a photograph, Wagner understood that Templin had not
stolen his thoughts; they had been sharing the same emotion. He felt an
intimate warmth sourced not in sex or physicality, but character. A
warmth enjoyed with utter stillness, for the emotion was volatile, soon to be
boiled away by the hot present. When the feeling began losing its ephemeral
warmth, mutating into a pleasant currency, Abner still could not look to
Gail, for he knew that she would return his gaze. Then they would share a
connection that he could not handle. Not in his present, an era of burning
pieces.
“What a bigot,” Templin sighed. “Her father was a judge, and I thought
he’d be a farmer.”
“Gee,” Wagner mentioned with quiet surprise, “I went to law school.”
“Fifty years from now,” Templin said quietly, “we’ll speak of med school.
These will be the good old days, and we’ll long for people instead of cows.”
Wagner waited for that fearful discomfort to attack him, that
punishment for having recalled his past as though a normal man with a
normal memory. But he felt no pain, no illness, no confused dejection. He
retained an inner warmth from sharing a fine feeling with another person.
He could not bear it. Never before had he told anyone of his past. Not a
thing. Speaking with Gail was the most intimate he had been with a person
since…. Since before he could recall.
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“Fifty years from now?” Wagner had to say. “There are plenty of kids
enjoying their life in the city who’ll be complaining because they’re on the
moon breathing canned air. Things are always the same, because people
never change. This is always.”
The only warmth within the car thereafter came from Florida’s
weather. But Wagner did not blame himself for having eradicated intimacy
from the interior. That ephemeral emotion he had shared with Templin was
as rare as hitchhiking elders. Now they had returned to their normal flow, a
state of tense uncertainty.
Templin had inconspicuously turned here and there until on the main
drag again, moving in the opposite direction. She seemed to be heading
home herself, at least to Dale Britten’s house. Soon they arrived at that
famed intersection of danger.
Waiting at the red, Wagner saw a woman panic. She panicked upon
noticing Abner Wagner. Driving rapidly, she glimpsed a sight that made
her jerk her head to the side and stare openmouthed. Stare at Wagner.
Unfortunately, she was the driver of a rapidly moving automobile in traffic.
The woman only turned to the front upon hearing a horn blare. Then she
saw a motorcyclist, whom she nearly ran down. Her next act was worse
than her indiscriminate staring, for she snatched the wheel left before
understanding that this move would cause a head-on collision with other
cars. Immediately, and with more intensity, the woman jerked the wheel to
the right. Her car thereby avoided the other vehicles, but ran directly into a
concrete pole just off the sidewalk.
Three-feet wide. It didn’t budge. The sound exploded with astonishing
volume: crushed sheet metal and blasted glass. With his hearing dulled,
Wagner stepped from Templin’s car. Gail followed. He only had to run fifty
feet. Three lanes moving slowly, three stopped. Running past a low coupe
and a cheap foreign job, Wagner found that the sound of traffic had become
frighteningly quiet. No chatting in the static cars, no horns sounding, no
cars zipping past the accident site. The world of this intersection moved
slowly, as though on its last legs. As though dead.
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Wagner felt slow, though he was running. Looking to the cars he passed
only enough to avoid being run down, Wagner stared ahead, at that car, no
longer able to see the woman inside, just the crushed front and empty
windshield. Passing other people approaching with more caution, Wagner
could not contemplate the cause of the accident. First he had to arrive, had
to find relief or tragedy.
Initially, Wagner was not certain which of the pair he had discovered.
The car’s engine still ran, but no fire hissed from the hood. Looking inside, he
saw a handsome woman about his age slumped in the driver’s seat but
looking up. Looking up as though waiting for Abner to come along so she
could continue staring. Not a mark on her head or neck, but she was pale.
Glass all over the interior, but no blood.
Wagner reached in to turn off the ignition. Then he saw a strange item
on the driver’s lap. A fluid shawl keeping her thighs warm, about ninetynine degrees. Blood on her abdomen and thighs, flowing past her hips, down
to the seat and floorboard.
The discrepancy between her seemingly uninjured head and her
drenched lowers startled Wagner as he looked to her face, hoping to find life.
She seemed defeated, as though so tired that she had to take a nap. He almost
recognized her. If not astounded by the accident, Wagner would have been
distressed by this memory in his hands that he could not grasp. The driver
understood. Having been pointing her eyes, she finally focused, encouraged
by the sight. She focused on Abner.
He hoped she would not notice him. He hoped she would be too concerned
with her damage to view the gawking man. But he was the cause. This
woman had allowed Wagner’s sight to become more important than her life.
The victim had enough strength to look to Wagner, enough to speak.
“I still love you,” she said.
Only then did he lose his activity. His responses had transpired in
seconds, Wagner looking within, turning the key, seeing her blood, then
wondering how best to stop the flow, perhaps remove the woman or look
beneath her wet apparel. Now he knew exactly what to do.
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She continued staring toward him, not readily rescinding a view that
had cost her blood. Looking closely to the woman’s face, Wagner saw more
than a horrid cast to her skin. He leaned in, and kissed her.
“You never kissed me when I was alive,” she said, and her eyes fluttered,
remaining half open, seeing no more.
He had not heard the sirens. Wagner began straightening only to find a
man in a blue shirt pressing him away.
“Let me in there, buddy.”
Wagner stepped away as the EMS crew turned into an efficient medical
machine. Unconsciously, Wagner avoided the approaching police.
Slumping, he walked beside a nearby woman, who obscured him. Gail
Templin.
“Let’s go,” Wagner said hoarsely, taking her elbow, “the light’s green.”
Templin was so weak that she could barely make it to the car. After
pressing her through the passenger door, Wagner walked around, but had
difficulty entering. Looking within, he saw that dead woman behind the
wheel, and felt himself responsible. Here was one of those vivid memories
returned, but in a new style, and nonsensical. Wagner had a flashed
recollection lasting only a moment but as intense as a shot. Before him,
slumped and bloody, his friend lay dead, a death that Wagner had caused.
But the woman had just died–why had an immediate event attacked him
with a memory? It wasn’t fair, it wasn’t fair of his mind to blame Wagner
because the woman had recognized him.
Yes, she had been a friend, but Wagner recalled nothing more about her.
He almost, almost felt that he had killed her, then thought of Mrs. Lincoln’s
comments on memories’ lies. Sometimes, however, memory is more
accurate than current living.
Wagner entered the car and drove, not exactly in control. He did not
know which street he traveled. The identities of the city and county did not
come as clear facts to him. He could not remember the dead woman’s name,
but never again would forget her face. The only consistency within him was
that he knew himself even less.
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CHAPTER 11

Puppets And Blood
Wagner hoped to god he was dreaming. He actually had that
thought. He had fallen in love with Gail Templin. Felt good. She had arrived
at his trailer to make love with him for the first time. That’s the best kind of
sex. Not the first time in your life–you haven’t learned how to feel yet.
Besides, you’re only screwing some other kid. But grown-ups have all those
years of living and loving behind them, which imbues their sex with
meaning, with body. Templin had this dreamy smile when she came to his
trailer to make love. Then she died. Wagner only learned how foolish he was
to fall in love with a lesbian after he tried to make love to her. She couldn’t
do it, because Wagner was a man. Thoughts of foreplay vanished from his
mind as he looked down to find her lap all bloody. Silent cars surrounded the
trailer. No one spoke. Certainly not Templin, though she stared at Wagner
as hard as he stared at her. He did not understand what she could be seeing
considering that she had died. That’s when he hoped he was dreaming, so he
could wake up and forget this stupid crap. Then the cops came. Wagner did
not hear the sirens. He only heard the police when they started shooting.
Only then did he look away from Templin. He looked away, seeing the
shoddy trailer door so thin that it bent from the knocking.
Wagner awoke, but felt little better. He awoke to disappointment because
part of the dream was true. But the dream and the death were both behind
him. What a terrible place.
“Hold on!” he shouted, and the knocking ceased.
Wagner had to yell, for he was facing death. Looking for his clothes,
Wagner found that the car wreck had returned. On the floor. His briefs,
Bermudas, and socks from the day before lay on the carpet between door and
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bed. Wagner had seen dead folks before. Sometimes you had to look twice to
make sure. Sometimes the fact was incontrovertible. Like those clothes. If
the body parts they represented–upper and lower torso and limbs–had been
conjoined into human form, Wagner would have known at once. Common
clothes so gracelessly placed that they emulated the awkwardness of sudden
death. A person dying in sleep could display a touching grace, but nothing
was more confused than a man blown away while acutely alive, as though
his body had been jerked clear of his attire.
Taking another step, Wagner found that he could not touch those dead
skins on the floor. They seemed dead because life had been literally removed
from them, but it wasn’t murder. Apparel mimes the life of its bearer,
without which the fabric constitutes pieces of a heap. Like puppets and blood.
The pseudo life that puppets depict is due to their strings, which transmit
the liveliness of the puppet master. A person’s arms and legs are dead sticks
without the coursing force of blood that shapes movement and moves the
living shapes.
All in a moment, Wagner took his third step, forcing himself to think
instead of feel, think that clothes had no meaning without the shape of a
lovely lady’s moving ass providing them with life. Unless she died in a car
wreck, her body a stiff puppet, her panties a blood sponge.
Even a starlet’s panties steeped in pubic fumes would have seemed dead
to him at the time. Wagner pulled his damn shorts on and stepped to the
door, feeling that he had not inserted life into this pliable shell, but had
applied death to his own living skin.
“Morning, Mr. Wagner. I guess I’m sorry I kept knocking there, but I
thought you might be sick or something.”
The gravedigger. Tate’s hands were dirty. Thick, reddish crud under
every nail. Over the visitor’s shoulder, Wagner saw heavy equipment in the
distance, a hard-yellow back-hoe parked before a deep hole in the ground,
just the size of one set of clothes. Men no longer performed this chore by
hand. They only used shovels to square things off. But Tate had not received
that reddish tinge from digging his fingers through Georgia clay. Maybe he
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had been handling the body. Or Wagner’s head.
Do fingernails rust?
“The rent’s not due,” Wagner pointed out.
“No, that ain’t it at all,” the gravedigger said. “Someone came here
looking for you, so I brought them on up.”
Wagner saw a bumper’s edge behind the trailer door. The mind is so
weird. In a flash, Wagner thought that the gravedigger had brought
Templin here so they could screw. Wagner would have another chance with
her, and that this time he’d be damn careful that she didn’t die. Then
Wagner recognized the car: a little nothing sedan, last seen at a large, tidy
gate.
Rafael Chenault proved himself a real spy. He had been concealed by the
door, only stepping into view after Tate finished. Chenault had an
unknowing accomplice in this gravedigger. Chenault was the type to
procure this sort of cooperation without request, like ugly people draw bad
feelings from beauties.
“Morning, Abner Wagner,” Chenault said, and walked to the trailer’s
steps. His words had been more notification than salutation. Chenault had
not omitted the first word of that sentence, as Tate had implicitly. “Good”
had no place in his vocabulary, Chenault with a gap between “gonad” and
“got you.”
“Yeah, come in anybody who wants to,” Wagner muttered, and walked
away from both men.
Tate went on his way without wondering about a breakfast invite.
Chenault entered, and Wagner left him, stepping to the bed in the adjacent
room, lying on his side, back to Chenault, top sheet pulled up to his armpit.
Chenault examined Wagner’s undies.
“The color of flatulence,” he said, referring to Wagner’s tan briefs, voice
as thick as his head.
“The color of skin,” Wagner had to state in correction. “I only fart when
naked.”
“Clothes the same color as your skin? What are you trying to do, Abner
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Wagner, blend in, or hide?”
Chenault was like an unforgettable teacher you hated as a kid but held
in awe. Wagner hated school.
“Why would a man want to wear colored shorts–to stand out while
peeing in public?” Wagner retorted, not facing his guest. “Women wear skincolored panty hose, you know. Well, maybe you don’t. The color of skin, not
blue or yellow. Well, maybe some orientals wear yellow, but that’s still skincolored. And maybe real sad women wear blue, but that matches, too.
Panties are different. They should be tongue pink.”
“Look,” Chenault said.
If he planned on showing Wagner his panties, there would be trouble.
Wagner rose. Some things, a man just can’t sleep through.
Chenault had pulled one pant cuff up a few inches, displaying his sock as
Wagner donned his own. Wagner wore dark blue. Chenault’s were pink, pink
as panties. And Chenault held Wagner’s gun. He slid open the stiff latch on
the handgrip, then plucked out the CO2 cartridge, which hissed like a small
sneeze. Chenault left the BB’s in. Without air, they were dead, like stringless
puppets.
Chenault remained standing, placing the gun on a chair. Wagner sat on
the bed’s edge, looking to the agent. Chenault was demonstrably alive, for
his clothes were not awkward, but neat. No jeans, no wool; nothing cheap,
nothing expensive. Crisp shirt whose short sleeves ended at Chenault’s wide
elbows, which spoke of skeletal power. His mouth spoke of bullshit.
“So, Abner Wagner is a private investigator,” Chenault stated with no
smirk, no sneering. But he had not been neutral. Chenault was a force, like a
great painting or a septic tank, because he could illicit comments without
asking.
“I’m not a PI,” Wagner stated. “I’m a social spy. You want to know what
your wife is doing behind your back? I can find out.”
“I’m not married.”
“All right, your boyfriend,” Wagner returned.
Chenault exuded a smile like a leaky sewer and folded his arms across his
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heavy chest like locking a safe.
“We’re in the same business, aren’t we, Rafael Chenault?” Wagner
added.
“Perhaps in your imagination, Abner Wagner, but we are not in your
imagination. We are in the real world now.”
“No, we’re in Tate’s trailer,” Wagner countered. “Come on, Chenault,
financially, we’re in the same business. I social spy for money, and socially,
you’re spy money. You know: cash in advance.”
Rocking on his wingtips, Chenault stated ungenerously:
“You heard that from someone else, Abner Wagner.”
Chenault stepped to the window. Wagner presumed that Chenault had
determined the room’s interests and danger with his first view. Rafael did
not mind turning his back on Wagner. Of course, Chenault had deflated his
BB gun.
“Someone will be buried today, Abner Wagner, and another soul goes to
God, or Allah, or Yahweh. But I do feel bad about a machine being used
instead of people.”
“What do you think they used before machines, choirboys and priests?”
Wagner retorted. “They used cheap labor. You don’t see Jesus on the end of
an idiot stick.”
Chenault turned from the window with no expression.
“I’d like to pity your callousness, Abner Wagner, but it’s only done for
effect. But I will explain burials. Before cemeteries used machines to dig
graves, they employed thoughtful people, none of whom considered
themselves ‘cheap’. And you always found Jesus with them, for He was in
their hearts.”
Wagner did not like the way he talked. Toward the end of every
sentence, Chenault spread his lips farther than normal, showing his dark,
pink gums. Dark like meat left too long in the fridge. Fish, perhaps. A
bottom-dwelling fish only poor folk ate.
“Life is precious, Abner Wagner,” Chenault continued. “Unfortunately,
people aren’t. Not the unknown, the unclean, the foreigners. Only your
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loved ones cause true grief from their dying. The loved ones of the greater
world are Americans. The perspective we have here is that Americans can’t
be killed. Not easily. Consider the mathematics of worldwide death from all
of its causes. Compare the set of dead Haitians from a typhoon to the set of
dead Americans in an airplane wreck. The blackboard for displaying this
theorem might well be the newspaper, Abner Wagner, a reversal in being
black on white instead of white on black, but a reversal is appropriate
because five thousand dead Haitian foreigners are of less concern to us than
a score of dead American strangers.”
Chenault turned to the window again, then strode one step away. He
scarcely seemed interested in his host, but Wagner would not consider him
unaware. Wagner began looking for a way out, just to get away from all of
that talking. But he would not give in and asking Chenault what he wanted.
With all of those words, you’d think his purpose might accidentally slip out,
between sets.
“That is too bad, Abner Wagner, and tells us that our world perspective
includes too much of ourselves. We are right as a nation to be our own loved
ones, but we must look harder at the rest of the world, and not just the
highest nations, those whose populace and militaries rise above their
neighbors. All of the world’s difficulties begin in secondary nations. World
War I did not begin in England. The second great war did not begin in
Germany. Decades ago, America knew nothing of Vietnam and Nicaragua
and Iraq, small nations whose influence will never end. When I was
younger, Abner Wagner, this area of world influence included myself.”
Chenault was about forty-five. He must have attended nursery school in
Libya. Oops, wrong country. What did Wagner care? He felt a good vomit
coming on.
“My people and I were always aware when an African merchant
vanished because he had been selling more than his wares. Abner Wagner,
freedom and democracy are the most expensive items in the world. You do
not understand what these ideas cost nations. My own understanding in
those days was aided by good people who helped me acquire knowledge. One
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man was especially brilliant, but had too much business in him. Another
was a visionary who considered the greatness of America an emotion that
other nations could feel, with enough sensitivity training. A visionary, but
too much of a dreamer.”
That did it. Wagner could not stand a monologue on dreams. Rubbing his
forehead and moaning, he demanded of his visitor:
“Rafael Chenault, what the fuck do you want?”
“To begin, I’d like people to speak less obscenely,” Chenault returned
firmly, spreading his arms.
That meant something to Wagner, but he felt no better.
“Unfortunately, Abner Wagner, you’re not smart enough to ask me that
question. My friend the dreamer could understand, but only emotionally.
That was his flaw. The world should not run on emotion, but idea. Better on
emotion than fossil fuels, however. World energy is a problem not because
we need so much fuel, but because we want too much. Our federal
government was never overly emotional toward EnCo, but we have a need
for energy, and EnCo can help our country–and so cleanly, without the filth
of radiation. So, I was seeking patriotism from EnCo, which became easier
with EnCo’s new administration. Any good agent wants to become an
associate of his subject, if only through subjugation. I found cooperation at
EnCo, and was satisfied with that type of success. By becoming a liaison
instead of an outsider, I changed from a rival to a protector. That is the role I
bring you today. You must comprehend, Abner Wagner, my previous idea
about Americans’ not dying easily. Some people are very hard to kill.
Certain people do not die easily because those who remain alive will not let
them go. Joseph Vinci was one of those persons. Abner Wagner is not
another. I hope that you do not intend to become so wrongly involved with
EnCo that you die for your country. Dying would not be difficult for you.”
Wagner wondered if Chenault had a gun at his ankle. No room elsewhere
on him for a piece. Wagner stood, replying to his visitor.
“I have to tell you, Rafael Chenault, that you almost make sense in the
middle of your raving. What I can’t figure is how we’re having a
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conversation when I’m not talking. You bring out the best in me, like
squeezing a pimple. Is that cooperation, or subjugation?”
Wagner had not determined his next move, his next need, looking about
the room, ready to jump through the window or into the bath, for he felt
nauseated. Chenault watched him carefully, though the agent seemed to be
paying Wagner no special heed.
“Why do you have to be so fucking obvious?” Wagner whined while
looking anywhere but at Chenault. “You’re telling me solar energy is good
and nukes are bad? How brilliant. But that’s not the problem. Nukes could
supply all of America’s energy for the next five decades if they didn’t build
the plants like vacuum cleaners: held together with cheap springs. The only
thing that keeps metal fatigue away is rust.”
Chenault’s next expression to Wagner was appropriately odd, for Wagner
had sounded strange. Not his words, but his voice, as though someone else
had been speaking for him. As though he had been speaking for someone else.
Sick Wagner could no longer face the agent. He turned to see Chenault at
EnCo’s gate. Rafael wore green denim, long sleeves. Dark; Wagner had a
flashlight. Chenault was pissed. Every muscle of his face and body clenched.
No endless speaking came from Rafael. One of the pair mentioned police. No
one else present. In the moonlight, the acres-wide array of tall photovoltaics
were resting homages to daylight. Wagner heard crickets, not loud, not
many. “Your idea of power is an inappropriate type of knowledge,” someone
said. “Don’t make me personally define vengeance for you.”
The scene vanished, leaving Wagner’s mind completely empty, as
though stripped. Again in the trailer, Wagner straightened, for he had been
sagging. Revenge was a new idea. So was the idea of Chenault’s being upset,
distressed, PO’d. Chenault was a man of ideas; let him have this one back.
Wagner turned, directly facing Chenault, who stood erect, balanced,
arms at his side and unobstructed.
“All right, Chenault, I want you out of here now. You start moving, or I
move you.”
Chenault believed him at once. So he kicked himself in the rear. No,
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Chenault quickly raised his heel to his arm, and had his snubby in hand. A
move he probably practiced before bed. Five-shot, two-inch barrel, .38
special.
“I cannot leave until I have made you understand the idea that is your
interference,” Chenault stated without humor, the gun at his side, not
aimed at Wagner.
“Only a pervert would shoot a man in a graveyard,” Wagner declared,
and stepped closer. “You won’t shoot, but I will.”
One step, and Wagner came too close. But he did not seem dangerous.
Despite his threat, he was not reaching for a weapon. He seemed ill. One step
and he bent, his body clenching, Wagner convincingly stretching his neck
and loudly vomiting on Chenault’s legs.
Chenault was startled into inactivity for only a moment, long enough
for Wagner to continue the extension of his body by ramming Chenault in
the stomach with his head.
Rafael grunted and bent double, but did not drop his gun. Wagner felt no
better. Weak but moving quickly, Wagner ran to the door, keys in hand, on
his bike, half throttle and start the first kick, easy on a stroker with low
compression. A child could have started it. But the motorcycle awoke like a
child, crying and coughing, having been awakened too suddenly. Try to rev
the cold-running bitch with its big carbs, stuttering and trying to die,
seeking the memory of static repose, Wagner easing out the clutch and
driving around front as Chenault ran through the doorway, not holding his
stomach, just his gun.
He did not take aim on the moving target, Wagner. The slow-moving
target, the bike still not running cleanly. In Chenault’s position, Wagner
could have hit the rider with a shot from the hip. Had he learned snap
shooting in the C.I.A.? Rev the bitch to ten grand, countersteer toward
Chenault, full clutch and hold on.
The roar of a nuclear vibrator ripped through the graveyard, startling
Tate, who looked up from his hole to see Mr. Wagner run his visitor down.
The bike had leapt up like a cat, striking Chenault’s chest with the front tire,
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the rear wheel skidding over his collapsed torso. Unable to recover, the
motorcycle’s front wheel cocked left in the grass, the rear digging in right,
Wagner dropping the bike.
He slowly rose; Chenault remained down. The agent still held his
snubby, but could not resist when Wagner reached to remove it. Eyes open,
breathing deeply, terrible black tire stain on his crisp shirt. Wagner was
somehow relieved that Chenault did not stare at him. Wagner moved
slowly, or he would throw up again. But he did not pause, because
Chenault’s standing upright in the next moment would not have surprised
him.
Retaining the gun, one eye on Chenault, Wagner proceeded to the
agent’s car. A briefcase on the front seat, leather, expensive, and locked.
Chenault had by then lifted his head, leaving his body flat, finding Wagner
in his car searching the glove box. Registration, insurance policy, toll
receipts, unopened junk mail, neatly opened envelope with no marking on
the outside, a bank receipt and check stub inside. The check was to Chenault
from a Cougar Enterprises for $7900. For a couple hundred dollars cash
received, Chenault had signed the receipt. Wagner took it. He was collecting
autographs.
Wagner looked to Chenault, who returned his view, propped on one
elbow. Rafael appeared unaffected. He could be dying from internal injuries.
Could be dazed for only five more seconds.
The keys were in the ignition. Of course, a C.I.A. agent would not believe
that someone would steal his car in a graveyard. So Wagner drove away. He
thought of running Chenault down again with some heavier iron, but had
his fill of car wrecks. Just one more.
He drove toward the back-hoe. Staring Tate stood beside his helper.
Wagner wondered if the gravedigger felt pride because such drama
transpired at his very own trailer. What of the latest scene at his very own
hole in the ground?
Six-feet deep at least; honorable Tate would not scrimp on a man’s last
realty purchase. In the rearview mirror, Wagner saw Chenault on his
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elbow. Ignoring Wagner, the agent looked only to the pen in his hand and
the business card on which he wrote, taking notes as Wagner drove the car
into the grave.
The blow came with surprising strength considering he hit at walking
speed. Car nose straight down, Wagner’s head smacked against his forearm
positioned to protect his face. No blood, but a shock to his head, for another
memory bit his brain, but this one not mysterious. That woman in the car
wreck. He finally recalled the important aspect. Not her blood, but her
words. Why in god’s name had she said that? And he wondered what Joseph
Vinci’s last words had been.
Like a disease, Wagner’s pain evolved. Sitting in the car in the grave,
face against his forearm, he suffered an acute conflict that Chenault, the
man of ideas and emotion’s rejection, might be able to solve. That poor
woman. Wagner could not determine the inferior aspect: that here was
another death attributable to him, or that he had created another memory
to haunt his future. Wagner could not decide the hierarch of horror.
Tate spoke to Wagner, trying to help his tenant out. Before accepting the
gravedigger’s aid, Wagner glimpsed into the rearview mirror. The reversed
image was odd, but unmistakable. Staring at Wagner, Chenault had crossed
himself.
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CHAPTER 12

Victims By Taste
A

backwards, crab-handed southpaw. That was Chenault, whose slanted

handwriting in no way resembled the sample Wagner had been trying to
match. So he polluted the countryside, making little wads of the check stub
and receipt, tossing them to the wind. After replacing the mystery script in
his wallet, Wagner returned to his nature studies.
A beautiful day, middle seventies, northeasterly breeze, just enough
puffy clouds to cut down the glare. Wagner lay on the grass, no picnic
blanket beneath him, feeling comfortable with his stomach against the top of
a knoll. Behind him, upland longleaf pines shed their needles. That
happened how often, every three years? Nothing is evergreen. Once cut,
Christmas trees turn brown. Your new car’s emerald paint begins fading
upon exposure to light. Real emeralds are stolen, perhaps by genuine thieves
with false recollections of their guilt. Money, if touched by people, becomes
red, black, black and blue, the colors of pain and blood and death. Wagner
was different. He felt like a fresh bank note, his shirt and shorts becoming
stained by the warm grass on which he reclined, peering through a spotting
scope at EnCo, seeking mysteries in the corporate view.
This spying was a chore. Wagner wanted to enjoy his foodless picnic by
imbibing a finer view than block buildings and tempered glass. No, not the
rows of dished eyes that would never go blind from staring at the sun.
Beyond, to the adjacent land. Cattle grazed in a sloping pasture. A long shed,
a low barn, buildings with sheet metal roofs with only rusted edges for a
fascia. One old timber house in fine condition, almost beyond sight of his
spotting scope. Between outbuildings and home lay cleared land like a lawn,
with a dry fountain in the center supporting a tall statue of a Rebel officer. A
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huge oak that must have been at least a million years old had multiple
trunks massive enough to conceal Seminole passages never trod through by
White Man. A town square from another era. Exactly Wagner’s intended
view: absconded history.
Tate had helped him from the car without receiving one decent answer
to his reasonable questions. At least the landlord hadn’t kicked him out.
Wagner didn’t want to leave the trailer–Tate had never asked him to babysit. The sitting baby was Chenault, woozy from the effort of lifting his torso.
Rafael scarcely saw Wagner mount his bike and leave, low revs into town,
where he rented a spotting scope, ride along curving roads past horses
exercised by expert grooms to the low hum of high volts absorbed from the
sky.
He had a great view over the stern fence into EnCo’s offices. Narrow
shades drawn in that room. Plastic, not aluminum, doubtless because the
material was dielectric, additional insulation against a backlash of
experimental ohms and amps coursing through the electric air. Next
window. Men actually wearing white lab coats. One tech swiveling in his
chair like a kid, one displaying a car mag with the latest models. Wagner
presumed they were selecting company cars for when they hit the big time.
I want this 200-m.p.h. composite shovel to slide my butt along the road in
style.
Wagner swiveled the spotting scope on its tiny tripod to the largest single
piece of glass on the second floor, and locked in the vernier. Believing EnCo
too intimate for a boardroom, Wagner was certain he viewed the boss’s office.
This glass had been his major aim that morning. He had seen a cute
secretary come and go. He had seen an electrician working on wiring behind
a long wall plate until both the ceiling lights and the ceiling fan worked
simultaneously. And Wagner had seen the boss. He had not seen enough of
her, but not for lack of trying. Pretty tall, pretty long of hair, pretty damn
good looking. Her shoulders hung just right beneath a sleek neck, which
elegantly connected to a shapely skull, narrow chin whose size and angle
would properly slip between one’s thumb and index finger to hold while
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kissing those curvy lips not nearly so businesslike as Gail Templin’s. Terrible
jokes about working beneath such a boss passed through Wagner.
The boss. According to Templin, that meant Joe Vinci’s wife, Anna.
Peaceful on his knoll beneath the restful sound and shade of coniferous trees,
Wagner could have viewed her forever, except she made him sick. Perhaps
his viewing her at a distance with powerful optics connoted voyeurism to
Wagner, but his job was to view people. And Vinci sat in her office, not her
hot tub. But Wagner felt uncomfortable. Not because he was shaken from his
graveside wreck or dejected from the previous accident or tense from
confronting Chenault or confounded by Templin’s mystery. Wagner had
found a new problem, and could not place it. But his discomfort suggested
the unease preceding an acute return of a dreamlike memory. Present tense
then corrupted history’s conjugation. As though a seer suffering from a time
displacement whose unwilling receipts of a cryptic past perjured his future’s
arrival, Wagner’s eras conjoined in his vision as he watched Herb Riccardo
enter the boss’s office.
No breaking down the paneled door. A secretary introduced Riccardo to
Anna Vinci, who clasped his hand with professional firmness, then gestured
for Herb to be seated. The secretary left, and a conversation ensued. Riccardo
seemed to be a taxidermist here, for Anna soon turned as stiff as a stuffed
raccoon. Riccardo was much looser. Wagner saw his jowls move with vigor,
saw his skin flush, his lips stretch tight, then open too wide. He saw Herb
Riccardo lean forward in his chair, thrusting gestures toward Mrs. Vinci
with such force that he was pulled to his feet.
She returned a gesture toward the door. Herb did not follow her
directions. Vinci next extended her arm to the phone, whose handset she
grasped, though the instrument never reached her ear. It reached her jaw.
That’s where Riccardo smacked her.
He snatched it from her hand and struck her jaw with a sharp tap
indicative of irritability more than intended injury. Then came the
escalation of this warfare. After a pause of astonishment for being struck by
a device that should have saved her, Anna Vinci stood as though exploding,
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and slapped Herb Riccardo across the temple. Vinci’s result resembled
electrics: Anna’s input only excited him. As though shocked by a voltage
direct from the sun, Herb Riccardo flew around Vinci’s desk to return the
blow, but with all the force a 200-pound man could apply. But Riccardo was
so anxious that he only hit Anna with his fingers, just the tips against her
jaw properly fit for Wagner’s more gracious, imagined touch.
Riccardo’s failure only fed his rage. Couldn’t even hit a woman decent.
So he began strangling her. This ploy was more successful, and Anna’s
throat fit his uncouth hands as though Riccardo had been contemplating
this connection at a distance. But Anna Vinci pressed her hands against his
face and clawed, Riccardo’s head bent back from the woman’s own force, and
they parted. When Riccardo next struck her–with his fist–Wagner ran
away.
Damn, damn, he had felt such unease because he knew this was going to
happen. What a preposterous thought. Wagner was surprised, utterly
unexpecting any attack against Anna Vinci. He considered mounting his
bike and riding to the front gate, but by the time he got past the guard,
Anna Vinci would look like that woman in the car wreck.
He ran down the hill, to EnCo’s fence. Wagner was throwing his arms up
and out, waving the spotting scope in his hand, trying to retain his footing
on the incline as he screamed and leapt completely free of the ground. At the
fence, Wagner’s view of the upper window was ruined by glare, as though
Mrs. Vinci were being shielded by her particular connection to nature. But
on the floor below, the three men with white coats and the car mag, Wagner
could see them, and they were looking. Wagner tried to calm himself enough
to make his gestures comprehendible to mere engineers. He pointed above, to
the window above them, then squeezed his own throat so hard he gagged.
The three men stared. Then they glimpsed each other, implying a
shrug. But they weren’t laughing. They did not scoff at the buffoon outside.
Wagner pointed to the room above, throttled himself, and the men
considered. Then one turned sharply to his peers, said a few words, and ran
from the room, followed by the remainder of the trio.
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Wagner ran up the hill until he could see through that significant
window. All four men arrived at the same elevation simultaneously,
Wagner viewing the EnCo technicians run into Vinci’s office just as Herb
Riccardo poked Anna in the eye. As though connected, the three engineers
ran to him en masse. Without striking or throttling, they subdued Riccardo
by grasping him with all six hands and arms and throwing their weight
against his enraged form, a good five hundred pounds of mature men
pressing Riccardo to the floor, where he was held.
A damn good five hundred pounds, in Wagner’s estimation, his esteem.
Riccardo made to strike out, but was too restricted to injure the men who
knelt on his limbs and torso.
Wagner ran up the hill, where he replaced the spotting scope on its
tripod. He was so shaky that he could not hold the thing steady. Lying flat
and breathing hard, neither his eyebrow nor finger touching the scope, lest
it vibrate as much as his lungs, Wagner viewed Anna Vinci collapse onto her
chair, arms splayed like a puppet disconnected from master’s strings, a limb
whose coursing force of blood had been depleted.
He had seen enough, too much. But someone might be viewing him.
Wagner moved quickly to his bike. Even when kicking the stroker over until
it coughed into activity, Wagner was not sure of his goal. Make himself
available as a witness. Of course not. He was not going to connect himself to
Herb Riccardo, whose presence at EnCo was not coincidental. Somehow,
Wagner had led him there. Anna Vinci had intervened without intent,
finding herself literally between observing Wagner and attacking Riccardo.
Wagner had positioned her there by stationing the men on her periphery.
Wagner felt a type of pride that sickened him. He was unique in his field.
No other private investigator could so instigate events without direct
engagement. Wagner had not run that woman off the road. Wagner had not
laid a hand on Anna Vinci. Wagner had not invited Chenault to his trailer or
pulled a gun on him. He had not led Maria Salinas downstairs in disguise. He
had not pressed that glass against Sal Tunis’s eye. And he wondered what
other disasters he had fashioned without actually pulling a trigger or
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pushing someone over the edge.
He loved the sound of sirens. And he recognized their respective tones:
this the police, that the ambulance. Here was a pleasure that Wagner had
never been able to comprehend. But its cause was either misplaced
aestheticism or eventual relief. They’d catch him one day and it would all be
over. The doctors would attend in their white truck and rehabilitate his
failing mind. The police would put him away, precluding further victims of
his memory, like Anna Vinci and Maria Salinas, and the nameless, bloodless
lover in her coffin car.
One more name should be included, if only in her future. Wagner
considered notifying his client about this pertinent event. But since Templin
knew Matilda and Doreen, she knew Riccardo. Perhaps she knew of the
practical joke that Wagner had performed with Riccardo’s family as the
stage. Had not Riccardo come to EnCo to find Wagner for revenge?
Wagner turned left instead of right. Behind him, that high, filling keen
of sirens receded as he avoided the police, even though it meant avoiding
Anna Vinci to learn of her condition, her harm. Again, he felt that odd
sensation he had gained upon viewing Anna. Perhaps he had seen her before.
Perhaps in the identical manner–when casing EnCo’s offices before breaking
in as hired by Chenault. Breaking in to fake a burglary and kill Joseph
Vinci. Thus the source of Wagner’s odd feeling: guilt. Vast guilt for having
killed this lady’s husband.
Maybe not. Perhaps his odd sensation was not from having observed
Anna before, but from having touched her, tasted her. Had not Herb
Riccardo learned from his illicit connections that Abner Wagner lived only
because Joe Vinci had died, that only one of the pair had been born of
woman, for both men were the same?
That would make Anna his wife. With this thought, Wagner felt a
tremendous rush of pride. Anna Vinci his wife. Yes, that would be good. He
was no fan of marriage, but that accomplished, elegant woman at EnCo his
wife? Yes, he could reconcile his displeasure toward marriage were that
specific woman to manifest the idea, the ideal.
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But if he were Joseph Vinci, why had the engineers at EnCo not
recognized him? Maybe they had not been working there when Joe Vinci
was present. In recent years, Wagner had been gaining weight, and he
believed the full beard to be recent. Perhaps he was unrecognizable to his
own employees. But not to his own sister. Templin had not hired him
because of his background as a PI in Georgia. That reputation would net him
a job searching for AIDS victims by taste. Templin had found her brother,
who had absconded with millions of dollars worth of securities, suffering
amnesia from the guilt. Professionals had informed her that confronting him
with the truth might break his tenuous sense of the present, so she was
allowing “Abner Wagner” to find himself.
The notion made more sense with every thought. The discrepancy in
speech that came over him on occasion: with Doreen and Matilda about
Africa, and with Chenault regarding nuclear energy. Wagner knew nothing
of Africa, and no more of nuclear energy than any newspaper reader. But
Joseph Vinci knew both. Joe had been in Africa–with Chenault–and was an
expert in energy sources. That’s why Chenault had reacted when Wagner
spoke of energy in a different voice, different identity–because he was
looking to see if Joe Vinci would ever return. But where had he gone, and
why?
The securities. More important than money, perhaps they were the key
to the ownership of EnCo, and thus control of its resources. Somehow, Joe
had interfered with the C.I.A.; thus, Chenault’s interest in “Wagner.” Joe
had become an impediment to national security, so he had been replaced. By
his wife. Thus the source of Wagner’s strange feeling upon seeing
Anna–because her goddamn government was more important than her
husband. But if he, Joe, had been such an interference to the C.I.A., why was
he still alive? Because Anna’s love for her spouse, despite being subservient
to her patriotism, was nonetheless genuine; so she had convinced Chenault
to set old Joe aside instead of killing him.
Click down a sweet-changing gear with his toe as he leaned into a
downhill right-hander, match revs to wheel speed, accelerate cleanly
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through the two-stroke’s sweet spot. The thick whistling around his helmet
was wind he had created by speed, just as EnCo’s photovoltaics created heat
in homes indirectly from a nuclear fire millions of miles removed.
His riding was automatic; Wagner was thinking of being Joseph Vinci,
but how could he prove his deductions? Find Joe’s grave. Maybe it was a
quarter mile from his rented trailer, within easy view of a man with a
spotting scope. Markers could be falsified, so he’d have to exhume the casket.
More reasonably and readily, he would interview family and friends. Like
Gail Templin. No, like Anna Vinci. Had Riccardo’s assault caused major
breaks, or only bruises? Either way, Wagner had seen the ambulance leave
with the boss in back.
EnCo’s former boss turned his motorcycle around. Wagner knew the
hospital where Anna would be taken. After all, he once lived in this county.
Wagner reversed directions, accelerating quickly. He was in a hurry.
Within himself at the area where ideas are accepted without examination
and referred to as emotion, Wagner was enriched by having solved the
mystery that was his memory. But the idea closer to his consciousness was of
suffering, if only his own from having seen Anna assaulted by a cretin whose
connection to Wagner was as intimate as family. Wagner required the
hospital to heal himself by finding that Anna was not seriously hurt.
His drive through corners and along straights became urgent, Wagner
pulling his half-liter bike through its scores of horsepower via increasing
revs, a rate that would not take him to his past, but to his wife.
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CHAPTER 13

The Default Duration Of Silence
“I

drove eighty miles for this stuff, and you’re making a big deal about

my credit card. My wife is in the hospital, pal, and I have to get to her.”
The proprietor of the electronics shop looked up from the wide, laminated
plastic counter, staring at his new customer with a curiosity he could not
resist.
“Why do you need to bug your wife in the hospital?”
“That’s none of your goddamn business, is it?” Wagner snarled. “If you
don’t know anything about discretion, then you’re in the wrong business.”
“All right, sorry, mister. You’re right.”
The bank in Illinois accepted the charge, but this had not been Wagner’s
true concern. He really was in a hurry. The nearest store for the gear he
needed was in Orlando, a long ride from Anna’s hospital. Wagner had turned
the damn bike around again when the awareness came to him that he could
not bring himself to face her. He would not be telling the receptionist that he
was family, relation, husband. He would not be standing by Anna’s side,
looking down to her form even if unconscious, because she might awaken,
and Wagner did not know what she would see in him.
“Let me borrow your phone,” Wagner requested of the owner.
“Long distance?”
“Long distance to the next fucking county for two goddamn minutes!”
Wagner roared, and sounded frightening even to himself. “I’m spending four
hundred dollars here, so you can give me two bucks worth of long distance.”
The owner nodded to a wall phone behind the counter, then finished
laying out Wagner’s boxes.
“Hello, Seminole State Medical Center.”
With the sound of the woman’s voice, Wagner had a typical flash of data
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panic. The woman assaulted at EnCo had not been Anna Vinci. How did
Wagner know her identity? She didn’t have her initials tattooed in foot-high
letters on her skirt. He had not seen the name on her office door. For all he
knew, that woman was….
The flash then turned to lighting. Of course, that dead woman in the car
was Wagner’s real wife.
“Yes, could you tell me the condition of a new patient named Anna
Vinci? She was admitted recently. Matter of fact, she still might be in the
emergency room. Yes, I’m her brother, Benjamin.”
The owner looked at the credit card, which said Abner. The guy on the
phone had already mentioned his wife in the hospital, and now she was a
sister. Having retrieved the discretion appropriate for a man who sold
devices for electronic surveillance, he did not even look to, er, Benjamin
Wagner.
“I see. Doesn’t seem serious, but it will look terrible tomorrow. That’s a
relief. Thank you very much. You have a lovely voice.”
Wagner hung up the phone and stepped around the counter, looking at
his new gear. Another panic had been quashed by good fortune, if not
reason.
“All right, do we have it all?” he asked.
“Let’s see, you need a recorder. To match the size of your mike-ceiver
requirements, I have a wafer tape half-speed high capacity microcassette
rigged with an IC receiver. Or, I have a mini reel-to-reel with greater
capacity. We’re talking days, not hours.”
“Hours is enough,” Wagner returned. “It won’t be remote, and I know
how to change a tape. Give me a microcassette. No, no, that cheap one. I can
get the same thing in a drugstore for fifty bucks, so don’t oversell me.”
“You want adequate, or you want the best, just let me know, mister.
Next is the subdued transmitter, pill-size, with waterproof, nonmagnetic
shield and voice-activated relay for the on-chip mike, omnidirectional. Plus
one teardrop lithium, three volts, installed.”
“Give me a good earpiece. Good, not great; I’m not listening to Schubert.
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And a speaker. I don’t want to monitor with something stuck in my ear all
the time.”
“Very well, sir, here’s a soft earpiece for comfortable wear. And this flat
speaker for convenient storing. Who should I make the invoice out to?”
“Make it out to, make it out to Dale Britten at EnCo.”
“Oh, yeah, I’ve sold them stuff before. I thought Britten had been
replaced by the boss’s wife or something. She’s the one who made a purchase
from me a while back.”
“What did she buy?” Wagner asked.
“No way, mister, no way. I was wrong to open my mouth about your
purposes for these devices, which are perfectly legal to own and to sell. The
operation is your problem, not mine. I don’t want to know about it, and you
don’t want anyone knowing what you’ve bought without your permission.
You’re right: I need discretion in this business.”
Then he handed Wagner his bag. The boxes were the size of sandwiches;
the contents of one had the volume of a peanut shell. The tape recorder cum
receiver resembled a hearing aid. Wagner took his purchases and turned
away. He’d ask Templin what Anna Vinci had bought.
One step and he turned again to the electronics expert.
“By the way, pal, my wife’s doctor has a reputation for flirting with his
girly patients while they’re unconscious. I want to be able to hear him say,
‘open wide’ under his breath.”
Wagner opened the boxes as he walked away, leaving the packaging on
the store’s floor, along with the warranty cards and instructions. Wagner
felt he did not need instructions, though he could not recall having used this
equipment before. Recollection not being a reasonable guide for Wagner, he
slipped the electronics into the pockets of his riding suit, which he zipped
securely shut, and stepped to his bike parked on the sidewalk beside a
mailbox. On the motorcycle and heading north again, through dense,
irritating traffic, finally to an open road, squirting up to ninety-five,
worried about state troopers, but not enough. He was worried about his
family.
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He used the name Hal Berg to register in the motel. That was the name
on one of his credit cards not quite running on empty; so he decided to use it
for a single, one day, no luggage, check out by eleven. Then Wagner found
his room–not coincidentally on the side of the street facing the hospital one
block away–and began unpacking his electronics.
He had addressed the card to Mrs. Joseph Vinci. He could not resist. No
signature, only: Anna, get well soon. He did not expect her to dig through
the strawflowers and statice deep enough to find the artificial insect there.
Wagner had the flowers sent to room 118 from the florist in the lobby. Then
he rode to the nearest motel, set up his observation post, having substituted
the subtlety of visual depiction via refined optics for the evocative reception
of intimate sounds. Minutes later, Wagner could hear her breathing.
Maybe she had coughed; Abner only heard a crackle. A voice-activated
microphone was turned on by a spike in sound pressure level. The first
syllable spoken at the beginning of a conversation or after a lengthy pause
was therefore not recorded. Wagner could hear her breathing, or was that a
succession of sighs? Didn’t sound right. Perhaps from pain. After all, she had
been beaten.
Wagner was so dedicated a professional investigator that all of his
intellectual efforts went to listening closely for any word to emanate from
his subject. Therefore, he had no thoughts of Anna’s being assaulted, struck
in the head, the mouth, poked in the eye. He had no comparative judgments
of his own responsibility for Vinci’s damage versus that car woman’s demise.
Being an objective professional, Wagner should have no intense emotions for
the peripheral injuries indigenous to his line of work.
His fingers were shaking so much that he could scarcely turn up the
volume. He placed his hand on his thigh where he could not see it quiver.
Then came the speaking.
“–na, I hope you’re feeling better.”
“Better than I look? How do I look, anyway? I haven’t seen.”
“You look…very bad. But the doctors say none of the injuries are serious.
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I am sorry, I am so sorry.”
Both voices were female. Only the first sounded healthy, however, and
Wagner recognized the identity.
“I spoke with the police lieutenant after he interviewed you in the
emergency room. Your, uh, assailant is in jail.”
“Do they know who he was, Gail? The name he gave me was false. He
had an appointment to interview me for a trade journal. I still cannot….”
“Don’t exert yourself, Anna. His name was Herb Riccardo. Do you
recognize that name?”
No sound; Wagner imagined a negative gesture of the head.
“–was going to ask you the same question, Gail. Do you know him?”
“Why should I know the man who attacked you? I’ve never wished you
any harm.”
“No, not literally,” the ill woman sighed.
A moment later, she added:
“–id you send these flowers?”
“No, mine haven’t arrived yet. I wanted to get you a plant that was
alive. It won’t require a great deal of care, just some water and light. You
have plenty of light at EnCo. I hope you have enough care.”
“I thought they might be yours because of the card.”
Pause. Lost syllable from Templin.
“–think the card is rather crass, though perhaps the unkindness was
inadvertent. Then again, perhaps it was sent by someone at EnCo who
preferred the former president.”
“There was someone off the grounds spying with binoculars. Ray and his
group saw him pointing up to my office. That’s how they knew I was….”
“Breathe deeply, Anna,” Templin said, her tone too demanding for a
doctor with a decent bedside manner.
“–police didn’t find him,” Anna added, sounding weary. “Maybe he sent
the flowers.”
“Maybe Herb Riccardo did.”
“Why?” Anna asked. “He was looking for someone named Abner Wagner.
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Do you know who he is?”
Templin’s delay caused her opening sound to be lost.
“–s, I do. He’s the private investigator I hired to look into Joe’s death.”
“You tried that with another private dick, Gail,” Anna returned with
more energy. “He found just what the police found, what they told you but
you wouldn’t believe.”
“This investigator doesn’t talk to the police.”
“Well, what kind of PI is he that someone mugs me to find him?”
“Calm down, Anna. I have to say that I honestly don’t know how or why
this came about. Perhaps I’ll ask Mr. Wagner.”
“Perhaps I’ll have the police ask him.”
“I wouldn’t do that, Anna. He’s the one who learned that Dale Britten
sold all of your stock.”
Lost sound, lost breath. The voice that followed was contemplative.
“–didn’t know he had sold them,” Anna said. “I only knew the broker
who was retaining them.”
“I’m still not certain why you told me about Sal Tunis after I learned
about Britten’s stock.”
“After you confronted me about Dale’s stock.”
“I can see that I still won’t learn from you, will I, Anna?”
“You’re rather suspicious considering the way you go about acquiring
facts,” Anna retorted, her tone sounding less ill when it changed from
contemplative to condemning. “I never did figure how you learned of Dale’s
stock to begin with.”
“Why do you care who knows unless you were paying him off?”
“I think it’s pitiful that you’re suspicious of me just because I was
Joseph’s wife. Dale Britten bought those shares legitimately. It’s not as
though I gave them to him.”
“Britten’s was a massive purchase of shares that no one else could obtain.
And it wasn’t with Joseph’s blessing, but yours.”
“Dale had the cash, and deserved to receive the offer as much as anyone
else.”
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“What made him so deserving?”
“We’ve gone over this before, Gail.”
“And you’ve never given me an acceptable answer. That’s why I keep
hiring these private investigators.”
“No, you keep hiring them because your mind is on the same order as
that Herb Riccardo’s. You hire them not to find new facts, but to prove
something that is a lie, and that’s why they’ll always fail. At least the honest
ones will fail. But that’s not likely a characteristic of anyone involved with
that cretin, Riccardo. Your idea is truly pitiful, Gail. It’s no longer painful,
just pitiful. Believing I paid Dale Britten off to conceal the facts of Joe’s
death, that is pitiful.”
“Britten received those shares before Joe died, Anna. That would make
him an accomplice.”
“That would make me a murderer,” Anna said in a tone more pitiful
than any of her claims for Templin.
“No, I don’t think you’re a murderer, Anna, I do not. I think Rafael
Chenault is a murderer. If not directly, than he did something or allowed
something to occur that caused my brother to die. And one day, one day I
am going to find out.”
“Rafael is one of the most experienced and reputable agents in the C.I.A.,
and you accuse him of collusion leading to murder. You are pitiful, Gail. You
are pitiful because you believe that all of your conniving and contemplating
will somehow explain not that Joseph’s death was a conspiracy, but that he’s
not really dead. But he is. You will have to learn to accept that fact just as I
did.”
“I won’t be able to accept the past until I learn what it is, dear Anna. The
more I learn of it, the more it changes. For example, Mr. Wagner asked me
who Britten was having an affair with at EnCo. I was startled by the
question, because I had never considered it before. But if Dale had been
romancing anyone at EnCo, it would have been you. I couldn’t consider that
because it would mean that my brother had been cuckolded by his wife.”
“Well, I am very glad that you didn’t think of such a thing, if only
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because it sullies Joseph’s memory. Besides, if I had been having an affair
with Dale, why did he leave after Joseph’s murder? Then he would have had
me all to himself. You are pitiful, Gail.”
“Not so pitiful as you, Anna. You’re the one so distressed by your
husband’s death that you had to replace him the same month that he was
buried.”
“I didn’t replace Joseph, Gail, not in my heart. EnCo replaced him in the
boardroom. Perhaps that’s what you’re thinking of, because dealing with
someone’s office is more comfortable for you than dealing with her heart.
You’re not the only person who loved Joe, and I’m not the only employee at
EnCo. Or perhaps you think that EnCo should have died along with your
brother. You’d understand this situation better if Joe had been ruining your
business.”
“What an absurdity, Anna. You must be suffering brain damage from
your assault. Joe wasn’t ruining his own business–without Joe, there would
literally be no EnCo, not at the beginning, not now.”
“Certainly, the latter is twisted, because if we had followed Joseph’s
path, EnCo would no longer exist.”
“Joe had his own plans for success,” Templin insisted, “he didn’t need the
federal government’s agenda, and wasn’t obligated to cooperate with the
C.I.A.”
“If we had not cooperated with the administration, Gail, EnCo would still
be working out of my backyard with one ten-foot array.”
“What a term,” Templin scoffed. “‘Cooperate’ means to work with, not
work for. Not even the mighty C.I.A. can control all of the freedoms in this
country, though some of their agents seem to be trying. So your
‘cooperation’ has netted you sturdy new buildings full of powerful, advanced
equipment, but the true control of Joe’s company is no longer in those
buildings, but in Washington.”
“We could go on and on like this all day, Gail,” Anna sighed. “If Joseph
had found any value in your business sense, he would have made you his
partner instead of me.”
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“If Joseph understood your depth of love for him, he would have never
made you his wife. Then you would be married to your current lover, and
likely on your way to replace him.”
“I would never call him a lover,” Anna said flatly. “But here’s another
area where you can’t possibly apply any expertise. You’ll never have to
worry about a love so debilitating that you cannot think, only feel.”
“Homosexuals fall in love too, Anna. Because the law won’t allow us to
marry, even our marriages are affairs.”
“That’s not what I meant, Gail. I, I have to say that, that I admire your
gall for being so forthright about your homosexuality. I mean, I meant to
say….”
“Rather indecisive for the president of EnCo, aren’t you, Anna?”
“What I meant, Gail, is that you’re too goddamned cold to have a love
affair. Too cold, and too conniving.”
“How astonishing for someone in your position to have such a poor
understanding of conniving. Conniving, Anna, is a prime inspiration for
having affairs. That’s the motive behind your current lover, don’t you
know? But the only cause of love affairs is love. That’s an area where you’re
conniving yourself. The only reason I’m still involved with your affair with
EnCo is because I love my brother.
“Gail, you know I loved Joseph, and you’re a conniving, self-serving liar
if you don’t admit it.”
“You, Anna, are a deluded fool if you can’t see that I loved Joe before you
ever met him, and I’ll love him after you’ve replaced your current screw.
Lovers, whether emotional or sexual, can be replaced. But you can’t replace
a brother. The only true members of your family aren’t the ones you choose,
but those you’re born with, or create yourself. Those are the people you die
with, and they die with you.”
Pause. After the microchip’s encoded software determined that the
default duration of silence had passed, the transmission ended. Minutes
before, Wagner would have been pleased to hear more of Anna’s breathing.
He liked her volatility. But he found no love, and this was not an affair. The
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two women had not composed their conversation for the purpose of
encouraging Wagner’s delusions. He was no longer Anna’s husband, or Gail’s
brother, just a maniac PI.
“Hello, I’m temporarily residing in the motel across the way from you.
Be so kind as to send over one large pizza, with every sort of condiment you
have available. …No, that’s condom. Condiment is like mushrooms and
anchovies and stuff. Lemme try again. One large pizza, hold nothing, one six
pack of beer, American, not foreign. The C.I.A. has their hands in that.
Right. Room 118.”
Wagner sat by his expensive electronics, waiting for the reception light
to shine. It would be fun to watch the delivery guy leave the pizza store and
drive across the street. That would be a person connecting with Wagner
from desire, if not love. Wagner’s desire for food and the pizza man’s desire
for money. At least that affair would be honest. Wagner remained by his
expressive electronics, wanting to smash the guts out of the annoying crap.
But he waited for more messages to come, perhaps memories to describe him
as the type of person one loved beyond death.
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CHAPTER 14

Saving His Soul By Proxy
The

local sound was of Wagner’s gagging. Transmitted through the

speaker was a slimy, smacking contact’s noise. A kiss. Wagner did not choke
on this affection until he heard the name.
“Please don’t kiss me, Rafael. It hurts. It always did hurt.”
Pause. Male voice to follow, after Wagner’s retch.
“–spoke with your doctor. No breaks, no severe hemorrhaging, no
lasting damage. You could leave today if you choose.”
“Aren’t you going to tell me how wonderful I look despite the mugging?”
“Ann, you are a very beautiful woman, which is a believable assertion
despite your bandages and swelling.”
“I hate it when you call me Ann. I hate it when you try to act intelligent.
You got that from Dale Britten, though he never tried to flaunt his
intelligence. He didn’t have to. He was a very intelligent man, which would
have been believable if he had been covered with bandages and swelling.
Why are you walking so stiffly? What’s that mark along your neck? Did that
Riccardo find you, too?”
Laughter. Mild, curtailed.
“–you expect Mr. Riccardo to send an associate now that his visit proved
futile? That is, I’m assuming his visit was futile. Despite his claims, perhaps
he merely wanted to engage you physically. Satisfying physical contact
need not be sexual. A certain type of person demands–”
“What in the world do you mean by his sending an associate? My word, I
thought this was over.”
“Mr. Riccardo made some quite definite threats about sending a person
here to conclude his job.”
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“Well, he better not be coming for me, because that lunatic Riccardo
wasn’t after me. He was looking for an Abner Wagner. Do you know who he
is?”
“Abner Wagner? I could be amused by that name. How is it you know
this person?”
“I don’t know him, Rafael. But I would expect you to know that he’s a
private investigator hired by Gail Templin. I am so pissed at her. She cannot
leave me alone, or EnCo. Gail has become suspicious of me, unfairly so.”
“Ms. Templin has been a problem in the past. She is quite thoughtful,
perhaps too much. To improve her knowledge, I will have to make her
understand the idea that is her interference.”
Wagner had heard that threat before. Right before Chenault pulled his
gun and got puked on for his trouble.
“She can’t even leave Joseph alone. She had the astonishing gall to allege
that I never loved my own husband.”
“Ms. Templin may be a dangerous meddler, but I am certain that she is
aware that you did in fact love her brother, Ann. Anna. What she does not
likely comprehend is that a woman can love more than one man
simultaneously, in different manners.”
“What other man do you think you’re talking about, Rafael? Never
mind, never mind. I don’t feel well. I don’t want to hear about simultaneous
loving when I’m bleeding. It seems you might start bleeding yourself,
Rafael.”
“I’m not suffering from any illness, Anna.”
“You winced when you sat in that chair.”
“I was involved in a minor traffic accident. A moped ran me down. A
comical little device, but it didn’t even ruin my shirt.”
“I suppose you have the driver in jail for assault with a deadly moped.
Never mind. I’m glad you weren’t hurt much. After Riccardo, I will never in
my life have any thoughts of wishing any sort of pain to anyone, not even
that a masher should be slapped. It was terrible. And I hope to god you’ll see
to it that nothing of the kind will ever happen to me again. In my own
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office!”
“Lax security. An unbelievable, unacceptable breach in EnCo’s
security.”
“It would have never occurred if Dale Britten had been there.”
“I doubt that little Dale could have handled Mr. Riccardo.”
“Dale was big enough where it counted. And he wouldn’t have had to
touch that madman. Riccardo would have never gotten through Dale’s
fence. Dale had a sense for things like that.”
“Not all of Britten’s senses were so fine, Ann. Anna. Perhaps his problem
with Joseph caused him to lose some of his senses, or his sensibilities were
hurt so badly that he sent this Riccardo to harm you.”
Pause. Lost sound, missing view.
“–have some of a chameleon’s abilities, Anna. You’ve turned the same
tone of red as those flowers. You look just like Britten when I first told him
that you were fond of him.”
“Why do you say things like that, Rafael? Why in the world would Dale
want to harm me?”
“Because you can put him away for fifteen to life.”
Now I’ve found him, Wagner thought. This Britten guy killed Joe Vinci.
These two are about to spell it out in small syllables, and I will have it on
tape. Maybe I can find this dude, Britten, if he’s not really me. No, what am I
talking about? I can’t even find a woman in the next building. I couldn’t find
Chenault in the same room.
“What are you raving about? You act as though Dale were a murderer.”
“He didn’t pull the trigger.”
Wagner nearly fainted. Now the murderer was no longer Britten. Back
to the previous idea, the logical one, the terrifying one. The burglar did it.
The burglar standing outside of the fence with Chenault, hired by the C.I.A.
or by Joseph Vinci, but no matter. The burglar killed Joseph, and the
burglar was Wagner. He wasn’t anyone’s brother or husband, he was the
killer of that brother, the murderer of that spouse.
“You must understand, Anna, that Britten may so fear the possibility of
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incarceration that he would sacrifice you to avoid it.”
“Rafael, if you think Dale is reneging, go ask him. You know where he is,
don’t you?”
“Do you mention finding Britten because you want to see him?”
“Dale wouldn’t screw me up like that. Maybe he would you.”
“But Mr. Britten has no fear of me, because he understands that I am his
savior.”
“Becoming Jesus Christ is a little much for influencing an investigation,
Rafael.”
“Influence is too weak a term for what no other person could have done.”
“You would have never involved yourself if I hadn’t, hadn’t, encouraged
you. God, what am I saying. You wouldn’t have done a damn thing if I
hadn’t paid your price. And the price was my ass.”
Pause. It seemed Chenault had nothing to say.
“–w you’re the one blushing, Rafael.”
“Well, Ann, you wouldn’t have been screwing him in the first place if not
for me.”
“Rafael, I’m sorry I was unkind, but you don’t have to be childish in
return. I always found you impressive.”
No pause, but a change, for Chenault’s voice became edgy, discomforting
even to Wagner a city block removed.
“It’s true, Ann: I sent him to you. I began by remarking that you were
fond of him. Britten could not accept this idea. He became embarrassed. Not
because a woman wanted him, but because she felt affection. Sensing this, I
told Britten that I had been testing his response, and now he would hear the
truth–that you only wanted him sexually. That you weren’t really a lover,
only a fucker. And I was exactly correct. That’s why you mention my
finding him–so you can screw him again.”
“He did have a wonderful way with a girl’s bottom.”
“I see that you do understand, Ann–you just stated the difficulty. That
you’re a girl instead of a woman. I should have made Gail Templin president
of EnCo.”
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“You didn’t make anybody anything,” Anna snapped.
Having lost the edge to his voice, Chenault responded:
“I was your marriage counselor, Anna.”
“You are sick, Rafael. You are truly ill. I am in perfect health compared
to you. Herb Riccardo is your emotional superior.”
“I improved your marriage by finding a substitute for what it lacked.
Even you didn’t comprehend that lack until I showed you, and you only
comprehended it then by acceptance, not analysis. The problem of your
marriage was that you resented your husband for marrying you.”
“That moped must have run over your head, because you are suffering
brain damage.”
“You are the type of woman who loses her freedom in marriage. The loss
was compounded because you never gained a family as a substitute for your
freedom. Have you never asked yourself why you married a man who hated
children when you love them so much?”
No edge to his voice. Chenault was all professional again, an inquisitor.
Wagner had experienced some of that tone in his trailer. He would not like to
talk to this guy in a police station. He would not like to talk to this guy if
Chenault were an agent for Jesus saving Wagner’s soul by proxy.
“Joseph didn’t hate children, he–”
“He refused to have any with you. So after first taking your freedom,
Joseph took your joy in marriage by taking away your chance of having
children. You required a substitute, though you were unaware of this need.
Not an adopted child, but a lover. That would add something to your life
while punishing your husband. But you couldn’t understand this need and
its implications, because you were too much of a child yourself, guided by
your emotions without comprehending them. I still haven’t taught you
enough.”
“My god, Rafael, you’ve lost it. Next you’ll be telling people that I killed
Joseph.”
“I might say you killed him? I explicitly state that you–”
New sound, that of a ringing phone. Anna answered, a simple hello.
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Pause, then Rafael’s voice.
“–enault. Yes. When? Now? That is bad. That is very bad. Of course,
your calling me here tells me…. Very well. When will you have it? I see.
Send for the man I brought in yesterday. Yes. I’ll be here perhaps another
twenty minutes. Do that.”
End of conversation. Pause.
“–na, I’m going downstairs for a drink and to make a call. Can I bring
you anything back?”
“I need to rest. Gail was here too long. You’ve been here too long,
especially the manner in which you were here. I’m going to sleep now.”
No more sound. No sickening smooch. Transmitter off. Tiny static
vanished.
Wagner opened his third beer, contemplating the dirtshaking facts he
had discovered. Templin had retained him to learn from Rafael and Anna
their part in Joseph’s death. Gail already knew that Wagner had killed her
brother, knew that Wagner genuinely suffered from amnesia, and wanted
Wagner to prove it so that he could put himself away for life. It seemed the
master PI was succeeding by approaching suicide.
He finished the beer. What to do? Insert a new tape and set the recorder
to be triggered by a reception, in case Anna started talking again. Wagner
could not sit around listening. He had a chore, inspired by one of Chenault’s
eerie comments. One heard before. Chenault would improve Templin by
making her understand her interference. Improved by denigration. When
his voice became edgy, Chenault sounded as dangerous as his demeanor
implied. Wagner was going to warn his client. So he stepped to the bed where
his riding suit lay, bending as the door opened.
Wagner was startled enough to jump. He had not expected anyone to
unlock the door and enter. But this was not the cops looking for drugs as
warned by the manager. This was a government worker, but not one
seeking taxes or completing a census. This was a man concerned with power,
from the sky, and from idea.
“Abner Wagner,” he said, “a man so concerned with the past that he has
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jeopardized his present.” And Chenault entered, wearing fresh clothes,
holding the same old gun.
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CHAPTER 15

Decorated Like A Doorway At Christmas
“Did

you drink only three?”

Chenault was not the man asking. Rafael entered the bathroom, having
examined the foyer closet and beneath the bed. Chenault was likely
humming as he moved, happy in his work, pleased at having found the
fugitive so readily. He had not come alone. Accompanying him was a tall,
heavy man with a pale, bluish-grey, rather jaunty suit, clean-shaven, a
little younger than Chenault. Looked like a dispatcher for a truck line to
Wagner. The specific impression was verbal, caused by the semi-autos the
big guy directed.
“Over what period of time did you drink them?”
He held a matte chrome .25 auto in each hand. Wagner almost laughed.
Packing a pair of six-guns like a cowboy. A big man with average hands, the
guns so small that he could conceal one in his fist. But these guns were
enlarged by their silencers. Dull black silencers at least as long as the entire
gun permanently attached to the muzzle. Looked ridiculous. But with those
“sound suppressors,” the little autos would be quieter than Wagner’s air
pistol. He didn’t want a bunch of little lead bullets quietly boring into his
sinus cavities. Wagner did not laugh.
Having completed his search, Chenault stepped to his associate, noticed
his pistols, and soundlessly held up one finger. The larger man pocketed the
.25 in his right hand, leaving the one exposed toward Wagner’s brain.
Wagner hated lefties.
Upon entering, Chenault had instructed Wagner to sit at the motel’s
desk. No one had touched the electronics. Remaining standing, Chenault
now faced Wagner. Chenault never seemed to sit. Perhaps he drove his car
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on his knees.
“I appreciate being unequivocal,” Chenault began. “You’ve inspired me
to decide about you, and I’m here to implement that decision. You see,
when–”
“Mr. Rafael, why don’t you take a seat. I recently suffered an automobile
accident. Whiplash precludes my feeling comfortable while staring up at
you, my neck necessarily angled to a painful, literal, degree. Sit down,
Chenault. You’re a pain in the neck.”
Chenault surprised Wagner by sitting on the bed’s edge, though his
speaking continued as though Wagner were a painting on the wall,
incapable of forming a verbal rejoinder. Not a half smile or restrained smirk
came from Chenault, who scarcely paused before continuing.
“You see, Abner Wagner, I now understand that I must finally learn
from you, instead of trying to teach you, instead of tactfully avoiding
whatever you are learning. In a way, this seems backward even to me, for I
know everything about Joe Vinci and EnCo, while you can only know too
much. That is correct: too much. What I most importantly must learn from
you is how we can discuss this situation. If the only point were the money
you’re receiving from Miss Templin, I would merely pay you off. But I know
your kind. You can’t be trusted to receive money without giving something
of yourself in return. Abner Wagner feels that he needs to know. There is
your basic mistake of emotion. You correctly feel that you want to know, but
you have to learn that you do not need to know. In fact, you only need to
know that if you discover too much, you will be sorry. No, not because some
authority will punish you for trying. Only you will hurt yourself. If you
learn too much about EnCo, you will find after the fact that you preferred to
know less. But if you do learn, forgetting will be very difficult. You can’t
believe how genteel I’m being in telling you this, but I don’t think I can be
convincing with mere talk. Abner Wagner believes himself too smart to be
fooled by words. I could tell you so much, but that would teach you nothing,
and might jeopardize EnCo’s standing with the administration. And if you
think that all of this is another example of Chenault’s getting carried away
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with an idea, then you’ll be the one to suffer from thinking too much.”
Chenault stood, turning to his associate. Wagner felt browbeaten.
Chenault could churn out a lot of speaking with one mouthful. Wagner
wondered how he would escape this time. Here was a chance approaching
now.
“I’ll get the tape,” Chenault told the big guy after glimpsing the motel’s
TV.
Chenault left the room. Wagner only had to overcome this one man with
the one brandished little gun. Maybe he could try the vomit bit, but surely
Chenault had documented this technique in a field manual for agents.
Feinting Strategy Abner Wagner, sub heading, Regurgitation. But Wagner
was psyching himself, feeling confident that he could handle this guy. He
only had to produce the correct diversion to get the guy’s attention and his
balance elsewhere, then go for the elbow. But Chenault’s boy had the same
idea, because he was watching Wagner’s middle. His center of gravity.
Feinting with the head and limbs meant nothing to athletes and agents with
brains. You can’t go anywhere unless your torso moves, and your abdomen
is always the center of the move. The agent was watching Wagner’s point of
balance with an expression of mild concentration. Then came his mild voice.
“Rafael’s quite a talker, isn’t he? But he’s good. He comes up with ideas
that no one else could imagine. You’ll see. He should be an instructor, if he
weren’t so comfortable in the world of bad. That’s what he calls it, not the
world of good and bad, just bad. Some people are good, but the bad ones have
tainted the whole world.”
Wagner’s feelings were changing. He now understood his interest in
overcoming this assistant captor. Wagner wanted to be out that door before
Chenault returned and began speaking again.
Too late. Before Wagner could envision a sensible plan, Chenault
entered.
“How’s your blood pressure?” the armed man quickly asked Wagner, as
though concealing his having been talking about the boss behind his back.
Wagner would not be tattling on him.
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Chenault stepped past his cohort, showing no concern for his speaking.
He carried a half-filled duffel bag of a pale blue, smoothly woven fabric, and
a videotape. Dropping the former near his assistant, Chenault continued to
the television cum VCR. In with the tape, on with the TV.
Wagner felt that he should not be impressed with Chenault, considering
how easily he had handled him before. A simple display of vomitation and
the major agent’s actions became soiled, not just his pants. But Wagner’s
thoughts differed from his emotions. Sure, he had handled this thick shit
before, overcoming him so divinely that Chenault could only cross himself.
But Wagner knew that he had been lucky.
Chenault got the VCR working right away, without the fussing and
fiddling most people require with unfamiliar equipment. Wagner should
have been proud that his taxes were being applied toward such excellent
training. But this was not Wagner’s emotion. Besides, he didn’t pay taxes.
Not that he could remember.
The show began. Ignoring Wagner, Chenault viewed with interest. His
assistant continued to watch Wagner closely, gun at the ready. The show
was of a man seated at a table. A stranger, and no actor, just a person
waiting for something. Not much of the room could be seen: a table, the
man, who looked up, evidently at someone else in the room. No sound. The
man’s face changed. He was listening to that standing person. Then his lips
moved, no pleasant words likely to emanate from that harsh expression. One
of resignation, for he looked disgusted, but placed one hand flat on the table.
Wooden. Maybe a plastic laminate, but a good imitation. Looking nowhere,
the man shook his head. Then his entire body shook, and all his limbs,
beginning with the one that had been struck. With a hammer.
An arm came into view, but only for a moment. The hand on that arm
held a mallet, the kind used by sculptors and cabinetmakers, with a broad
rubber head for smacking the end of a chisel. The arm came instantly down
and smacked the seated man’s ring finger. Then the hammer and arm left
the picture.
The seated man yelped, but the tape did not convey his sound.
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Grimacing, he raised his hand, staring at that sore digit. Then the forearm
returned. Two. Instantly, one hand grasped the dazed man’s wrist, while the
other reached for the smashed finger with pliers. Diagonal cutters, the type
used for snipping wire. Thick wire, for this was a sturdy cutter. Sturdy
enough to cut wire as thick as the bone in a human finger. As thick as the
finger that dropped onto the table as the seated man wrenched his hand
away, his face exploding in shock, an expression of horror as he leapt from
the table, falling to the floor, snow, tape end.
“Pain,” Chenault said while turning off the VCR, “is merely a notation of
damage, a signal from nerve to brain.” He looked down to Wagner as though
instructor to student. Standing erect, arms straight at his side.
“I believe that pain might be a particular dislike of Abner Wagner, but
physical pain is of no consequence to the intellectual. It should not be,
because pain can be viewed as no more than a form of damaged thoughts,
like bad memories. For example, thinking of a dead loved one hurts a person
who is not physically injured. But pain should only be problematic when
experienced. I am not being facetious. Pain should not be taken so seriously
when the cause can be rectified. When it cannot be, then the cause of the
pain is the difficulty, not the neural notation. The intelligent person
understands pain to be a failure of the organism to evolve. If human beings
had evolved neurologically as far as we have intellectually, pain would not
be hurtful, merely a signal that describes the damage, such as, stubbed toe,
dead father, finger amputated.”
“Are you on any prescription medication?” Chenault’s assistant asked
Wagner as the boss stepped to the duffel bag. “You better tell me if you are. A
wrong answer could kill you.”
Chenault palmed something from the bag that Wagner wasn’t allowed to
see. The short-handled hammer Chenault held in his other hand was
obvious. Not the same one as in the videotape. Not the same arms, either.
Chenault’s were different; Wagner was sure. Different hammer, different
arms. Different hammer. Different arms. What was the same? What could
he expect? Wagner was deliberating in a rush, though his brain seemed
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lethargic. A special effects tape for C.I.A. agents. All a trick, done by a
Hollywood great for a hundred thousand dollars of the taxpayers’ money. A
stunt, phony, produced for shock value. Or, real. Utterly genuine. Wagner
had to decide, had to guess.
Chenault was motioning for his partner to move so that Chenault would
not be between the subject and the gun. But the subject was moving instead.
“Get ready to use it, motherfucker,” Wagner hissed to the armed man,
“because you’re going to need it to keep out of that hospital.”
Wagner was standing, crouched, looking one last time before acting. All
of this in seconds. He was going for Chenault. Wagner was going to shove
Chenault toward the gun. But Chenault was not lethargic. As soon as
Wagner stood, Rafael stepped aside, and Wagner had to face the pistol.
“If you have to be killed, Abner Wagner,” Chenault asserted, “then
showing you this was a waste.”
Wagner had decided that they were going to have to prove themselves
by killing him. Rapidly, he turned to Chenault, feinting as though about to
lunge at him. Instead, he lunged at the gun, going for that elbow. It almost
worked. Wagner’s outstretched arms were only a foot away from the pistol
when it fired. Having been noting Wagner’s balance, Chenault’s partner
shot him just above the center of gravity.
The sound was like a metal spit, but Wagner was really shot. He did not
recall having been shot before. More shock than pain, an intense blow
crashing into his lower chest. Not enough to knock him down, so Wagner
continued. This decision was sourced from Wagner’s personality, not his
mind. Though aware the reaction was foolish, Wagner was the type to
continue toward that gun until he could no longer move.
Wagner did not confront Herb Riccardo. Herbert was an amateur:
getting overexcited and slapping a woman only to be arrested and stuffed
into jail. No amateurs here. The armed man shot him, then stepped away.
Shocked, Wagner was slow to respond. Inertia was the force that carried him
along, but Chenault was the third man moving. After stepping toward
Wagner’s back, he applied that palmed item. A sharp pain against Wagner’s
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shoulder. An injection.
Wagner continued toward the gun, but Chenault tripped him, and
Wagner fell. Tripped him, like kids. As Wagner hit the carpet, he thought,
No, not like kids, but a sophisticated Oriental method of removing a man
from his feet. Wagner did not want to be tripped like a kid.
The shock at his chest had slowed him. On his side now and trying to
rise, Wagner found himself dizzy, and not from loss of blood. He had to, he
had to…. He managed to sit, but could not rise. Damn, he couldn’t jump up
in a flurry of activity, but found himself examining the gunshot. Hardly
any blood, but a hole in his chest. He touched it, feeling something gritty
around the wound. Damn, damn, it was hurting now. Wagner could not
quite see. He could focus properly, but had trouble aiming his face. The
bullet had busted, leaving little pieces just below the skin. Wagner knew
why. Here was a kid move. A carnival bullet. The kind used in shooting
galleries that disintegrate against a metal plate without ricocheting. They
weren’t deadly, though Wagner now learned of their effectiveness. They
could provide a special effect.
Wagner dropped his hand. Now he could do nothing but remain upright.
He did not feel about to topple to his face; he just couldn’t move. He dropped
his hand from the meager hole in his chest. The consequential wound was on
his shoulder.
Chenault and assistant were lifting him, dragging Wagner to the desk
chair. Abner could barely feel their hands. From the duffel bag, Chenault
pulled forth a roll of ribbon, holiday ribbon, two-inches wide. With this, the
men tied Wagner to the chair. Bright green.
Wagner saw Chenault’s face very near. On his neck was an area of skin
of a slightly different hue, a somewhat smoother texture than the adjacent
throat. A wreck, Wagner thought. A car wreck where they repaint the
passenger side front fender, but it’s not exactly the same color. You don’t
notice it when you pay for the repair, but everyone who sees it tells you of
the mismatch. Wagner did not wonder about Chenault’s fender bender.
Probably from some foreign war, some previous life, some more effective
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private investigator.
Wagner did not argue about being detained without authority, about
being decorated like a doorway at Christmas. He was not certain that he
could speak. He just sat. Chenault’s partner no longer brandished his tiny,
extra-quiet gun. He spoke to Wagner as Chenault concluded wrapping him
to the chair.
“I hope you’re not on valium. No, you don’t seem to be on valium.”
“Bring him in, Maurice,” Chenault instructed his aide.
Maurice turned to him with a grave expression.
“I believe that we can do it. Did you have to tell him my name?”
“Yes, Maurice, we can achieve the desired end, but you cannot. That is
my opinion, not my belief. Besides, you don’t owe the Company a favor.”
Without further argument, Maurice stepped from the motel room. As
the door opened, Wagner could not see Maurice’s goal, but a corner of the
hospital. Wagner felt that he was viewing Anna Vinci from worlds away.
The impression was conflictual, something to do with distance, for Anna and
Gail had seemed to be immediately before him as he listened to their
conversation. Something to do with separation. Then the door closed.
“A coup,” spoke Chenault while standing before the blue bag. “A coup of
knowledge, of awareness. I am not suggesting that you learn to forget. For
your own benefit, I am suggesting that you no longer force yourself to recall.
You should understand that you already possess the information that you’re
seeking, and it has become settled within you. Settled in the sense of being
integrated in a manner best suited to the knowledge system that is your
combined personality and mind. You’re fighting yourself, Abner Wagner,
and you are losing.”
The closing door delivered Abner with a woman. Chenault’s speaking
inspired the room to communicate. A voice came from a discrete box of
integrated electronics. A woman who could be one of Wagner’s favorites.
“–t are you giving me, doctor?”
“An antibiotic.”
“Oh no.”
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“Someone already asked about your allergies.”
“That’s not it.”
“Have you been taking some other medication?”
“No, it’s that….”
“Are you using a substance that wasn’t prescribed? You have to be frank
with me, Mrs. Vinci.”
“I’m not doing any drugs, doctor. You said infection, and I imagined my
face turning into a big boil. Will I be all red and…pussy?”
Pause for a bedside smile.
“–o, Mrs. Vinci. We don’t want a secondary infection settling somewhere
in your system. That’s all.”
Wagner did not hear the rest. His listening was interrupted by the door.
Maurice had entered, but not alone. For a moment, Wagner was not certain
what was accompanying him: something for Wagner, or something from
Wagner? Another waking dream. Another disconnected past event haunting
his present. We don’t want an infection settling in.
Chenault in his duffel bag. He pulled out an opaque drinking glass and
set it beside Wagner. Upside down. No stiff drink of poison would be
forthcoming, it seemed. Perhaps a parlor trick. A special effect. All in a
moment, and Wagner understood the connection. He understood the
memory who accompanied Maurice.
“To those uninformed who insist upon remaining unintelligent, Abner
Wagner,” Chenault told his subject as he removed his hand from the glass,
“a coup of knowledge must begin with a coup of sensation.”
Chenault looked to the two men entering, having nothing further to say
in way of introducing Mr. Sal Tunis.
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CHAPTER 16

Contrary To The Laws Of His Legs
“Sal , my pal.”
Though Wagner managed to speak, Tunis looked to him as though he
were already dead. Sal seemed to be on vacation: long-sleeve shirt with cuffs
buttoned, but no jacket or tie. Sal did not appear to be visiting a client. A
subject instead.
“You didn’t say it was, like, someone I knew!”
Metaphysical machinations readily distressed Sal. The disembodied
voice only exacerbated his corporeal concerns.
“–t hurts. Could you give me something for the pain? It hurts all over.”
Though his eyes flashed side to side, Sal could not find the person
speaking. But he understood.
“Great god, he’s haunted while still on this earth,” Tunis pronounced, his
voice quiet and confused.
“Familiarity with the subject should not affect your fulfilling a task
you’ve long been expert in,” Chenault professed.
Wagner could not look away from Tunis, though he didn’t feel interested
in him. He just could not turn away.
“I’m not, like, familiar with him, Rafael. I am his friend. I mean, don’t
ask me to modify one of my friends, just because he’s, like, a problem of
yours. He’s not a problem of mine.”
“Your problem, Mr. Tunis, is that the Company has decided to resolve
you. It’s been quite a number of years since you acted illicitly against a
foreign society due to mere politics.”
“It wasn’t political what they, like, made me do, the goddamn devils,”
Tunis shouted to Chenault. “It was goddamn physical.”
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“Mr. Tunis, you overreacted from being too much of a dreamer and not
enough of a thinker. Sal, you’re dreaming again if you think we can carry
you on the books without adding to your account.”
Chenault looked down to the glass, which Tunis had not noticed. Upon
sighting it, as guided by Chenault’s gaze, Sal’s eyes went wide, but only for
an instant. Then he went remarkably calm as he looked only to the glass,
and stepped to the table.
“I know exactly what to do.”
Never looking to Wagner, Sal lifted the glass–and turned on Chenault,
shoving the hard object directly toward his face, his eye. Sal did not appear
confused or haunted, merely furious.
Chenault dropped one shoulder, twisting his upper body, moved his thick
forearms against Tunis’s chest, and Sal was on the floor. Wagner should
have appreciated Chenault’s economy and expertise. After all, Chenault had
been so intellectual as to use Sal’s own idea of attack against himself, but
Wagner could not quite think.
Maurice was not so elegant. After a gesture from Chenault, Maurice
stepped to Tunis, reached to snatch the broker from the floor, and dragged
him through the doorway in a full nelson.
Chenault again stepped to his bag. Sky blue. Wagner had always liked
that color. He would not say love. Not anymore. Chenault did not bother to
palm this syringe. He set the needle beside the glass, before the hammer,
inches from the sturdy diagonal cutters. He would not say love.
Maurice returned, tie askew. The big man looked at the table, then
stepped to Wagner, bending near to look closely into his eyes, pulling his lids
wide. Wagner wondered if the view in were better than the view out.
Maurice then lifted the syringe, injecting Wagner at the base of the neck.
Abner felt nothing.
“I thought we could do this without him,” Maurice told Chenault, who
grasped the mallet without acknowledging his partner’s remark.
“Abner Wagner will find that he is learning about forgetting,” Chenault
spoke to Wagner. “Studies have shown that people subject to trauma can
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reject the experience from their lives by rejecting the memory. This is a
remarkable manipulation of unconscious knowledge by the individual, a
manipulation that research has allowed us to apply toward subjects. Studies
will one day reveal everything that can be known, Abner Wagner, except
the knowledge that weak people cannot contemplate.”
As Chenault lifted the mallet, a small voice sounded in the room.
“–t hurt, whether it was supposed to or not. I thought a professional
would be more careful where….”
Wagner next heard the mallet strike his finger, and he lost sensation.
Perhaps some of his mental functions did not fade so quickly as Chenault had
predicted, for Wagner heard more speaking. Not that small, removed voice,
but one of the men in the room. Chenault or his assistant used the word
“Templin,” and Wagner could hear no more.
His last act of willpower would have surely pleased Chenault, for it was
all intellectual. But Chenault would be upset, for Wagner intended to defy
him. Wagner would subvert Chenault’s idea of protecting oneself by
forgetting; Wagner would protect himself with recollection. Chenault was no
expert in memory–Wagner was. He would protect himself from his state of
defeat by recalling when he had been strong. Then came either memory, or
a type of forgetting. He could not be certain.
Vague details, but unshakable emotions. Wagner was master of idea. He
was lord over all the vital knowledge that allowed a corporation, co-op, or
family to function. Chenault became weak through embarrassment, for he
attempted to learn by subverting the lord of knowledge. But Chenault was
apprehended and made to look the fool.
Here was a type of remembering as vivid as Wagner’s waking dreams,
but ideationally, not emotionally. Continuing to recall in strength, Wagner
remembered his last shooting, with a deadly bullet. Wagner had survived
that wound, so the current hole in his chest would be no trauma. Then he
abstractly relived a different sort of power. He recalled when last a woman
who sounded like Anna Vinci had spoken to him in a distant voice that
beckoned.
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Wagner could not know where he was. The Abner Wagner who had been
shot and drugged and had his finger chopped off. He had no sensations of his
current position, site, condition. Wagner was taken by recollection, and
perhaps by forgetfulness.
Forgetting and recalling; they were difficult for him to separate.
Memories could reappear only to vanish as though having finally expended
their energy. Lord of knowledge. A mere note from him could alter lives, or
function, or policy. This control of information led to conflict. Wagner’s
having learned incorrectly so that Chenault attacked him for that
knowledge was a state of overinformation that had transpired before.
Previously, however, the position of strength had been Wagner’s. In the last
handgun confrontation, Wagner had come away conscious. But this
memory was strange, for there he was body to body with a woman who
seemed Gail Templin. Perhaps Gail had previously been straight, changing
to homosexual due a love affair with Wagner that had failed so miserably
that Templin could only expel the trauma from her life by forgetting how to
be normal. Then Wagner understood that he was recalling two scenes of
physical contact, one erotic, one conflictual. He could not recall how they
were connected.
Tangling with two people separately and surviving both from his own
ideational strength despite a shooting and mental torture. Surviving both
couplings partially, but neither completely. Here was a strength of
knowledge that Wagner could not apply, because he was beginning to forget.
Thus his weakness, defeated by Chenault again.
*

*

*

In a dream, Wagner became so ill that he had to drive himself to the
hospital in an ambulance. Being ill, he drove poorly, causing more car
wrecks during that one journey than he had in the last few days, more
women dead from loving him with blood for crotches, more drivers being so
rushed to the grave that they drove in without benefit of casket. Wagner did
not understand that the dream was true until someone began pulling him
out.
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“You drive right through a red light, then stop in the middle of the
street,” she seethed while forcing Wagner from the ambulance.
He could not recognize her. But he had not recognized that last decisive
woman in a car, and he had killed her. He could not enjoy this woman’s
handling him. Though not a vast lady, she pulled him from behind the
wheel of the ambulance and dragged him to her car. Wagner could barely
feel her hands on him, feel her breasts against his ribs. He could not enjoy
Gail Templin’s touching him, as though intimately, but why should he? She
was gay and a traitor, to the best of his memory.
He did not feel well, but was beginning to comprehend. They were on a
secondary road, suburban, with flanking trees, Wagner’s very own
ambulance just to the right of the center line, only three cars blocked. No,
only two: the lead car was Templin’s. He barely heard the end car’s horn,
though his hearing improved once the siren sounded.
“Shall we go, Abner, before the police arrive?”
Yes, they should; so Wagner leaned heavily toward the rear door as
Templin opened it, and he fell inside her sedan. Quickly behind the wheel
with her, pull into traffic on the wrong side of the road as though a drugged
fool driving a stolen ambulance, one wheel on the sidewalk, around the red
and white truck for sick people that had just disgorged an ailing, crazy man,
turn right, then left, and the sirens began fading in his senses.
Gay and a traitor to the best of his memory. Why did he think that? The
latter. Wagner could not expect to influence Templin’s sexuality, but he
damned well could improve his memory by turning it concrete. Sprawled on
the seat, he tried to ask Templin for something to write on, because he had
recalled some very important data. Abstracted, but certain to come clear
with analysis. But as he lifted his head, seeing nothing worth seeing through
the windshield, Wagner had already forgotten. Defeated by Chenault again.
In the rearview mirror, Templin noticed him slump. She did not
understand why he stared at his hands, alternately the left and right, right
and left. She saw no grant abnormality, though one finger was swollen.
They seemed to drive throughout the day, but no. Sensing country,
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Wagner managed to look up, seeing trees, hearing no traffic, horns, sirens.
Trees, a bouncy road, a great deal of open land. Then the car stopped. Man’s
voice.
“Holy cow, is he drunk or something? Is Mr. Wagner your husband or
something lady?”
“Might I ask whom you are?”
“My name is Tate, lady, and I own that trailer that Mr. Wagner is
staying in. Is he sick?”
“He is sick, yes, but he is certainly not drunk. He has a condition.”
“Holy cow, lady, is that blood on his shirt?”
“The problem is with his lungs, Mr. Tate,” Templin replied. “He might
have coughed up a little blood, but it’s not really tuberculosis.”
“Well, gosh, lady, doesn’t he need a doctor or something?”
“No, he doesn’t, because I am a nurse. Thank you very much for your
concern, Mr. Tate.”
Wagner managed to pull himself upright as Templin continued driving.
He got a look at the speaker, but did not know him. And he didn’t know why
in the world they were driving through a cemetery. Was his condition that
bad? Driving toward a doublewide house trailer. This guy Tate had said
something about Templin’s husband staying in a trailer, but Templin didn’t
have a husband, did she? Wait a minute. Tate had mentioned a name: Mr.
Wagner. Wagner was Wagner; he knew that much, but knew nothing about
a Tate or a trailer or a cemetery. Determining to figure it later, Wagner
dropped against the seat cushion.
This good-looking woman was staring down at him. Oh yes, Gail
Templin. Something about her. Then she spoke.
“Abner, you have to help. I only got you into the car because you fell in,
but falling out is contrary to the laws of gravity.”
“Don’t start talking like Chenault,” he mumbled, “because I’m going to
have to kill him.”
He sat. Yes, they were going to enter that trailer. Tough going there,
because he would have to traverse two steps. Going up steps was contrary to
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the laws of his legs.
Wagner sat, and Templin helped him out. Again, he was unable to enjoy
the embrace of this lady. Smart lady, who had first checked to see if the
trailer door were locked–no–and opened it so that the stumble bum leaning
on her shoulder and bending her spine could enter. Not a long walk to the
single bedroom, an easy locale for Wagner to gain, for Templin was now
adept at initiating inertia in his progress across a flat surface by giving him
a bit of a push as he essentially fell to the bed.
Face down. He did not consider inviting her in, though she seemed
interested, turning him over to get at his good side. No, at his bad side: that
with the blood. Wagner knew the wound hurt, though he could not feel.
Something intellectual there, about being aware of a sensation that could
not register in the brain centers, pain centers.
Templin pulled his knit shirt up to his chin.
“Sex?” he muttered. “No, no, I have a chest ache.”
Gail played with his hole. Not a sex hole, but the torture hole. Then she
vanished, though Wagner had noticed her grimace. She returned after a
moment of indecipherable duration with the same old grimace and some
new toilet paper and alcohol. She began rubbing with great force against his
injury. No, no, she was picking at it, as though picking a scab, squeezing a
pimple, lancing a boil.
“What kind of cheap bullet is this?” she wondered.
Wagner could not quite say, though he knew.
She dumped raw alcohol on an open wound. Wagner knew it hurt. It
seemed painful to Templin, whose face twisted as she poked. Dump on the
alcohol, wipe off the excess with butt paper, slap on three small adhesive
bandages, then cover the wound with the shirt.
“I never wanted to be a nurse,” she scowled, and stepped away.
In a moment, Wagner received another of his strikingly vivid
recollections of return, for again he was in that motel room with Chenault
and Maurice. Wagner knew he was in that room because a woman’s fine
voice sounded. A voice that was near, but removed.
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“I wonder if he’ll come here.”
Wagner blinked, saw Templin in the adjoining room, and his false
recollection of return vanished. A phony dream. Understandable
considering his condition, his tuberculosis.
She rode shotgun on the trailer. Templin had seated herself before the
window with the best view over the dead people outside. With no
overexaggerated sense of a past time returned, Wagner imagined himself
seated at the motel desk, looking toward the hospital and its dying subjects
inside. He recalled seeing the hospital through the open doorway, just
before….
Wagner had better recollections to achieve than that, old scenes to
reacquire for his store of knowledge. Wagner had to remember what he had
forgotten. He remembered Chenault, Sal, Maurice, the shooting, the mallet,
the videotape, the two injections, and remembered having recalled
valuable, vital data whose contents he now had lost. Those absent facts
described the area Wagner’s memory had to investigate. He recalled
something about Gail Templin, something unpleasant.
Wagner sat abruptly. She turned to him from her chair before the
window. Wagner had initiated the move, so Templin waited. But he could
not remember what to say. And no words to leave him would be followed by
appropriate action. Except one.
“Thanks,” he said, and collapsed for the last time that day, leaving
another bad memory behind.
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CHAPTER 17

Cool Guys
Wagner had been moved. Though certain that he had fallen asleep in
some familiar site, he awoke in a house trailer. A big house trailer on the
edge of a bleeding graveyard, no less. A trailer empty except for himself.
And that woman on the sofa.
Some guard dog she would make. She had not even locked this door. This
wasn’t Templin’s place; he remembered her house–Dale Britten’s house.
Wagner found familiar clothes in the bedroom, his own dead attire. Mostly,
he found pain. His neck hurt so much that he could not swallow his spit,
could not turn his head, not step without wincing. In comparison, the hole in
his chest felt like a lanced boil. That fat finger hurt like hell.
Morning. Not too early. A little chilly in Florida’s November. Chilly and
damp, but only Templin had goose bumps.
She lay asleep on the sofa. Cute the way her hip stuck out. Bending her
knees had pulled her skirt up thigh high. The unkind or unappreciative
might have deemed her legs stumpy. Reasonably, they were substantial
without being thick. God, she was sexy. She made him sick.
Wagner had no interest in sex. Not because he remembered that
Templin was homosexual, but due to her male connections. Who was this
Tate guy and what was their arrangement? No, wrong man. Chenault
remained the problem. Chenault had spoken Templin’s name right before
Wagner faded. What else had he said? Had Chenault vowed to attack
Templin next, or was he referring to his boss? Why hadn’t Chenault followed
after Wagner “escaped”? A stolen ambulance should be easy for a C.I.A.
agent to follow. If he wanted to follow. Perhaps Rafael now attacked his
subject from a different vantage, a queer one.
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Perhaps Wagner would learn by examining Templin’s overpriced, suede
leather purse. With his neck stiff and sore and his entire body groggy,
Wagner stepped to the chair by the front door, reaching for Templin’s–
“Don’t.”
Even lowering his arm hurt his neck. So he slapped the heavy purse off
the chair, and sat, facing Templin.
She pulled her skirt to its correct position along her legs in a manner
successfully demure if only because Wagner was losing his affection for her.
God, he hurt. That wound on his chest felt like a burn made by a welding
rod. Templin had been manipulating him from their first conversation. His
neck. That scumbag Maurice had stabbed him as though intending murder.
Manipulating–what a mild word. Writers manipulated their characters.
Gail Templin had been screwing him even before they met.
Wagner was becoming ill. His entire body felt polluted. Something inside
was rotten, one of his pervasive, required systems: blood stream or lymph
glands or nerves. Certainly, nerves were a problem. They were all connected
to the brain, and Wagner’s brain had been screwed over. By people like Gail
Templin.
She had helped him escape. Escape what, a traffic ticket? Chenault likely
owned the police, so what had Wagner been saved from? What had Templin
and Chenault saved him for?
God, he hurt. His memory was impossible now, because he could not
recall the sight of Anna Vinci’s being flogged. He could not recall another
woman in a position of absolute, ending damage. Wagner hurt in ways he
could not feel. He could not recall being unable to recall his life. But he knew
that recently he had learned something important. And Wagner feared that
he would only retrieve those facts by suffering the special effect of torture.
Templin was a special effect. A queer piece of ass taunting him,
deceiving him. In the hospital, what had she said to Anna Vinci about
Chenault? Wagner could not remember. Perhaps he should ask.
“Are you fucking Chenault?”
Gail had been standing, looking through the window as though guarding
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the trailer against bad guys. But Wagner’s question secured all of her
attention.
“No,” she finally said, “but he certainly screwed you.”
Templin sat. Wagner did not want to look up her dress.
“I’m going to kill Chenault,” he told her.
“Say that all you care to, Abner, because the catharsis can be valuable.
Just don’t try to do it.”
“You think that prick is impervious to mere humans?”
“I think that if you do kill him, you’ll be in jail for the rest of your life.
Shooting a cop is better than shooting a C.I.A. agent. Police are local; the
C.I.A. think they’re universal.”
“Brother Joe was obviously neither, because he was shot dead, and the
bad guy got away with it.”
“Perhaps you shouldn’t be so troubled about Chenault, Mr. Wagner.
After all, he didn’t do much to you.”
“How do you know what he did to me? Were you–”
“I can see what he did to you, Abner. He only wants you out of the way. I
believe that Chenault has done much worse. He’s only trying to frighten
you, and it seems to be working.”
Wagner could nearly remember what Chenault had said about believing
versus knowing or thinking.
“What do you know about torture?” he asked her.
“Please don’t try to be sickening, Abner. Perhaps I was wrong. I don’t
know what Chenault did to you, but I truly hope it was no more than what I
see. I don’t want you hurt.”
“What the victim sees is not the worst part of torture. They do it
different in the whoring and warring parts of the world.”
“Such as Africa? Joe was in Africa.”
“So was Chenault, and Sal Tunis. Was Dale Britten?”
“I don’t think Dale ever left the country.”
“Was I?”
She paused, looking closely, deeply, as though trying to penetrate an
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area of Wagner containing some applicable truth.
“I don’t know you,” she said. “You’d be surprised to learn how little I
know you.”
“What was the connection between those three? What does the Sudan
have to do with your brother’s murder?”
“Nothing. Joseph and Rafael were in the state department together. The
Sudan had nothing to do with Joe’s new solar energy company, though
Chenault’s association encouraged the C.I.A. to use him as a liaison.”
“What about Tunis?”
“The only thing I know about Tunis is that he had some of EnCo’s
securities. As for his being in Africa, why, all I know is that you just
mentioned it. Not everyone was there at the same time. I know less about
Tunis than about you.”
“Yeah? Maybe, but you know more than you’re saying. Let me tell you
about Sal Tunis. He was an operative of Chenault in the Sudan. He got
himself in trouble. Some of the natives didn’t like the Yankee, Tunis, so they
pissed on him, literally. So, he either killed them, or tortured them. It seems
that his expertise was in that area, but Chenault knows even more. Real
torture, you see, is not electric prods in the genitals or fingers cut off or hide
flayed away. True torture is emotional. Chenault would probably say
intellectual. You of course know what I mean.”
Templin did not pause before stating:
“Of course, I do. That being the case, you don’t have to tell me more.”
“True torture,” Wagner continued, “is dismemberment and burned skin
and boiled genitals done to your family.”
“Please don’t,” Templin said as though peeved. “You impress yourself
more than you impress me.”
“What they do is rape your baby daughter in front of your eyes. I mean,
a real physical violation, forget the sexual part. It sounds so bad–baby
raped–but it’s worse if you think about it. The idea is worse than the act.
Chenault knows that. Imagine an adult man inserting his erect penis the
size of a baby’s arm into her vagina, which at that age is no more developed
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to accept a phallus than is her anus, which comes next, or her mouth, which
is last.”
Wagner found that Templin was a quitter. Wagner’s latest intellection
had become excessive.
“You’re welcome,” she said, and stepped to the door.
Wagner stopped her, grasping her upper arm. He remained seated, and
she did not resist, did not look down to him. Her face was as hard as a
gravedigger’s shovel, as red as having dug through Georgia clay.
“You see what I mean? It’s worse for the person who has to observe. You
ever have a baby?” he asked, and released her.
She paused a moment, not looking to Wagner, before turning and
walking to a small, stuffed chair, just the right size for a mobile home.
“I love children,” she said as though droning through the quarterly
reports of a company in which she owned no capital. “But I can’t stand the
thought of something growing inside me.”
Wagner was in no position to be impressed by this rare, genuine
revelation on Templin’s part.
“You either die from torture,” he told her, “or your body heals. You
become accustomed to blindness or being confined to a wheelchair, but your
mind stays sick. There are no pills that go that deep. It’s like a creature
growing inside your head.”
Templin had healed. No longer glowing dull red, no longer with a hard
face and uncomfortable voice.
“Are we speaking abstractly, Mr. Wagner? Or did Rafael so injure your
head that you can’t speak reasonably? If the latter is true, why don’t you go
to the police?”
Nothing wrong with her head. Again, Templin was manipulating him.
Even with his special effects, Chenault was more direct, more honest. At
least he explained his position.
“It’s personal. The police don’t know anything about persons. Where are
we?”
“We’re in your trailer,” she replied cautiously.
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“Who is Tate?”
Pause. He could have been listening over the airwaves again. But he
heard every syllable.
“You’re renting this trailer from a grave keeper named Tate. Why are
you asking me this? Your humor is often pitiful.”
“I don’t remember this place, or him. Chenault wanted me to forget
about EnCo and Joe’s death, but I diverted his aim. I didn’t forget anything
consequential, but I did remember certain significant items. I almost
remembered them. You should help me go all the way. Are you sure we
weren’t fucking before? Did I turn you queer?”
Templin stood decisively. Leaving a business meeting. Bad business.
“You’re fired,” she declared, looking directly at Wagner as she stepped to
the door. “You’re useless to me with your mind so twisted. I’m sure that
Rafael was partially responsible, but you’re worthless while sick. Send me a
bill.”
He stopped her again, standing now, holding her arm firmly against his
abdomen, corporeal contact.
“I’ll take my payment now,” he stated plainly, looking to her face from
inches away, but not quite seeing her. “I forgot Tate, but I remember trying
to collect a debt. Like trying to recollect a memory. One of those almost
memories that Chenault brought back is that you are working with old
Rafael, not against him. I had to work with Raf before, but the government
can’t make me now.”
Despite Wagner’s grasping her, Templin did not appear frightened until
his last phrase. The voice was Wagner’s, but not the speaking. And Templin
had heard that talk before.
Wagner didn’t seem to notice.
“What I absolutely remember, Ms. Gail Templin, is that you know Herb
Riccardo, so I believe and think and fucking feel that you sent him to mug
Anna Vinci. You two don’t get along very well, do you? I didn’t have to
remember that. I can hear. But you and Herb have something in common.
Neither of you are really good with women. I think you’d be better with
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men.”
He pulled her near. Wagner’s arm on her spine forced her breasts against
his chest. He pulled her mouth against his with a hand behind her head, and
kissed her. Templin was unable to close her mouth because she was
breathing so harshly that all of her air would not pass through her nose.
Breathing harsh sounds of rejection and anger as Wagner pressed his tongue
beneath her lip, against her tongue, and grasped her buttock. Then he
pulled her skirt along her flesh, to her waist, feeling the tight undergarment
below.
“I always wondered,” he said while licking her ear, “are women with
boy-cut girdles cut like boys?”
Wagner almost remembered something about Templin, almost
wondered what he was doing, almost recalled that not even Chenault had
gone all the way with him.
Templin pressed his chest with both hands and tried to twist away, tried
to lower herself from between his arms, but Wagner held her. When she
jerked her head to the side, he began sucking her neck. When she tried to
drop, he lifted her by the waist. When she rotated her hips away from his
hands, he grasped lower, her crotch. When she managed to press so hard
against his chest wound that Wagner had to retreat some inches, he grasped
the available garment, ripping his hand through her buttoned dress,
attacking her brassiere.
That’s when Templin quit. Quit being a lady. She struck her hand’s edge
against his throat, thrust three fingers above his belly, and somehow
arranged his lead leg beneath his center of gravity so that Wagner’s balance
was behind his back, and he found himself on the floor.
His throat hurt so much in that first instant that he could feel nothing
else. It hurt so much he could not hear, but he saw Templin’s demeanor
change. She changed from a violated woman to an upset girl. As Wagner lay
on his side, Templin kicked him in the hip. Kicked him like a little girl
peeved at her brother, but not wanting to hurt him.
She looked down as Wagner slowly sat. The pain was so intense that,
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filling his brain, it excluded thinking. In the next moment, he was able to
remove his hand from his throat. Seeing that she had not debilitated him,
Templin turned away. Unlike Wagner, she did not remove her hand against
her body. Templin’s fingers on her chest kept her clothes from falling.
Wagner had to speak. He always had to speak. He could not let himself be
defeated by spies and women, not without comment. Templin turned away,
and Wagner stopped her.
“I think I love you,” he croaked.
She whirled around, forearms tight against her torso.
“How can you say such idiotic drivel!”
“It must be love. I got a hard-on when you kicked me. Damn, I could
have died. And me all wounded and everything by your pal. I only wanted
to suck your boob a little.”
So she let him. Despite all of the embarrassment and distress and various
pains he had elicited from Templin, Wagner had never seen her furious. Not
even when being raped. But Gail had become so enraged that she tore at
herself. She stepped to Wagner, went down on both knees, and tore apart the
top of her dress. As though recalling Wagner’s molestation better than he
had manifested the idea, Templin ripped her bra until it broke, her chest a
foot from his face.
Then he found her falseness, for a shaped piece of thick fabric dropped
away. At first, Wagner thought that Templin was a phony to be wearing a
padded bra, like a flat-chested sub-teen. Then he discovered that this
Templin was no woman at all, for she had no breast.
All in a moment. Though Gail was stiff and hard in her movements,
Wagner went limp and static. Furiously she pressed her chest against
Wagner’s face, and he could not bring himself to be revolted. Revolted
because against his mouth was a hard scar where Templin’s breast had been
surgically removed.
“Kiss me now, mister sick virility!” she cried, but he only turned away,
lowering his head like a boy ashamed to see his sister nude.
Templin rose with the same, decisive firmness, reaching for the padding
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that had fallen. She did not turn away while repairing her clothing,
inserting the pad into her bra, trying to secure the torn ends. Templin
confronted Wagner with the sight, because she had nothing to be ashamed
of.
“I have something in common with Herb Riccardo?” she yelped. “You
could be his father–his lover!”
Then she turned away, still working on her clothing, still talking,
Wagner still flat on his rear.
“You’re not fired, you bastard. You’re going to learn what happened to
Joe, or I’m sending the F.B.I. for you, not the low-life police bought by
Chenault. I won’t have to mention any attempted rape to gain their interest.
You pitiful clown,” she wheezed, nearly in tears. “Now you owe me.”
After grabbing her purse, she stalked to the door. This time, Wagner did
not stop her. And finally he had nothing to say. Some things, even cool guys
can’t handle.
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CHAPTER 18

Too Modest To Activate Electrons
Wagner

shivered, his teeth literally chattering, and he could not feel

his toes. Forty-two degrees and Wagner wore only a riding suit made for
minor abrasions, not near-freezing, breezy nights. Felt good, at least correct.
Proper for a rapist was torment, whether self-induced, officially sanctioned,
or delivered by the vagaries of atmospheric currents and solar flares. A fool
deserved even more pain, and Wagner was both.
What a great fence, silvery in the moonlight like a minimalist sculpture
that objectified the idea of signifying aesthetically with metal. Maybe
Wagner liked art. Perhaps one day he’d remember. Now, however, he had to
recall his profession. How to be a burglar in one cold lesson. Wagner intended
to breech this fence, because EnCo’s offices lay beyond, and Wagner hurt
from being ignorant. He had only learned that he could not learn from
people. Those who knew more defeated him intellectually; those who knew
less overcame him emotionally. No wonder he could not recall his past. It
was probably full of people like Templin and Chenault.
Wagner considered gross intrusion. Get a truck and ram through. But
this action would not lay settled in his vicinity like a town square’s statue
from decades past. Smashing the fence would have the security guards and
police up and running like the swift wind cutting through his chest more
cleanly and deeply than Maurice’s fun-time bullet.
How would Dale Britten, creator of EnCo’s security system, enter?
Perhaps Britten had not left even himself a way in. That being the case, a
good burglar was better for the task than the designer. Then again, given
constraints of budget and length of fence and size of buildings, some systems
could not be made absolutely impervious. Or so they seemed until the
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alarms started screaming.
They had screamed before during his career, during this case. Perhaps
one more time, time enough to satisfy his client.
An image of Templin came to him, but Wagner was too cold in his body
and hot in his head to contemplate the nature of this view. Did Gail feel
disappointment, shame, embarrassment, revulsion? All of these in the real,
but reality was not the realm of his mentality, his memory. Wagner would
learn of Joe Vinci’s death in order to remove that dead realm from his head.
*

*

*

He would have walked, but the perimeter was miles long. He would have
walked had he not retrieved his bike from the motel, and who would
reimburse him for cab fare? No haunts for him at that scene of terror.
Perhaps the ghosts were firmer inside the fence.
He rode, but quietly. Difficult on a motorcycle that preferred to rev and
roar. Difficult in the cold and damp, which caused the stroker to stall near
idle. Difficult when carrying a sixteen-pound sledge on the lap, the only part
of his body not injured. If their positions had been reversed, Wagner would
have kicked his assailant there. But how could he know the position of such a
woman?
He rode slowly through the sparse brush, no lights, Wagner well
removed from the fence’s two gates, looking for poor maintenance. Not a
convenient hole made by adjacent cattle or ubiquitous rust, but overgrowth,
the opposite of undergrowth. Perhaps no one had checked the trees. EnCo was
at the edge of a forest; perhaps some overlooked oak had extended a branch
over the fence. And, yes, Wagner found some likely subjects, but they had
been cut away. Cut away because they had been touching the fence’s top,
activating pressure sensors. Wagner sought something a little higher. Park
the bike and walk because the next several trees seemed promising.
There it be. A willow, Wagner thought, but too far south, even for a
hybrid. What did he know about horticulture? It was just a damn tree, but
one Wagner could climb, keeping on his riding suit and full coverage crash
helmet to aid in his falling. Wagner felt that he could not stand much more
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damage, especially to his head. Too many people there pounding to get out.
He only had to remove the one, and all would fly away. Fly in his face.
Tossing the sledge over the fence almost ripped his shoulders from their
sockets, but the hammer cleared so far that he would probably not be able to
find it in the dark. After leaning his motorcycle against the tree, Wagner
stepped on the saddle, compressing the shocks so that he could barely reach
the thick, lowest limb. He clambered up with a final push against the
motorcycle, which tipped over. Hard. He heard something compress, or
break. His poor, abused bike. Perhaps he’d name it Gail.
Wagner did not want to remember climbing trees as a boy. He just
wanted to get in, resolve the world, and get out. Up the trunk limb by limb,
the breeze not dangerous until he tried to gain the proper limb’s skinny end
by scooting along on his butt. The ironworkers at his building called this
“coon-assing.” But it was candy-assing for a professional, who walked
upright with no concern. And no falling. Unlike Wagner, who came to the
end of his limb only to poorly receive the breeze, his riding suit billowing like
a sail, pulling him from the tree. He fell fifteen feet, landing on one leg, then
his head. His helmet protected the latter, unlike the traitorous riding suit,
which was supposed to reject invasive weather, not welcome the danger of
winter’s winds.
He lost his breath, if only because his gunshot wound had broken open
again, and his neck was so sore that even the slight movement of respiring
caused a deep, expanding pain. Wagner felt pain if only because he had
landed on the sledge hammer.
He wondered how Anna Vinci was recuperating from her beating. And
Gail Templin from her near rape. The latter, at least, was surely in splendid
shape. After all, she was literally as tough as leather. And as deeply,
strikingly fine as any of Wagner’s wounds were painful.
He rose. No sirens, no searchlights, no troops converging on him.
Carrying the sledge hammer, he began walking, still dazed but needing to
get away from thoughts of people he had violated, a population including the
mentally challenged as well as the harmless wives of cretins. Yet he was
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approaching the repository of a past likely containing more of his feminine
conquests, and perhaps one masculine murder. Then, around him in the
sky, megalomaniacal monoliths of a man whose grand delusion was of
receiving the sun through sculptures in a cow pasture and squeezing the
heat of daylight through wires. Here was a living voice to be sounded by the
dead, abetted by the unaware, implemented by inanimate energy observers
culpable in their mute ignorance of misunderstanding.
Wagner stepped away from the rows of photovoltaic receptors. He loved
them, but they were frightening. Just like his visions. Frightening from
being unnatural, the remnants of a future race whose technology included
debasing the blue of the sky.
Which building to enter? The labs and offices would be most heavily
guarded. The warehouses, full of sheet metal and I-beams, might be
protected by a single retired gent asleep in a chair for minimum wage. But
Wagner did not want to face any people, even those making more money
than he.
One look at the buildings lit by floodlights and Wagner discerned the
layout: materiel reception to the north, big labs south, offices east, tech
southeast. What would a thief want most? That’s what Britten had to decide
when designing the security system. Stuff like stainless steel panels and
silver wire and solar cells, though valuable, could be replaced. Employment
files and tax records–who cared? Technology breakthroughs. Unique
solutions via original data. Just the sort of thing to thrill Rafael the
intellectual. Oh yes; Wagner had to remember to kill him.
A long walk. Keep out of the lights. Behind him, the tall receptors aimed
blindly upward. Every security system has a weakness. Any good burglar
knows that. Even expert designers can have a blind spot toward their own
work, unable to see the flaw until it is pointed out. But how to view better
than others when partially blind yourself? After all, no matter how often he
looked at himself, he did not know what he saw. Gail Templin was equally
invisible. Hell, Wagner was blind to his own landlord. Anna Vinci, Chenault,
poor dead Joseph–they were blinding. Hurting in his inner eye, Wagner
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continued to the larger warehouse.
He determined the big one was connected to the glassy offices. The big
one of concrete block. Wagner recalled exactly when he had learned how to
break through concrete. About two years ago. A client who smiled
constantly planned on entering his ex’s house to get his birth certificate.
Wagner tagged along, learning that a block wall was only an impassable
barrier when poured solid with concrete. Of course, when you break in to a
room where your ex-wife is waiting in the dark with a two-hundred-pound
mastiff that hates you, why, rushing back through that wall is no problem,
even if you miss the hole.
Wagner found a good place to pound: between pilasters, which were
three-feet-wide, formed and poured concrete, covered with painted stucco.
Some bushes against the building; looked like weeds to him. Poor
maintenance, but good sound insulation. No windows nearby, no doors. If
the warehouse were empty, anyone inside would hear his pounding. Though
concrete block was a nonresonant material, a sixteen-pound sledge whacking
on something that hard made a certain racket. If the building were filled
with crates and heavy equipment, though, the sound might not pass.
Wagner was going to take his chances, but did not want to be caught by
EnCo’s people. Caught by them–he was afraid to interview them.
The blocks’ joints were demarcated by darker streaks in the stucco where
the mortar had absorbed moisture from a recent rain. Wagner attacked a
block’s soft spot between thick end and center web. His light striking
produced a dull thud that did not sonically impress him. But his deluded
ears might be engaged in wishful hearing.
His arms were so tender from his fall that he could barely swing the
huge tool. A smaller hammer would have worked. No, not a rubber mallet
used by sculptors of wood and/or human flesh. But smaller hammers require
harder strikes, which sound like shots instead of thumps.
A visible crack did not form until the third smack, and Wagner knew he
had lost his mind. He would never get away with this. This locale was not
Sal Tunis’s neighborhood with cats in trash cans and drunks puking in
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public and cars squealing through the alleys and crashing into concrete
barriers, their lovely lady drivers dead.
God, if he could only get some of that out of his head. But to do so, he
would have to remove the truth from its cryptic locale and expose it to his
own observation, his own culpability.
Wagner noticed no mute observers. No suburban sounds to conceal his
hard thumps. He heard nighthawks and waterfowl in the distance, croaking
crickets and frogs, nothing mechanical except a diesel semi a half mile away
pumping carboniferous particulate matter into the damp subtropical air.
And Wagner’s pounding, the dull pounding of a dull brain. So dull that he
would continue until someone made him stop.
Wagner quit worrying as he broke through the outer side of the block.
Then he cautiously punched through the inner wall. After clearing away
the debris, Wagner felt inside with one hand. Seemed to be cardboard; either
that or cheap boot leather. Removing his key chain from his pocket, Wagner
directed into the hole the beam of a tiny flashlight that he may have stolen.
A box sat about three inches from the wall. Wagner tried to press it away.
Too heavy. So, back to breaking the wall down.
He quit when the hole was big enough to squeeze through. Clear the
debris toward the outside, amongst the weeds, and try to push the box away.
No way. Feeling upward and to both sides of the cardboard, Wagner found no
end. So he cut a hole in the side with his lockblade folder. Cubic feet of tiny,
rounded packaging pellets came flowing out, surrounding his feet, not
stopping until astonishing seconds later.
He could not imagine the contents. Perhaps Joe Vinci’s corpse. Wagner
felt nothing upon reaching within. Must have been a six-foot cube, bigger
than a grown man’s grave. Wagner began pushing again, leaning with his
entire weight, denting–but not collapsing–the cardboard. Pushing the box
felt like pressing against Gail Templin. Inspired, Wagner moved the box
several inches. Then he had to stop, his chest aching acutely, his sore finger
throbbing like a love-sick heart.
Breathing deeply, no longer cold, Wagner peered into the warehouse
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with his little light. More boxes to either side, three stacked on top of his, and
a bloody woman dead and beautiful in her car. No, no. Pressing through the
hole was like pressing through the open window of that car, a bad
comparison Wagner painfully shoved from his mind, for he literally had to
shake the thought away, his wounded neck aching in response, an indicator
of extraneous effort, intrinsic guilt.
Push, just push. After creating enough space to enter, Wagner crawled
inside to find that he lacked enough space to stand. Though feeling irritated,
he would not lose his temper and begin thrashing at the boxes. That’s what
he had done with Gail Templin. No, he had not lost his temper, but his mind,
and had been punished deservedly. Unfortunately, Gail had been punished
worse. How would he ever apologize? Saying you’re sorry is so easy, but
rectifying terrorism seemed impossible to Wagner as he shoved away
thoughts and boxes.
At least he was out of the cold.
Proceed with moderation. Sometimes hours of subtlety are more
successful than a moment’s violence. Sliding to the end of the adjacent box,
Wagner shone his tiny light, a photon wave too modest to activate electrons
in even the most sophisticated generating cell, though visible to any cheap
camera or the average eye. Wagner found a gap between boxes that he felt
he could increase enough to pass through. Press in between, twist his
shoulders and hips, using his bones as levers. The boxes were two deep,
Wagner soon at the second row. Beyond, a long space between these boxes
and the adjacent crates with sufficient width to pass an electric fork lift.
Wagner began walking, seeing an illuminated area yards and yards away.
No more terrible sights had come. Of course, visions of his failures had
accompanied him because he was entering hell, a place that accepted
Wagner due to his disasters. Now that his fee had been paid, Wagner was
allowed to proceed. Until the next demonic vision.
He stepped to the row’s end to see a guard facing him. Armed. A .38
special at his side with a six-inch barrel and adjustable sights. But Wagner
was not prepared to surrender. After all, since he was in hell, what worse site
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existed to receive him?
Wagner stepped to the man, smiling. All in a moment.
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CHAPTER 19

Opaque Predictions
Facing

him. Seated. Exactly as he had foolishly imagined. Flushed,

Wagner halted before a dream turned real; and for a moment, he felt dizzy.
Wagner, the great, subconscious/unconscious predictor, looked at a guard
facing him with closed eyes. A retired gent. Retired for the evening. Wagner
thought of slipping behind the man, removing his gun, and shooting him
dead. Wasn’t that the rule? Let sleeping dogs die.
Quietly stepping past, Abner slunk along the wall like a rat. He had to
find some new line of work besides investigation. Unfortunately, Wagner
was not investigating a murder. Gail Templin was not his client.
He continued to a door connecting the warehouse with the adjoining
offices. Not that metal 3-0 with hinges drooling oil. Only permanently
squeaky doors are lubricated excessively. Next door, a wooden 2-8.
Unlocked. How could the guards walk their route if they had to keep
unlocking doors? So they left them unlocked, then took a nap. The door led to
a storeroom shared between the two buildings. This room held a wealth of
toilet paper and paper clips.
Run to the far wall. Unlocked door. Open an inch and peer through. A
bright hall. Enter, but turn right–west–and up the rear stairs to the second
floor. Wagner depended on intuition here. Enter the second floor corridor,
fluorescent fixtures, beige paint and contrasting baseboard and casings. Far
ahead, a reception area with desks and telephones. Wagner recalled another
stairway in the building’s center, fed by the parking lot. He recalled this
from his previous spying, his previous, horrid sight of a splendid woman’s
being molested. Worse than he had molested Gail Templin, and that was
bad.
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He arbitrarily selected a door. Locked. No jimmy tools with him. He’d
try the house key from his apartment in Decatur. Aware that it would not
fit, Wagner cut at the aluminum with his folding knife until achieving a
smoother shape made for manipulating tumblers. Insert the cut key, twiddle
a bit, and the door knob turned.
Entering, he gently closed the door of EnCo’s computer room. Either
incredibly good luck, or Wagner had noticed the open reel tape drives
through the window when viewing Anna and Herb from the knoll. So much
for pee-eye intuition.
Two terminals. The big color job was on, its blank screen of a greyish
fuchsia softly illuminating the room. No sign of active software there, so
Britten turned to the second terminal. A stiff keyboard and a green screen.
How old-fashioned can you get? What were they running, CPM-Plus off an S100 buss?
No, Unix. Wagner was no Unix hacker, but he managed. A few
keystrokes and he accessed the drive directories, finding a data stash labeled
“Sec.” Security, Dale Wagner’s bailiwick. Examining these folders revealed
only current information: equipment status, maintenance records,
expenditures. But nothing old. Nothing about Dale Britten or any
employees.
He could spend hours digging through files. If he remained too long at
EnCo, however, he might excavate himself a grave. Better to dig at the
cemetery. Some burglars, instead of trying to crack a safe on the premises,
steal the whole safe, and work on it at their leisure. Funny how Wagner
knew that. Maybe he’d take the hard drive along, but it must have weighed
a hundred pounds. Probably eight-inch platters. But he did not want EnCo’s
secrets–he wanted Joe Vinci’s secrets. Dale Britten’s secrets. Anna’s secrets.
How would Wagner have hidden privacies of business intrigues and
romantic interludes?
He stepped to the system unit: the micro under the desk, not the lowly
PC, seeking data even more distressing than those returning in conscious
dreams of ignorance. Finding a screwdriver in a drawer, he opened the case.
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Within, Wagner found a 5 1/4-inch floppy, a modem, and two hard drives,
big and little. The larger was warm. The cable to the 3 1/2-inch unit was not
connected to the power supply. Wagner plugged it in, loosely replaced the
case, and returned to the terminal.
Eureka, or rather, Europa. The system had rebooted with an ancient
operating system ported down from European mainframes called EUROS.
Any old hacker knew his way around that OS.
EUROS had a valuable “gross_dir” function that provided a summarized
content of all active drives, including a “peek_&_peer” attribute that
allowed the user to glean the contents of any file without opening the
application it ran under. Wagner began looking. First, he noticed that the
hard drive had last been written to some three years ago. He imagined dust
on the aluminum platters separating Joe Vinci’s concerned family from the
truth of his killing.
What a menu for minds starved for cryptic human truths suppressed
electronically. The folder titled “Letters” included the subheadings “JV,”
“AV,” and “RC.” Wagner wanted everything on that drive. Since it
contained less than a megabyte of data, he decided to save every file to
floppies, take the diskettes along, rent a computer, and study the data in the
trailer he still could not remember renting. Though believing he might
become lost returning to his cemetery, Wagner felt that everybody involved
in Joseph’s death would be waiting there. Maybe he should borrow Dale
Britten’s house.
He decided to overwrite the first box of floppies he found. After inserting
a diskette, Wagner keyed in the proper command, hit Enter, and the
computer crashed.
The keyboard locked, refusing to accept any input. But the computer
had not bombed; Wagner saw the “working” acknowledgment on the screen.
But the 5 1/4-inch drive was not running. He bent to the system unit’s case.
The hard drive was humming. The modem’s active light was on.
He did not snatch the power block out of the wall socket in time. Only
seconds are needed to transfer a diskful of data over phone lines using a high
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speed modem.
Transferred where? Who would want Wagner’s secrets? Everyone. Gail
Templin, of course. But who was lord of knowledge here? What individual
was most redolent of data and ideas? Who had tried to con Wagner into
believing that he knew too much and would find danger in remembering?
He plugged in the power block and its five lines. Behind him, the micro
began rebooting itself. Glimpsing the color monitor, Wagner saw a command
line requesting input. A name had to be typed in for the system to proceed
with its functions.
Wagner began looking for one last secret. He needed to know Rafael
Chenault’s address so he could ride there and kill him.
Wagner keyed in the name Rafael Chenault. Valid, but the computer
requested a password. Dale Britten was an invalid input, as were Gail
Templin and Abner Wagner. Wagner thought he heard the micro laugh at
him after entering the last, but he proceeded. Anna Vinci was a valid
identity, but what would her password be? “EnCo” was so obvious that
Britten could not resist trying. Reject. He tried “sun” and “solar” and
“electric.” The computer spit them back. “Joseph” was another failure. But
the computer loved Wagner’s next four letters. D-A-L-E was Anna Vinci’s
password.
He searched for a personnel listing. While seeking a reference to
Chenault, Wagner found Security. Computer trickery just shy of the
machine code level revealed the three heads of the department whom EnCo
had employed during its history. The first was Dale Britten. The third was
an unfamiliar name to Wagner. But he could scarcely read the identity of
Britten’s successor. A name so striking to Wagner that he had to blink and
re-read the two words, eyes bulged from the effort. EnCo’s security head
after Dale Britten was named Gail Templin.
Wagner continued for another ten minutes before finding Chenault’s
address. He already knew Templin’s.
Wagner would leave, accompanied by the micro’s hard drive. Certain
data there might prove valuable during his murder trial. Only a few wires
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to jerk loose, three screws, and the small drive lay warm in his hand. Warm
despite its odd insulation. An additional shield had been attached to the
metal cover, a shield of paper.
Brittle from heat and age, the cellophane tape had to be torn. For some
reason, Wagner found this folded paper frightening. How absurd. He opened
it, and lost his mind.
He could not recall when last he had suffered a waking return of his past
so intense in its actuality that the retrieved scenes replaced his current
living. During his entry onto the grounds, Wagner had been attacked by bits
of information in the form of data pain, as though a corrupted computer file
whose error protocols allowed the program to continue. But the true dream
returning to him now substituted for his sensibilities.
He approached a woman, not merely stepping near, but becoming closer.
He had no common identity for her, name or relationship. Here, he
experienced a true vision, for the emotions the woman formed within him
had more import than the facts of her appearance. But Wagner knew that he
had never seen her before, although he had viewed her often. Previously,
she had been a stranger to his emotions, but now she was more familiar than
any woman ever known to him. He seemed to sense her essences: the
moisture content of her mouth, the elasticity of her skin, the fabric of her
flesh against her joints. These portions combined into a personable whole
uniquely individual, as though he had never known an individual before.
Men and women and family and friends and lovers, but never a single
person strikingly unique from not being a member of any category. As he
stepped near, the woman looked up, and Wagner saw they were not alone.
Two other men stood near. Same woman, different scene. He noticed the
angle of the tall windows, the paired ceiling fans, the narrow wainscoting. A
longish room, but with satisfying proportions. It should have been an
emergency room, for three people here suffered, most of them male. Turning
to the second man, Wagner saw that woman behind the wheel, her lap
covered with blood. The third person spoke.
“I have the knowledge to take care of this.”
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Wagner certainly felt ill, and needed to get out: of that room, that
building, that enterprise, that relationship. A sense of presence struck him
with absolute vividness. Wagner knew the position of his feet on the carpet,
sensed that artificial fatigue caused him to slump, and felt himself trying
not to pant or scowl or scream. Trying to retain the composure of a
professional. From the distance, an ambulance came to take him away. Or
was it a different siren? In that era, perhaps he could not distinguish them.
Perhaps they were all the same.
The police came because he had called them. It was his duty. A flash of
winter before a holiday, the officer wearing a tie and a short leather jacket,
like fliers in a world war, but black. He kept touching the bill of his cap as he
sat in Wagner’s office. This cop was not comfortable. A pen in his shirt
pocket, just visible beneath the leather when he reached for his bill and the
jacket creaked. A lieutenant who didn’t seem the type to be making major
busts. Even the officer agreed.
“We like to press the case with breaking and entering. But I got a visit
from the State Department. There’s your property, and there’s national
security. I have to go with the last, because that’s what my superiors say.
You’re wasting your time pressing charges, but if you have to, sign here.”
Wagner looked down to the paper. Again, he stood in EnCo’s computer
room, real time, the true world’s progress no longer interrupted by his
attacking past. Wagner felt relief because the computer room was not either
site of the split scene he had experienced. But the paper seemed familiar,
because he looked at it again. No, not the same paper. Not the same content.
But something was the same.
He held the true paper, no longer warm from being above the hard drive
spinning out abrasive facts like a flat crystal ball revealing retrograde
fortunes, foretelling the unknown past. No longer warm, because he had
been holding the page in that cool room for twenty minutes. Only now could
he read it, though he still felt blind.
He did not see a printed police form, but a handwritten note. One never
sent. Either hate mail or a love letter. As difficult to distinguish as different
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sirens.
No date, no salutation, only text and a signature.
“I still love you despite the tragedy in your life–in our lives, for Joe and I
were virtually family. Not even death can make me forget you.”
The letter had been signed “Dale.”
Wagner lost his past again, for he had seated himself without being
aware of stepping to the chair before the monitor, flat glass with green light
as revelatory as the opaque predictions of a crystal ball in the dark.
He would compare the signature with his sample, but did not know why.
He had already determined that Anna Vinci had written the letter included
with the securities in Sal Tunis’s safe. But another sample concerned
Wagner, another hand. The mad idea came that Dale Britten was not a
man, but a woman named Gail Templin, who lived in a house she had
always owned.
Removing the paper from his wallet, Wagner discovered how insane his
thinking had been. He compared the handwriting, but the wrong side of the
sample he had acquired from Templin.
He had inserted his other hand into his pocket, touching his keys. That
key utilized to enter the computer room. The cutting had done nothing to
reshape his apartment key. He had lost that in Decatur. But some things
you never lose.
He looked down at the paper’s side where he had shown Templin a trick
about signatures by writing his own. His own handwriting, which exactly
matched that of Dale Britten.
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CHAPTER 20

Forehead Warming
He

wondered how much gas he had. Not enough to reach Georgia, but

enough to get out of town. Besides, he found Decatur less appealing than
before. Before his past.
He did not feel relieved, did not feel enlightened, did not feel guilty. He
felt like getting the hell away from this place and this life and forgetting it
all. But had he not previously attempted this extreme denouement?
Perhaps, but Wagner would certainly leave EnCo. He decided to take the
hard drive and note just so he could throw them in the trash as his bike
rounded a corner in some other county, some other state.
After a careful look, he entered the corridor. Old information that
accompanied a previous identity told him of a better route for exiting the
building and gaining his bike, a path that would not lead him past even a
sleeping guard. Not unless one of those security heads to have succeeded him
had hired additional personnel to station about the building. But Chenault
had kept his BB gun, so Wagner could not mow down obstructing guards.
Then again, he wasn’t Wagner.
He began running toward the second story reception area, its bright
light and curved, central desk. Down the stairs, then west, toward the rear
parking lot and a door whose security systems he could disarm from inside.
Once at the fence, a quick climb up, an ascent aided by the same angularity
that precluded an easy entry. Why would Britten want to trap anyone
inside? Everyone at EnCo was a good guy, right?
Wagner wasn’t, or he wouldn’t be slinking in retreat from the guard he
spied. With his back to Wagner, the uniformed man whispered into a
telephone. Wagner had heard that voice, seen that bulk. Not from his
previous employ, but his previous torture. Moving against the wall, Wagner
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began stepping away from Maurice. Around the corner, out of sight, but
footsteps approached right after the telephone’s parts clicked together.
He entered the nearest door. One handsome light fixture, as though from
an expensive living room, had been left on. A low wattage bulb, but enough
for him to identify the office as Anna Vinci’s, wherein Wagner had seen Herb
Riccardo assault her. But the office had not always been Anna’s; Dale Britten
knew that. Previously, this had been Joe’s office. The original boss. The only
victim.
Wagner remembered him. A normal sort of memory. He recalled
conversations shared with Joe in this office years before. Talking about
family, but getting a little nosey for Wagner, whose parents had died years
before. Wagner had uttered obscenely, and Joe would not allow obscenities.
Another conversation about the shoddy construction of nuclear power
plants, and how solar energy was so much safer and easily crafted. Wagner
recalled Joe’s exact appearance, his voice, his manner. But how could
“Wagner” remember anything about Joseph Vinci, when “Wagner” only
came into existence after Joe’s death?
He hated that office, because if he remained, conventional memories of
Joseph’s death would return. And Dale Britten was not prepared for those
memories.
The central stairway remained his best route. Wagner listened carefully
by the door. No, he listened to his memory. His thoughts of Joe Vinci had not
been the debilitating reverie of the past returned, just memories of an old
friend, data that had not precluded Wagner’s receiving perceptions of his
current surrounds. He had heard Maurice walk past. Time to leave.
No one in the corridor. Out, heading south, toward those stairs, Wagner
nearing when he heard a click behind. With all of his guns, how could
Maurice avoid tapping a slide or muzzle against a handrail? Wagner opened
the nearest door and slipped inside.
Damn, why had he chosen a room with lights on? He could not turn
them off, because someone outside might be watching. A table beside a fine
sofa held a cup of steaming brew. The guard’s smoke break must have been
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interrupted by notification of an intruder. A long room, but well
proportioned. Ceiling fans and genuine wood wainscoting, broad windows
with angled tops.
Here he was inside again. No, no. Wagner did not understand why he felt
that he had just left this room. The employees’ lounge. Two nice stuffed
chairs, a fridge, coffee machine, photographs of the Everglades on two walls.
A sofa expansive enough for sex. His previous vision had been set in this
room. Wagner felt another coming. No, no, he had no time for this. He had to
hide. Wagner tried to reject the memory by shaking his head, because he
required his energy for concealment, not revelation. Though he needed to
move quickly and hide in the duct work or cabinets, Wagner could no longer
walk.
The same room. Night again, lights on. Akin to his trying not to view
this memory, in the returned scene, Wagner had been trying to look away,
but saw her hand shaking. Anna Vinci appeared completely calm in her
facial expression and pose, but the vibrations of that hand holding a
telephone manifested the fallacy of her emotional detachment. She spoke to
another man. The same as Wagner, she could not quite look anywhere.
“Hello, Rafael? Anna. I’m at, at…. I’m in the lounge. You have to come
here. I can’t, I can’t. Just come over right away.”
He did. In a mutual pairing of past and present, Wagner saw the agent
approach in a subjugating vision, then heard him arrive in the
incontrovertible real.
“I see Mr. Abner Wagner is trespassing,” Chenault said.
Wagner turned. Wearing a pale blue windbreaker, Chenault appeared
typically unaffected. And typically, he was directly situated toward Wagner
without appearing interested. Maurice stood beside him, weapon aimed at
Wagner. His uniform and handgun were identical to those of the sleeping
guard.
“Rafael Chenault,” Wagner asked blandly, “who are you going to kill this
time?”
“This time is another day of learning for those of us capable of digesting
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new knowledge, Abner Wagner,” Chenault began, and Wagner understood
that he hated Chenault’s speeches. But Wagner knew he should listen.
Thereby he might digest new knowledge, contemporaneous data of survival.
“What I have learned just now, Abner Wagner,” Chenault continued, “is
that someone has broken in to these offices and been killed in the process.”
Only then did Chenault display his handgun, though Wagner knew his
true weapon was not a firearm. From his beltline in back, Chenault pulled a
sleek, .177 caliber pistol powered by compressed gas.
“Here is the pistol that you confronted this guard with, causing him to
respond by shooting you dead. If I were one of the jurors in the upcoming
inquiry, I might deduce that you simply could not take the pressures of a
terrible past. So, you broke in to EnCo to retrieve some malicious secrets, and
confronted a guard. Very well, Abner Wagner, I’ll take your secrets, and you
take your gun. Please leave those materials on the table. You’ll receive your
pistol later. It’s not exactly prepared to fire, but I don’t want you throwing it
at Maurice.”
As though only then noticing his locale, Chenault glimpsed the room.
Turning to Maurice, Rafael said:
“Let’s move him, Mr. Stenger. This site is too coincidental.”
“Why, Chenault?” the woman at the door asked. “Because this is where
you killed Joseph?”
No one seemed startled by her appearance. Rafael and Maurice were
accustomed to intrusions from the rear by armed personnel, and Wagner
could only be startled by inhabitants of his psyche, a realm too recently
populated by Gail Templin for her appearance in the real to strike him as
acutely as a vision retrieved. Her companion, however, was an intimate of
Wagner’s memory.
She tried not to look at him. Speaking to her employee perhaps aided this
avoidance.
“I didn’t know your union was affiliated with the C.I.A.,” she said to
Maurice, her voice quiet, perhaps tired. “A traitor who works for a traitor.”
Wagner found her face as discomforting as a bad memory. Swollen,
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discolored. The bandage high on her cheek was a subterfuge, visible despite
its flesh hue.
“Good evening, Miss Templin,” Chenault greeted Gail with a smile of
scant interest. “What a coincidence to find you here. I thought you had been
terminated from your position at EnCo.”
“Oh, no coincidence, Chenault. After all, you’ve been looking for me
lately, haven’t you? But I’ve been behind you. I was indirectly aided by your
prisoner here, whose records led me to a shop with wonderful electronic
instruments. You have one on your car. So, when you headed for EnCo this
time of night, I just had to follow. I used to be in the security business.”
Though speaking with a remarkably light tone, Templin held a firm aim
on Maurice. A double column, double action compact 9mm, matte finish.
Seemed like something from a dream to Wagner.
“Are you going to kill me, Gail?” Chenault wondered.
“Don’t be so fearful, Rafael. I’m aiming at Maurice. He used to work for
me, too.”
“Why not aim your weapon at Abner Wagner? He is the individual who
broke in.”
“Mr. Britten has proven himself harmless,” Templin remarked, not even
glimpsing Wagner.
“That’s an idea from which I would dissuade you. He may not be
harmful, but he is dangerous.”
Wagner wondered if Chenault had followed through his hole in the block
wall. The women hadn’t. Anna had a key, perhaps Templin had kept hers, as
had Britten. Some things you never lose.
“How is he so dangerous that you have to kill him?” Templin wondered.
“Perhaps you should ask your former employer about the men in her life
being killed,” Chenault suggested.
Anna said nothing. She looked toward Wagner, though not directly.
Wagner shared her oblique observation. He could not see her straight.
“I still don’t know what happened,” Templin declared, her tone no longer
light. “But obviously the only burglars and murderers are in this room.
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Anna won’t tell me. We rode up together; I thought she’d be interested. But it
seems she’s still not interested enough.”
Mrs. Vinci became interested enough to speak. Turning to Chenault,
Anna harshly demanded:
“Why don’t you answer her question, Rafael?” and who in the room
noticed her substitution of subject? Exchanging the topic of dead men for one
temporarily alive. “Why are you threatening to shoot Dale?”
Then she looked directly toward him, distress an excuse for this
confrontation, first with her gaze, followed by speech.
“What did he say to you, Dale? What was he going to do?”
Wagner could not accept that name. And he was no better at speaking
than Anna had been during her previous attempts at avoiding his sight. But
her speech had improved to equal her vision, for now she stared.
“Your hair is so short. It used to be like a boy’s, over your ears. I’ve never
seen you with a beard.”
“You’re being ignorant,” Chenault scoffed to the women. “With this
person’s knowledge, he could cause a scandal that would ruin EnCo. We’re
not talking life and death, that’s absurd. But, Anna, you have to understand
his threat.”
“I think his only real danger,” she replied, “is to you.”
Ignorant Templin listened intently, hoping that Vinci and Chenault
would approach the subject of her brother’s death. Templin was thinking so
hard that Wagner could sense her forehead warming.
Anna was taller, her hair of a finer texture, though perhaps less
substantial to the touch. Anna’s clothes appeared more expensive, but
nothing about Gail Templin was cheap. Physically, sensually, Anna was
more elegant, but Gail was more shapely if only because there was more to
her shape. To Wagner, the two women were equally sexy. They made him
sick.
“Not in life or in this building am I endangered by one Abner Wagner,”
Chenault pronounced with no agitation.
“Perhaps not,” Templin interjected, “but I think you find danger in Dale
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Britten.”
Then she turned to her companion.
“Tell us why, Anna. Tell us what happened to Joe. Anna.”
Wagner did not recall the wall covering’s depth and darkness, its dense
foliage motif almost oppressive under the fluorescent lights and their
discontinuous spectrum that emphasized greens. Perhaps the wallpaper had
been changed. Perhaps the new….
“When are you going to tell us the truth, Anna?” Templin demanded.
Anna again suffered from that chronic debilitation of her senses, for she
could neither look toward Britten nor speak of him. Someone spoke, but
Wagner didn’t listen.
“In truth, Gail,” Chenault told her firmly, “your need to blame someone,
anyone, for your brother’s death is preventing you from seeing the greater
truth. The truth is that no one here is a murderer. You will be the first. No
one is more dangerous than you with that weapon.”
“This is Joseph’s handgun,” Templin told Chenault. “I believe it has
already killed.”
Wagner thought of slipping away, running for the door. Rafael beat him
to it.
“Gail,” Chenault stated calmly, “Maurice and Dale Britten and I are
leaving, unless you decide to shoot us. We are going to the police, because I
am having him arrested, even if Anna refuses to press charges. In my
position, I don’t need the police.”
“Just call them, Rafael,” Gail demanded, yet to waver in her aim or her
ideas. “Or I’ll call the F.B.I. I don’t think that Dale would make it to the police
station.”
Chenault then gave her a fatherly smile.
“Gail, they won’t remain here after speaking with me.”
“But this time they will listen to me,” she asserted. “Dale left a great deal
of information in his computer, information you don’t have, but I do.”
As though the particulars of her speaking made her perceptions
categorically acute, Templin then noticed a small metal box on the table top.
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She noticed the folded page beneath it.
So did Anna. Walking obliviously past the pistol and beside the revolver,
Anna looked only to the paper, which she grasped and read while stepping
away.
Hard to tell how her face changed with those bruises. Familiars, of
course, noticed a response.
“What is it, Anna?” Templin asked.
“Never mind,” she replied.
Anna remained away from her sister-in-law, holding a corner of the
paper between finger and thumb as though a tissue she had blown her nose
on, coming away with blood. Anna had turned her back to everyone. Her
attention was no longer with them. Neither was Wagner’s mind.
He looked down to the letter in his hand while seated behind his desk at
home. The fat fluorescent bulb in the incandescent socket provided a soft
light, but he had difficulty seeing. Looking through the window, he noticed
buds forming on the large camellia. The overture to Rienzi came so quietly
from the living room that he barely recognized the piece. Though the
housekeeper was due, Dale hoped that she would not arrive. He did not want
to see anyone, and could not bear to face Anna. Perhaps they could go away
together, but that would be running away from each other with each other.
Besides, his free time in the future might be restricted to thirty minutes of
exercise each morning.
Then she called.
“Dale, I have to see you. I’m coming over right away.”
He could not read her voice, but no pleasant change in their lives would
be forthcoming. He folded the paper, placing it in his pocket.
When the housekeeper arrived, Dale dismissed her. He could not explain
why her services would no longer be tolerated.
“You’ll have to leave.”
“This is my day.”
“I’ve cleaned the place.”
“Is something wrong, Mr. Britten? You look–”
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“Never mind.”
Anna arrived. This conversation was easier, for Dale only listened. But
their speaking was impossible because of Anna’s words. Appropriately, he
could not recall them. Appropriate, for immediately after hearing them, he
began forgetting.
Anna appeared exactly as she had that night. Dale had hoped never
again to see such an expression from her. Now it seemed that her terror had
become permanent.
No greeting, no embrace, only one small fact that altered his mind.
“Your mind has been altered by tension,” Chenault told Templin, “if you
believe you have a denouement besides more threats against us. A decision
needs to be made, and it is our shared responsibility. I will now fulfill my
part. Either you are going to kill me in mistaken revenge for Joseph’s death,
or we three men are going to leave. The remainder of the decision is yours.”
Chenault nodded to Maurice, and began walking toward the door,
toward Templin’s semiauto. Maurice motioned for Wagner to follow
Chenault, who had courageously accepted the lead. Wagner did not argue.
His cowardly desire was to leave, even if it meant facing Maurice and all of
his guns.
Though not exactly jaunty, Chenault’s stride displayed no fear. Templin
stepped back in order to aim at both Chenault and Maurice. Anna responded
only with her face, her bruised, beautiful face staring at Wagner as he
passed, near enough to weep on.
He had no apologies, no guilt. Despite his still-faulty memory, Wagner
knew that he had not run from her. And he knew that Dale Britten was not
ready to return.
Chenault was. Chenault was so anxious to regain the lounge that he
walked backward through the doorway, almost stepping against Wagner.
Now he showed a bit of fear, at least consternation, at the force that had
inspired his return. Another handgun moved through the doorway, this one
connected to a man of Africa. Unlike Maurice and Templin, however, Sal
Tunis was anxious to shoot.
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CHAPTER 21

Disloyal Love
They

were getting bigger. This one forty caliber. Double column:

fifteen bullets would probably be enough. More than Chenault or Maurice,
Sal Tunis seemed the military man, entering the lounge in a partial crouch,
looking for weapons. Templin and her aim did not seem to impress him.
Maurice did.
“Hello, Maurice, I haven’t seen you, in, like, a very long time,” Sal
stated rapidly. “You’re, like, a bastard. And if you don’t hang that trigger
guard on your finger and, like, lower that piece right now, well, I am going
to, you know, shoot you.”
“Then I’ll have to shoot Britten,” Maurice stated calmly; but Tunis went
first.
The sound of a big bore handgun contained by a room is that of an
explosion. Even Chenault started when Tunis pulled the trigger, and
Maurice dropped his gun. Dropped his hand, his arm, his gaze. A red wash
emanated from his left shoulder. Maurice sat on the floor like a baby after
his first step, forgoing locomotion for a static pose of safety. He looked to his
shoulder, unable to lift his head further. No one offered first aid.
The bullet had passed a foot from Wagner. He saw the muzzle’s flare,
rocked back from the blast, and jerked in every limb from the vast shock of
sound and pressure, but had no memory of any other gun fired. Not in his
life. But Wagner’s life was not the subject. At the moment, it was Sal’s.
“Man, something has to be done with you,” he told Chenault while
glimpsing Gail Templin.
She hung the trigger guard on her finger, then lowered the semiauto to
the armchair beside her, and stepped away. Sal then concentrated on
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Chenault.
“I mean, you want to use me for the rest of my life for a past that is, you
know, over. Man, I don’t give a goddamn about your, like, international
scandal. I mean, the Sudanese can hold that against me, but it was their guy
who got it. I was your guy, Rafael, and you’ve been treating me like shit on
your cleats ever since. Well, it is over now. I mean, one way or other, it is
over.”
“Shoot him,” Anna stated.
Anna looked weak. Lacking inflection, her voice conveyed no true desire
for Chenault’s death. The comment came from her injuries, but not those to
her face. And the speaking style was instantly recognized. In better times,
Abner Wagner would have said the same.
Chenault began attempting to rectify Sal’s dearth of ideas, but Wagner
could not hear. He thought of slipping behind Tunis and running for the
door. But he would not avoid the warehouse guard, who stood wide awake in
the doorway, revolver aimed at Tunis’s back.
He looked to Anna and Gail, as though for instructions, before speaking.
“I didn’t know what to do,” the elder gent, no military man, admitted.
But he had reached the correct decision.
“Put the gun down, mister,” he declared convincingly to Sal.
Tunis looked to his side and slightly down. Wagner knew he was
considering wheeling on the man behind, testing reaction times. Templin
also understood, and stepped to Sal, touching the gun with one hand. Not
trying to jerk it away, just placing her fingers on the slide.
“Give it up, Sal,” she said with a type of kindness. “If you weren’t a
murderer in Africa, don’t become one now.”
Sal released the pistol. As though a man of subtle ideas beyond
Chenault’s comprehension, Tunis antithetically relaxed by eliminating his
low pose and standing erect. He did not bother to view the guard behind. He
only stared at Chenault, but not with a look of defeat.
Backing away with Sal’s semiauto, Templin kept the gun aimed at
Chenault. The next loud sound was speech from the boss.
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“William, do you work for him?” Anna demanded of the guard.
William looked to Chenault, then to Mrs. Vinci.
“No, ma’am,” he said. “I work for you.”
Templin regained her own handgun, same aim.
“Sit there, Rafael; and you there, Sal,” she instructed.
“William,” Anna said weakly, having abused her remaining strength,
“see what you can do for Maurice.”
Holstering his revolver, the guard complied. He required only one look.
“He needs an ambulance.”
“Get something to stop the bleeding,” Templin ordered, “then call EMS,
Uncle William.”
“Yes, honey,” the guard replied, and left the room.
Situated ten feet apart, Chenault spoke to Tunis without looking toward
him.
“There will be a trial for you, Mr. Tunis. In the Sudan.”
“I should have killed you,” Sal determined, thinking it might not be too
late.
“Sal, you can’t kill him for being a bastard,” Templin intoned with that
previous, near clerical warmth.
“But you should kill him for, like, what he did to your brother,” Sal
loudly fumed.
Templin’s next warmth was not kindly, but a secular heat.
“What did he do?” she asked quickly.
“He told your brother to, like, go wherever he was killed. I mean,
Chenault knew there was going to be a shooting, so he, like, sent him to the
place. He knew there was going to be a shooting, because he arranged it.”
“How did he arrange it?” Templin followed with no pause.
She almost sickened Wagner. Gail was in such a rush to hear, as though
hurried to remember. Couldn’t she learn anything from him?
“Someone like Rafael, you know, can control people over the telephone. It
was all, like, a cool idea to him. I mean, just getting three people in the
wrong place at the wrong time so that something happens that, you know,
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can’t ever be changed.”
Chenault moved his head sideways with an unimpressed, knowing
expression.
“You would believe a vengeful murderer who doesn’t even know your
brother’s name?” he confronted Templin.
“I know yours,” Tunis barked, “it’s asshole.”
The guard had returned with a first-aid kit. He felt comfortable around
these people pressuring each other with emotions. All of William’s efforts
went toward bandaging Maurice. If someone else needed to be shot, he’d let
his niece do it. These folks spoke about poor Joe, but William was just a
security guard, not a secret agent.
“Who shot my brother? Templin demanded of Tunis.
“I don’t know,” Sal responded. “Chenault doesn’t, you know, give out
names. He only gives ideas.”
“What do you know, Britten?” Gail demanded of him.
The discrepancy of names confused Tunis for a moment. When he
answered for the silent, abstracted man, Sal appropriately looked toward no
one.
“Like, Abner doesn’t know what he knows.”
“Why were you watching him?” Templin wondered of Sal.
“Because, you know, Chenault told me,” Tunis replied. “That’s how I’ve
been keeping Rafael off my back.”
Chenault stood before Templin could speak again.
“Gail, I’ve allowed this to continue so that you could learn something,
but you still fail to understand. You have to accept the fact that you cannot
compel these people to talk, and they can’t compel themselves. Now, I am
leaving, and that is not a request. The only way I can be stopped is for you to
shoot me.”
Templin aimed her handgun directly at his face. That face just had to
speak.
“Be a fool, Gail, but not a hypocrite. If Sal can’t kill me for allegedly
being a bastard, neither can you.”
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Chenault began stepping toward the door, moving behind Wagner,
where he stopped. Then he revealed the gun in his hand. Palm-sized, a .380
auto with an alloy frame, the muzzle’s aim moving between Wagner’s ear
and Gail Templin.
“Abner Wagner will accompany me, Miss Templin. I am sorry you can’t
be trusted not to shoot me in the back.”
Wagner began walking. He had been trying to leave since the first gun
showed its muzzle. He’d take his chances with Chenault.
Sal stood, crying out to Templin:
“You have to, like, shoot him!”
“He’s right, Gail,” Anna declared as though surprised. “If Rafael takes
Dale, he’s going to kill him. You know it, Gail.”
Templin’s only certain knowledge was that she didn’t know enough to
kill Chenault. Besides, Britten was stepping away as though hurried, and
Chenault was shielded beside him.
“Do something, Gail,” Anna wheezed.
“Mr. Wagner owes me a favor,” she said loudly, looking at Wagner.
“What do you owe him, Anna? What do you owe Joseph? You had better tell
us now, before you have another debt that you’ll never repay. You already
let your husband die–are you going to let your lover die, too?”
Anna managed to look exactly between Chenault and Wagner as they
walked, though no space separated them. She could not understand what
connected them. But Anna said nothing, not when the men left the room,
not when both came running back, accompanied by gunshots.
Anna did not move, though Templin quickly slipped behind a sofa,
muzzle raised above. Chenault and Wagner ran like men chased, Chenault
dripping blood from his leg. Unharmed, Wagner slipped behind the open door
in a sophisticated move. Wounded Chenault dragged himself behind a
stuffed chair, Wagner remaining ready and erect as Matilda Smithson
approached the doorway.
Templin was almost relieved that she could not shoot at Matilda without
endangering Britten. Gail did not wish to shoot anyone. But if someone did
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not act immediately, this lounge would generate another death.
Wagner knew that Smithson’s aim had been for him; Chenault had been
shot from using Britten as protection. Dale entered the lounge, finding Anna
within, as expected.
“Anna, I can’t handle this,” he told her. “I feel like a thief. I don’t want to
steal anything from Joe.”
“I am not Joseph’s property,” she replied while stepping near. The room’s
interior, like the night outside ensconcing the building in its core, seemed a
paradigm of stillness, Anna’s graceful stride not intruding on that
quiescence, but extending its calm toward Britten. “You’re not stealing my
love, Dale. You’re creating it.”
They kissed. Anna was the most delicious woman he had ever known,
not only in the gross tangibles of taste and texture and her flesh’s
consistency. Anna’s flavor was more complete, for her presence increased his
self-respect, making Britten richer in the sense of human worth. They
kissed, and he could feel no separation.
“Someone told me this was a good place for sex,” Anna whispered, a sweet
sound followed by a scream.
“Anna!”
A damaged man stood behind them. Anna’s husband, who had become
Britten’s friend since their working together. A man whose vision was so
expanded by pain that he seemed able to simultaneously stare at both
traitors’ eyes.
His face was innocent, displaying that naive ugliness of pain, an
expression as universal and verbless as tears. Joe had lost his supporting
demeanor. The variable mien applied toward employees to show his
firmness, with professional peers to display his intelligence, with his wife to
show his love via a virility he felt required to display. All of his expressive
adjuncts has been lost, Joseph left with the honesty of his emotion, the
completeness of his pain.
Here was Britten’s immediate guilt, that he had caused this damage. Joe
appeared to have been slapped in the face. But direct contact had not caused
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his flush, those open, uncomfortable eyes, that sagging mouth. Not direct
contact with his flesh.
Joe spoke one word, one cry, then left.
Anna had become less tasty. She seemed weak and lost, another
emotional state she had created with Britten. They parted, no longer looking
at each other, searching for a beginning response to carry them through
that instant and the following time of painful revelation. A time of confusion
interrupted by Joseph’s return. Then they were certain. They were certain
that Joe was going to shoot them both dead.
“Anna,” he said again, his expression harder than before, though
equally pained. “Jesus, what am I supposed to do?”
Joe always impressed as being decisive, even tough. He was stocky and
strong; not an athlete, but an achiever. A man who could affect the federal
government with his small company, who could win a bride from a better
family and with a better appearance. Now Joe was uncertain. He had to
form a decision when his powers to comprehend and apply knowledge were
damaged. But he was going to act; the head of security could tell. Joe was
going to act foolishly, and Britten could not abide fools.
“Joe, use your head,” Britten told him firmly. “How many of us are you
going to kill–all three?”
Anna did not agree. Dale was being too firm. Now he was stepping
near–or was he placing his body between herself and that gun?
Joseph squeezed the checkered wood, then eased his grip. He viewed
vaguely toward the lovers until Britten stepped near. Staring at the man
who was stealing his wife, Joseph spoke of the traitor who had given herself
away.
“Maybe I’ll begin with her,” Joe snarled, and pointed the gun at Anna.
Pointed, not aimed, but Britten knew that a loosed bullet’s coincidence of
contact against Anna would not be indecisive. Joe waved the handgun at
Anna, and Britten leapt at him.
Dale grabbed his wrist, and Joe became infuriated, glaring at Britten
with hatred, not pain. Their exertion drew the men near, Joseph trying to
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free his hand so that he could fire–somewhere, at someone–Britten
squeezing and twisting that supporting wrist so the pistol would fall.
They became entangled. As near as lovers during foreplay, Vinci and
Britten rubbed limbs, breathing one another’s exhalations, their faces
stressed with the opposing passions of catharsis and survival. Vinci tripped
on Britten’s foot, his arm with the pistol jerked to one side, but Britten had
lost the advantage, for the gun was now thrust at Anna.
Britten adjusted his center of gravity so that Joseph became unbalanced,
but the move was dangerous, because Vinci fell toward Britten, along with
the gun. He fell against Britten, the men tumbling to the floor, Joe’s ready
trigger finger losing its patience and fully contracting, connected via levers
to the firing pin. One shot, an explosion in the hard-walled room muffled by
Joseph’s body.
Britten did not stand, because he was checking Joseph’s vital signs. Signs
as static as the influential night absorbing passion.
The bullet had not damaged Britten. Not in his body. Unharmed, he
thrust against the door as soon as the handgun extended past its edge.
Startled Matilda was literally upset, her arms reaching out for balance as
she fell away. Through incident or spite, she pulled the trigger, her
incoherent aim sending the bullet to a blank wall.
Wagner only had to run. All in a moment. Smithson could barely retain
her balance, and she sought no person with a singular identity. Only the
duplicate, duplicitous man. But Wagner could not escape his past. If Matilda
did not run after him, she might fire through frustration, and Anna would
be in jeopardy again.
Unsteady Smithson stood nearest Templin. All in a moment. The arm
with extended weapon pointed toward Gail. Wagner had to make certain
that grip flexed toward a person to whom he owed no debt. With his parted
mind complete enough to fulfill an obligation, Wagner leapt to Matilda, his
presence inspiring her to swing the gun around, toward his head.
He dropped his center of gravity and the gun fired, an explosion that
took his hearing, but none of his blood. Matilda slid her rear foot backward
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until regaining her balance. Until able to shoot again.
She aimed the handgun toward crouching Wagner, who came up with
her wrist in his hand. Wagner was stronger, more experienced, and more
decisive than during his first shooting. His violent twisting caused the
handgun to fall, immediately following an incoherent shot that sent a bullet
through Rafael Chenault’s ear.
No doctor was required to verify instant death. The ad hoc medic,
William, watched his sickly, surviving charge slowly stand and step to the
nearest telephone. As though listening via an electronic intermediary
compatible with a telephone, Wagner missed the first syllables.
“…collect call to Washington, D.C., operator. Person to person. The
number is….”
Anna slapped her hand to her face as though having learned Herb
Riccardo’s ethic of molestation. With an intense anger that seemed directed
toward herself, she groaned:
“God! just like the last time.”
Startled to hear Anna’s words, Gail uncocked her gun and turned away
from Rafael. William stepped ahead to lift Matilda’s weapon. Smithson sat on
the floor, confused by Vinci’s speaking. Anna stared at Britten. So did
Matilda. Everyone stared at Rafael. The first time is the last time.
“Doreen left me because I was so hateful to Herbert that I became a
hateful person. She and I were getting along so well. Until a bastard sent a
pervert to violate our love. I knew in the bedroom that you were more than
a voyeur–you’re a ruinous cretin by nature. Now I have to apologize to
Doreen because you ruined us, and I wasn’t able to give it back.”
She looked to Wagner with a glare appropriate for moral inferiors, child
molesters and cuckolds. In Wagner, she saw both.
Sal Tunis proved himself more forward than Chenault by stepping from
the room without asking permission. Britten felt jealous.
Templin did not shoot the escapee. She glimpsed Sal only to snap her
glare back to her sister-in-law. Gail would not lose her opportunity with
Anna’s emotions.
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“But last time, last time it was Dale and Joseph, wasn’t it, Anna?”
Vinci’s affirmation was her failure to deny. Her following revelation
seemed only for herself.
“You can’t imagine how it feels to love two different men so equally. I
never want to know it again. But Joseph took that part of me with him.”
“Chenault told Joseph that you and Dale were here,” Templin continued.
“I never knew that,” Anna wheezed. “I thought it was coincidence that
Joseph showed up.”
No one was questioning Britten. He was weak from his previous struggle.
Not with Matilda, but that orgasmic recollection. He could almost, almost
walk away.
“Chenault brought them together so they could ruin each other,”
Templin indicated. “What an idea. Then there was you, Anna. Rafael did
end up with you.”
Anna stared at Gail as though she had been called a whore. Then Anna
turned to Britten, staring at him as though he were the dead returned. No
one could look at Chenault, but he remained a force. His death was
influential.
“I understand why you won’t say anything, Dale,” Anna wheezed. “But I
don’t understand why you won’t ask.”
“Sal Tunis was right,” Templin stated as though Britten weren’t present.
“Dale doesn’t know what he knows. Someone with his type of amnesia begins
remembering years later, and it’s a terrible shock. I wonder how shocking
Mr. Britten’s memories have been lately. What else is left? What should he
be asking you, Anna?”
“He’s supposed to ask me why I lied after Joseph, after Joseph…died.
When I said that I told Joseph about our meeting here so he could find us
together. That’s how I planned for Joseph and Dale to settle me between
them. When I told Dale that hideous lie, he didn’t have any grand surprise.
But I don’t understand why he doesn’t now, after he knows it’s all a lie.”
Anna was then taken by another naive demeanor, a helpless mien of
sorrow, her breathing wracked, lips sagging, but not a tear. None of
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Wagner’s women cried. Only the men.
She was almost ugly. Almost.
“All a lie, because if I hadn’t told you that, Dale, then you would be in
jail for murder right now. Rafael said he could only quash the investigation
if you left the state. He said that you would never leave unless I made you.
He even told me there was only one thing to say to make you go, because you
truly did love me. Rafael was so aware. And so correct. But I, I really
expected you to disbelieve. I thought you would make me tell you the truth.
But you didn’t. He just walked away, Gail, and left me in his living room. He
just stood there the way he is now. He accepted my treachery so easily, as
though he had been expecting it.”
Templin then noticed a page crisped with age that had fallen to the
carpet several gunshots ago. She stepped to take the note, and no one argued.
Only a moment to read. Then she dropped it again, speaking of Britten
without looking to Wagner.
“Not even death could make you forget?” she sighed almost facetiously.
“But treason could.”
“That’s the word, that’s the word,” Anna declared to Gail as though
imploring, then turned to Wagner.
“You don’t know what kind of a traitor I had to become to keep you out of
prison, Dale. But I didn’t do it for you, I did it for me–I didn’t want the man I
loved going to jail.”
Anna had been standing paces away from him, not an intimate space for
former lovers. Now she stepped near, looking directly to Britten’s face. Not
near enough to kiss, perhaps near enough to become a vision.
“I loved you enough to become a whore. Did you love me so little that
you couldn’t remember?”
“Or so much,” Templin said quietly, “that he couldn’t forget.”
What a great case, Wagner thought. What a terrific puzzle. What a pain
in the ass. He could not quite reconcile his returned memory with his lack of
enthusiasm for that lost era. But why should he be enthused for an era of
treason and death, culminated by destructive judgments in loyalty and
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love?
Wagner recognized the approaching siren: ambulance.
He did not feel like Britten.
Time enough to leave, on his bike traversing a path to the future before
another type of siren came, delivered via his insubstantial senses like a
memory. With his momentum operative again, Wagner took a step to the
door, and Britten’s lover spoke.
“Aren’t you going to say good-bye this time?”
Her question could have been a condemnation, but came as a cry of pain.
“Can’t,” he said. “It’ll wreck my rhythm.”
Wagner could nearly remember the last instance of a woman in his life
being so pained. The problem was that Britten could not forget.
He halted so suddenly that Gail and Anna wondered who had shot him
now. His posture was worse than after killing Joe. He was bent and
incapacitated, as though driven to despair at a funeral for himself. The
women saw Britten racked with tears, but Wagner could only perceive a
vision, not its effect on his ingenuous mien. Two of the three women looked to
him, dumbfounded, as Wagner received his final dream, the oldest and most
inherent flaw in his memory.
That woman in the car; he knew her. In law school, she had been
infatuated with him. That was the term in his mind at the time, though not
even in later years would he admit to himself that her emotion had been
love, genuine love. And he could not handle it. He had never known why.
She was lovely, sexy, smart. He liked her, and could have liked her more,
except for her flaw. Her flaw was that she loved him, and sought from him
an emotion equal to her own. Only in the lounge while weeping for her did
he come to understand. His problem had been cowardice. He would not give
her a part of himself that could cause a woman to whore for love, cause a
man to pimp away his past.
They parted years before he caused her death.
“Please don’t leave, Dale–I love you.”
“You love me too much!”
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“If it’s not complete, it’s not really love.”
“If it’s too complete, it’s repressive. I want to have more to remember
than obsession.”
Dale turned and walked away, just as the woman began bleeding, seated
in her car, dying.
Bent like a baby, Britten wept completely, stricken with an anguish that
only adults can suffer, for only adults have a history of disloyal love. He
wept not because he had failed her then, but because his failure killed her
later, a retrograde progression of future into past founded by a personality
more permanent than memory.
The second siren connected perceptively, but remained removed to his
emotion. Here in sheer perception was an analog of Anna’s distress: affecting
his senses, but unable to renege his recollection. He should love a sound so
cold and dark, if only because he would not love a woman so memorable.
But, no, his love was inadequate for even a despised sound as repellent as his
past.
He finally understood. He had unconsciously selected the PI game to
learn how to do it right the next time. But the first time was always. Some
deaths are so hard they live forever. And he understood his memory.
Psychogenic amnesia might not have been a courageous resolution, but the
rejection had been no mistake. He had been correct in forgetting. But this
death, he’d remember.
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